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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

In accordance with Federal Circuit Rule 47.5(a) and (b), Appellant states:

1. Appellant is unaware of any other appeal in or from the same 

proceeding below that was previously before this or any other appellate court.

2. Appellant filed an action for patent infringement on July 25, 2013, 

alleging infringement of U.S. Patent No. 8,193,496 and U.S. Patent No. 8,426,813. 

The case is active, but is stayed pending the outcome of this appeal: Leak Surveys, 

Inc. v. FLIR Systems, Inc., Case No. 3-13-cv-02897 in the United States District 

Court for the Northern District of Texas.
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I. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

On September 3, 2015, the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“Board” or 

“PTAB”) issued the Final Written Decision (“FWD”) below. Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 

§318(a) and 37 C.F.R. §42.73, the Board’s FWD adjudicated three inter partes

review proceedings that had been filed by Appellee FLIR, Inc. (“FLIR”). 

Appellant and Patent Owner Leak Surveys, Inc. (“LSI”) timely filed a Notice of 

Appeal on October 30, 2015, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §142 and 37 C.F.R. §90.3.

(A1804-09; A28815-20) This Court has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1295(a) and 35 U.S.C. §§141(c) and 319.
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II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

The following issues are presented on appeal: 

1. Whether the Board’s claim construction of “leak” was erroneous; 

2. Whether the Board’s claim construction of claim terms requiring 

“variable ambient conditions” and/or “normal operating conditions” was 

erroneous; 

3. Whether the Board erred in finding that the alleged combination of prior 

art references would detect a “leak” under “variable ambient conditions” 

and/or “normal operating conditions”; 

4. Whether the Board erred in finding that a POSITA would have been 

motivated to combine the references as alleged by FLIR; 

5. Whether the Board erred in finding no nexus between the challenged 

claims and the objective evidence of non-obviousness, and in refusing to 

give weight to the objective evidence in connection with its obviousness 

determinations;  

6. Whether the Board’s obviousness determinations were legally erroneous 

and/or whether its factual findings were supported by substantial 

evidence; and 
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7. If the Court finds error in the decision below, whether the case should be 

remanded, or whether judgment should be rendered for LSI.
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III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Appellant LSI appeals from three inter partes review (“IPR”) proceedings

involving two related patents: U.S. Patent No. 8,193,496 (the “’496 Patent”) (A52-

101) and U.S. Patent No. 8,426,813 (the “’813 Patent”) (A102-51). Both patents 

claim priority to common provisional and PCT applications.1 The ’813 Patent is a 

continuation of the ’496 Patent. (A102)

Appellee FLIR Systems, Inc. (“FLIR”) filed five IPR petitions challenging 

these patents. In a consolidated Decision to Institute, the Board granted the 

petitions in the -411 and -434 IPRs and denied the remaining two petitions. (A354-

90) The Board then consolidated the -411 and -434 cases. (A391-95) FLIR 

subsequently filed a fifth petition, which the Board later granted. (A27796-815)

Following institution of the -065 case, the Board coordinated the deadlines,

including discovery, between the -411 and -065 cases, and the parties thereafter

filed consolidated briefing; but the cases were never consolidated.2

1 When citing to the patent specification, LSI cites to the ’496 Patent only; but all 
such citations are equally applicable to the corresponding portions of the ’813 
Patent.

2 With only a few exceptions, all evidentiary exhibits are common to the -411 and -
065 cases. In this brief, LSI will primarily cite only the -411 evidence, but these 
citations are equally applicable to the -065 appeal unless otherwise noted.
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The Board entered a consolidated Final Written Decision (“FWD”) on

September 3, 2015. (A1-51) LSI timely filed its Notices of Appeal. (A1804-09; 

A28815-20)
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IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

The IPR proceedings below resulted in the creation of a dense factual record

involving 24 declarations and 14 depositions. (A24800-01) Almost all witnesses 

were scientists (many with Ph.D. degrees) having personal knowledge of the 

petroleum industry’s extensive efforts (and failures) to develop a commercially 

viable imaging system for detecting hydrocarbon gas leaks in the field. Most of 

these same witnesses also offered first-hand testimony of David Furry’s own 

efforts to solve the same technical problem. Several witnesses –top scientists from 

the largest petroleum companies – described the day in 2004 when Furry showed 

up at the industry’s “Scan Off” to demonstrate his “Hawk” camera against the 

industry’s then-best optical leak detection systems.3 These scientists, having 

dedicated years of work and countless resources to creating a commercially viable 

optical leak detection system, testified that they were completely surprised and

astonished by the Hawk’s unexpected results. It was immediately apparent that 

Furry had solved an important technical problem that the petroleum industry had 

been unable to solve. (A17620-23; A17627-29; A16126-31; A15526-31)

3 The American Petroleum Institute’s extensive efforts, culminating in the “Scan 
Off,” were documented in the “Environ Report.” (A13387-619; A17614-22) The 
Environ Report is a critical document in this case for many reasons discussed 
throughout this brief. See, e.g., A13542-49 (API’s literature survey).
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David Furry, his company LSI, and his Hawk camera are famous in the 

petrochemical Leak Detection and Repair (“LDAR”) community for having 

revolutionized LDAR. (A17565-66; A13871-75) Furry was the first to build and 

demonstrate a passive infrared (“passive-IR”) imaging device that could visually 

detect gas leaks with 100% accuracy for leaks above the camera’s detection 

threshold. (A17622-23) His camera also boasted the lowest detection threshold 

compared to other systems. (A17620-21) Today, practically every petrochemical 

facility in America uses a passive-IR camera4 – with specifications essentially

identical to the Hawk – as the technology of choice for LDAR. (A16134 ¶¶78-79;

A17631-32; A23928-29; A23942; A23944) The Furry-designed passive-IR camera

has become an alternative work practice for Method 21. (A17630-31)

The remarkable factual record below consists of testimony from the 

following key witnesses:

4 “Passive-IR” refers to infrared systems that rely upon naturally occurring IR 
radiation, as opposed to “active-IR” systems that supply an independent source of 
IR radiation, such as with a laser. (A20243-45 ¶¶123-127) The claims at issue are 
limited to passive-IR systems, and only passive-IR prior art is at issue in this 
proceeding.
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Dr. Jeff Siegell and Wayne Sadik, former ExxonMobil employees.

Seigell headed the API’s LDAR group, and Sadik assisted. (A13389; 

A16108-10; A16135-39; A17007-08)

Dr. Douglas Hausler (former Philips Petroleum) and Dave 

Fashimpaur (BP). Each played an active part in the API’s LDAR 

initiative (A13389; A15496; A15537-43; A17612-14; A17635-40)

Mike Smylie, an environmental consultant from Environ who was 

hired to design, implement, and document the API’s “Scan Off” near 

Houston, Texas. (A13389; A17079-81; A17091-95)

Barry Feldman, a former EPA employee charged with directing Smart 

LDAR research (A13389; A17055-56; A17066-69)

Jeff Leake, an infrared camera dealer who has personal knowledge of 

David Furry’s conception and reduction to practice activities, having 

assisted David in ordering the Hawk prototypes from Indigo.

(A16675-80; A16683-95)

Dr. William (Bill) Parrish, a well-known pioneer in infrared 

technologies. He was the founder of Amber Engineering (acquired by 
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Raytheon) and a co-founder of Indigo (acquired by FLIR5), both of 

which developed infrared technologies for aerospace, commercial and 

military applications. Parrish personally oversaw the development and 

marketing of the Merlin-MID camera – the primary reference used by 

FLIR for each asserted ground of unpatentability, and the camera 

modified by David Furry. (A6979-80; A17521-22; A17534-37)

Dr. William Hossack, a co-author of the Strachan reference at issue in 

this case. (A2858; A15014-16; A15040-50)

Dr. James T. Wimmers, author of a critical prior art reference 

considered during prosecution, who submitted a declaration to the 

examiner during prosecution. (A24305-09)

Dr. Austin Richards, a long-time FLIR/Indigo employee who joined 

Indigo after the Merlin-MID was developed and worked under Bill 

Parrish. Dr. Richards currently is a senior scientist for FLIR. (A7936; 

A21588; A21591-92)

5 FLIR purchased Indigo in early 2004. Throughout this brief, references to 
activities of FLIR are also intended to include the activities of Indigo prior to 
FLIR’s acquisition.
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James Woolaway, a co-founder of Indigo (along with Bill Parrish) 

who stayed with the company when it was acquired by FLIR, and 

served for many years as FLIR’s Chief Intellectual Property Officer 

prior to his retirement in 2010. Like Parrish, he was a lead designer of 

the Merlin-MID camera. (A8958-60)

Each side also offered expert testimony. Leak Surveys’ expert is Dr. Rainer 

Martini, who holds a Ph.D. and is a professor of physics at Stevens Institute of 

Technology. (A20191-96; A20354-55; A20471-74) FLIR offered the expert 

testimony of Dr. Jonas Sandsten, who also holds a Ph.D. in physics. (A2787-88; 

A2847-51) Dr. Sandsten is a FLIR consultant who became a full-time FLIR

employee just one month prior to the date of his first IPR declaration. (A18210-

12)6

A. Leak Detection and Repair (“LDAR”) and the Petroleum Industry’s 
Extensive Efforts to Develop a Commercially Viable Gas Imaging 
System for Field Use.

In the petrochemical industry, “Leak Detection and Repair” or “LDAR” is 

the technical endeavor of locating and repairing hydrocarbon gas leaks. (A13376; 

A13409-10; A16114) In the 1980s, the EPA mandated “Method 21” as the 

6 All of FLIR’s substantive testimony in this case was offered by five current full-
time FLIR employees, several who were former Indigo employees, and FLIR’s 
recently retired chief IP officer. 
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required technology for LDAR. (A13320; A16115-17) Method 21 relied upon 

hand-held “sniffers” that a technician would place near places known to be a likely 

gas leak source. Method 21 was cumbersome, costly, very inefficient, and prone to 

false readings. (A86 1:42-58; A17615-17 ¶¶10-13; A17057-59 ¶¶12-18; A16115-

17)

Beginning in the early 1990s, the petrochemical industry aggressively 

searched for an acceptable replacement to Method 21, led by a group of 

researchers coordinating through the API, the US Environmental Protection 

Agency (“EPA”), and state environmental agencies. (A13409-11; A17617; 

A16119-22) They coined the term “Smart LDAR” to refer to the as-yet unknown 

solution. (A16117 ¶29)

In 1999, the EPA commissioned a study to investigate potential technology 

platforms for Smart LDAR as a potential alternative work practice to Method 21.

(A13409-11) The EPA and API were willing to consider any potential technology. 

(A13411-13)

The LDAR technical problem being addressed by the petroleum industry at 

that time was the exact same technical problem addressed by the Furry patents at 
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issue.7 A comparison of the “Background” section of the patents with the 

industry’s Environ Report conclusively demonstrates this. Compare A86 1:30-2:33 

with A13395-96 and A13409-25. See also A16117-22; A17617-18.

Of critical importance to this appeal, the technical problem being addressed 

was not the problem of simply imaging a gas. Instead, the industry was evaluating 

existing gas imaging technologies to determine whether they could detect unknown

“leaks” in a petrochemical plant – leaks which, by nature, were not known in size 

or location and which existed in unpredictable and uncontrolled environmental 

conditions. (See id. – previous string cite)

It is undisputed that several known prior art systems were capable of 

imaging a gas under some conditions - in particular, when there is a sufficient 

“Delta-T,” i.e., a difference in temperature between the background and the gas,

and more so if the filter bandwidth was broad. (A20249-55 ¶¶136-146; A20259-60 

¶¶157-158; A22488-89; A86 1:59-2:25; A17524-25 ¶¶12) Thus, the technical 

problem being addressed by the industry and Furry was whether these known prior 

7 At this time, Furry was the operations manager for Brady, Texas, which owned a 
42-mile hydrocarbon transmission line and several miles of gathering lines. His job 
responsibilities included the detection of fugitive leaks from these petrochemical 
facilities. (A13372-73) 
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art imaging systems could be suitable or adapted for field use under normal 

operating conditions at petrochemical facilities, where the ambient conditions

(such as temperature or wind) are not controlled, and are variable within an 

expected range, and/or where the leak location is unknown. (See A13423 (“One of 

the basic questions evaluated in this study is whether gas-imaging devices can be 

used to effectively detect fugitive emissions under conditions typically found in 

refineries and chemical plants.”); A16125-16129 ¶¶50,52,64; A17624 ¶30; A86 

2:23-25 (“Hence, a need exists for a way to perform a visual inspection to find 

leaks with reliability and accuracy, while being faster and more cost effective than 

existing leak survey methods.”))

B. Prior Art Gas Imaging Systems were not Suited for LDAR under Real-
World Field Conditions.

Prior to 2004, many prior art systems were known to be capable of imaging

gases under certain narrow conditions. But none of them were capable of reliably 

detecting fugitive gas leaks under real-world conditions. (A13410-25; A13542-49;

A22489-90; A86 2:23-25) The prior art systems all shared a critical limitation –

they only worked under a limited range of operating conditions, particularly where 

there was a sufficient temperature differential or “Delta –T,” a condition that is 

rarely present under normal operating conditions in the field. (Id.)
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This is true, for example, of FLIR’s own Merlin-MID camera. As will be 

discussed below, the Merlin-MID is capable of imaging gases only when there is a 

relatively-high temperature contrast between the gas and its background. (A17524-

26 ¶¶12,16; A7938 ¶6; A20294-98 ¶¶233-243) FLIR has never marketed its 

Merlin-MID camera for LDAR, and does not contend in this case that it would be 

suitable for detecting gas leaks in the field, under real-world variable conditions.

(A17524-25 ¶¶12,16; A21752-53 197:23-198:23, 201:7-203:18; A23928-29; 

A23933)

Similarly, the Strachan and Kulp references (that FLIR offers in combination 

with the Merlin-MID publications) each disclose that their respective passive-IR

systems can only image gases under a narrow range of ambient conditions –

particularly, where there is a sufficient Delta-T. See Sections IV(E)(2) and 

IV(E)(3), below. 

FLIR’s expert for this case, Dr. Jonas Sandsten, was attempting to solve the 

same technical problem during this time frame. His proposed “gas correlation 

technique” required use of uncooled filters, a second optical path, and additional 

equipment to image gas, including a heater to illuminate the background, or

uniform backgrounds. Dr. Sandsten’s system did not work under uncontrolled field 
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conditions, and it was not adopted by the API or EPA. (A20320-23; A3330-32; 

A22490; A13412; A13548)8

During prosecution, the examiner (and also the BPAI) considered other 

optical imaging art, most or all of which was referenced in the Environ report and

well known to researchers at the time. All references suffered from the same 

deficiency – an inability to translate successful imaging under limited or controlled 

conditions into a system capable of working under real-world, variable conditions.

(A13378-85)

C. Furry’s Novel Passive-Infrared Gas Imaging System Solved a Technical 
Problem that the Petrochemical Industry Could not Solve.

1. Technical Background - Passive-IR Imaging.

Furry’s patented leak-detection system relies upon passive-IR imaging. (A86 

2:37-51)

Infrared imaging is founded upon the basic principal that all objects above 

absolute zero temperature both emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation.

(A20220-21 ¶¶85-86) The intensity and wavelength of IR emissions from any 

8 It bears pointing out the irony that FLIR relys upon “expert” testimony from a 
scientist who failed to solve the same technical problem that Furry successfully 
solved. While Dr. Sandsten opined that Furry’s technical solution was obvious at 
the time to a POSITA, one wonders why Dr. Sandsten himself (along with 
everyone else) failed to conceive of it.
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object correlates closely to its temperature, following Planck’s law. A theoretically 

ideal Planck blackbody held at an exact known temperature emits radiation at a 

variety of wavelengths, with the peak of the emission curve correlating to 

temperature. (A20227-30 ¶¶100-104) Actual objects in the real world similarly 

emit IR radiation at a variety of wavelengths, with hotter molecules emitting more 

IR radiation (and at higher peak wavelengths) than the same molecules at a cooler 

temperature. (Id.)

All molecules also absorb IR radiation. (A20201-02 ¶43) The wavelengths 

absorbed by any particular molecule (i.e. its “absorption spectrum”) are unique to 

that molecule (determined by its unique chemical makeup), and serve as a sort of 

fingerprint for the molecule. (A20231 ¶106) To illustrate, the figure below shows 

the emission and absorption spectra for sodium, with the absorption wavelengths 

depicted as holes within the entire spectral range and the emission wavelengths 

depicted as positive lines for an analogous visible light illustration. 
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(A20230-31 ¶105) 

Using these principles, infrared technologies can be divided into “emission 

spectroscopy” and “absorption spectroscopy” instruments. (A20232-35 ¶¶107-110)

Emission Spectroscopy. Infrared imaging devices that rely upon emission 

spectroscopy are referred to as “thermal imaging devices.” (A17524, A17528 

¶11,21-22) These devices measure the temperature of objects in the field of view 

(and distinguish between objects at different temperatures within the field of view) 

by measuring the emission of IR radiation across a relatively broad band of 

wavelengths in order to identify the relative temperatures of the objects. (Id.; 

A20249-53 ¶¶136-146) To maximize the performance of a thermal imager’s ability 

to perform emission spectroscopy, the more IR information that is collected by the
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detector (i.e. higher sensitivity), the more accurate the reading. (Id.; A21803-05

248:12-250:20) While IR thermal imagers typically use a bandpass filter to 

eliminate atmospheric absorption band noise, the filter’s passband is relatively 

wide to maximize the amount of detected IR radiation. (A20241-43 ¶¶119-122;

A6990-91 33:3-34:17) For example, FLIR’s Merlin-MID camera (like most 

thermal imagers) uses a bandpass filter that permits all IR wavelengths between 3-

5 microns on the electromagnetic spectrum to pass through to the detector (i.e. a 2

micron or 2000nm passband). (Id.; A21803-05 248:12-250:20) This is considered a 

“wide” passband filter, whereas filters with passbands in the range of 100 – 200nm 

are referred to as “narrow” filters. (A21700-05 145:19-150:11; A21952)

The 3-5 micron window was selected for thermal imaging because there is 

little interference (due to absorption) from the Earth’s natural atmosphere within 

this window of the electromagnetic spectrum. (A21803-05 248:12-250:20;

A20241-43 ¶¶119-122; A6990-91 33:3-34:17) For emission spectroscopy, 

avoiding absorption of IR radiation is a critical aspect of the design in order to 

maximize the instrument’s sensitivity. (Id.)

Absorption Spectroscopy. Rather than avoiding absorption of IR radiation,

absorption spectroscopy measures absorption as its principle of operation. 

Absorption spectroscopy identifies the absence of expected IR radiation at very 
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particular wavelengths due to the absorption of IR radiation by a molecule of 

interest as compared to the background. Unlike emission spectroscopy, absorption 

spectroscopy requires a separate source of background radiation (i.e., other than

the target itself) so that the target’s absorption of the background radiation can be 

measured. (A20232-35) Unlike emission spectroscopy, absorption spectroscopy 

requires relatively narrow bandpass filters to eliminate IR wavelengths outside of 

the narrow absorption bands of interest; thus, making the instrument highly 

selective to a particular wavelength of interest. (A20221-24 ¶¶87-93, A20233-35, 

¶¶107(d)-109; A17526 ¶16) Failure to sufficiently filter out IR wavelengths 

outside of the narrow bands of interest will result in the “wash out problem,” where 

unabsorbed IR radiation will interfere with the detection of IR radiation absorption 

for the specific wavelengths of interest, and thus prevent successful imaging. 

(A7004-05 47:21-48:20; A15019-20 ¶¶25-27; A24307; A17524-25 ¶12; A20242 

¶122)

Absorption spectroscopy is more difficult when the background source 

temperature is variable. (A20259) Absorption spectroscopy relies upon a thermal 

contrast between the molecule of interest and the background (the “Delta-T”). The 

smaller the Delta-T, the more difficult gas is to detect. (A7001-4 44:15-47:8; 

A20258-60 ¶¶156-158) Under real-world conditions and where gas concentrations 
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are low, however, the Delta-T will often be very small. (A20296 ¶239) For this 

reason, research to improve absorption-based IR instruments for field applications 

such as LDAR have long focused on successful detection of molecules under 

conditions with a minimal Delta-T and/or where Delta-T cannot be controlled.

(A13542-49)

2. The Hawk Camera – Furry’s Novel LDAR Solution.

Furry’s Hawk prototype (the disclosed preferred embodiment in the patent 

specification) was a modified and custom-built Merlin-MID camera, with a novel 

filter configuration. (A88-89 5:34-6:64, 7:59-8:29) The Hawk embodied at least 

two critical design decisions: (1) the filter specification, which consisted of a fixed 

single filter configuration having a carefully selected width (i.e. aggregate 

passband) and center wavelength,9 and (2) placement of the single filter 

configuration inside the refrigerated portion of the camera, in the same portion as 

the infrared detector. (Id.; A20204-07 ¶¶46-52)

9 The transmission curve showing the passband and center wavelengths for the 
filter used for the original Hawk prototypes can be seen at A22300-01. The 
Spectrogon transmission curve reports the passband in “wavenumbers,” which is 
a scale for expressing the spatial frequency of a wave that can be converted to 
nanometers. See also A60 (Figure 5).
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The first design decision – filter configuration – was a product of Furry’s 

desire to detect multiple gases of interest (i.e., typical light hydrocarbons that leak 

in a chemical plant) with a single camera using a single filter configuration. (A89 

8:30-52) Furry realized that the major hydrocarbons of interest for LDAR (such as 

methane, ethane, propane, butane and hexane) each have respective absorption 

spectra that tend to overlap at specific and fairly narrow bandwidths. (A89-90

8:30-9:12 and A60-62 Figures 5, 6 and 7 (overlaying the respective absorption 

bands of multiple gases of interest to show overlap))

Because of this physical property (the overlapping absorption bands for 

hydrocarbons of interest), Furry realized that a single narrow filter could be used to 

detect IR absorption by the potential presence of multiple gases of interest. Id.

(showing that the passband of the filter depicted by transmission curve 80, overlaps 

with the absorption band for multiple gases of interest)) The ability of an LDAR 

camera to detect multiple gases of interest with a single filter configuration is a 

significant advantage to operators by making the device more portable, allowing 

operators to do leak detection with one sweep of the field of view, and finding 

leaks of multiple chemicals of interest (e.g., methane or ethane) with a single 

camera. (A13921-24 ¶¶128-143)
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Furry’s selection of a narrow filter – but not too narrow – ran contrary to the 

teachings of the prior art. It was known in the art that narrow filters (under certain 

conditions) allowed absorption spectroscopy to detect the presence of one 

particular molecule at a time. For example, the Wimmers reference10 taught the 

benefits of “extremely narrow-wavelength-band filters” and stated that filters as 

narrow as 0.04 micron (40 nanometers) had been demonstrated effective in 

detecting single molecules of interest. (A24160-61). But the art also taught that the 

ideal filter was the narrowest possible filter, focusing very narrowly on the smallest 

possible sliver of the IR spectrum, in order to avoid the “wash out problem” that 

can be caused by IR radiation from other wavelengths. (A24306-07) Furry, 

however, selected a filter bandwidth that was wider than necessary to detect a 

single gas of interest, precisely in order to detect multiple gases of interest

simultaneously, and using a single filter configuration. (A24226-31)

10 During prosecution, the examiner considered the Wimmers reference (A24159-
62) as the most analogous prior art reference to the pending claims. (A24169; 
A24197-98; A24203-06; A24226 fn.2) The Patentee submitted a declaration from 
Dr. Wimmers during prosecution. (A24305-09) The examiner subsequently did not 
make further objections based on Wimmers. (A24260; A24267; A24314; A24321)
Instead, the examiner rejected the application as obvious in view of new 
combinations of Sato, Cole and Pundak (A24257-70; A24311-35), which were 
subsequently overruled by the BPAI. (A13378-85)  
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The second design decision – placing the single filter configuration inside 

the refrigerated portion of the camera – was made to minimize IR radiation emitted 

by the filter itself, which otherwise would interfere with the detection of IR

absorption within the specific wavelengths of interest. (A88-89 5:34-6:64; 

A20204-7 ¶¶46-52)

It is true, as FLIR argued to the PTAB below, that the benefits of cold 

filtering were known in the prior art. See, e.g. A14021. But it was unknown in the 

art, or to experts in the field, to construct an infrared imaging system with a single 

narrow bandpass filter configuration located in the refrigerated section along with 

the detector to image gas. (A6996-97 39:14-40:23; A7020 63:11-16; A7036-37

79:18-80:8; A20339-40 ¶¶347-349; A24307-08) As explained by Dr.Wimmers in 

his prosecution declaration, a POSITA at the time would have understood that a 

separate narrow filter was required for each chemical of interest. (A24305-24308)

Because the refrigerated Dewar of the Merlin-MID is sealed upon manufacture, a 

passive-IR camera with a single narrow passband filter inside the refrigerated 

section was thought to have been useful only for identifying a single chemical of

interest. (Id.) A POSITA at the time simply did not think of or attempt to construct 

a single-purpose, unmodifiable device – particularly given that such a camera 

would cost many tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars to manufacture. (A15518  
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¶¶92-93; A24306-08; A20339-40 ¶¶346-349) Instead, all known prior art 

references with narrow filters either used multiple filters (such as Wimmers’ use of 

a filter-wheel), or else placed a single filter outside the refrigerated section, such as

with a warm-filter screwed onto the lens cap, or other lens adjustments. (A15401; 

A23723-31; A24593; A20340-45 ¶¶350-361)

To build his prototype Hawk, David Furry provided his custom filter 

specifications to FLIR (Indigo at that time) for building a customized version of 

Indigo’s Merlin-MID thermal imaging camera. (A14016-18 ¶¶29-33) As 

previously discussed, the unmodified Merlin-MID’s standard filter, located in the 

refrigerated portion, had a 2-micron-wide passband centered between 3-5 microns.

Furry’s custom Hawk, however, was built with a carefully chosen narrow filter 

having a passband of approximately 100 nanometers, centered at the 3.3-micron

wavelength. (A14017 ¶31; A22300-01) Rather than adding a screw-on warm filter

to the Merlin-MID, Furry instead custom-ordered three Hawk cameras 

manufactured from scratch with his carefully selected, single narrow filter located 

inside the refrigerated section and permanently sealed upon manufacture.

(A14016-18 ¶¶29-33) The cost to custom-build the first Hawk alone was over 

$60,000.00. (A23711-12)
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FLIR submitted sworn evidence below stating that other customers, prior to 

Furry, had ordered custom Merlin-MID cameras using narrow passband filters in 

the cold section. FLIR senior scientist and long-time employee Dr. Austin Richards 

(who worked at Indigo when Furry ordered his Hawk cameras), testified: “[T]here 

were other occasions where Indigo did replace the standard Merlin-MID filter with 

a narrow bandpass filter.” (A7943 ¶12; A21680-83 125:23-128:19) Under cross-

examination, however, Dr. Richards disclaimed his sworn declaration testimony 

and admitted that it was not true. (A21705-06 150:17-151:19) Dr. Richards first 

admitted that the word “narrow” bandpass filter in this context would ordinarily 

mean a filter with a bandpass of approximately 100 nanometers. (A21699-705

144:20-150:11; A21952) Using his ordinary definition of “narrow,” he confirmed 

that his declaration testimony was not true. (A21705-06 150:17-151:19) Richards

was given the opportunity to inspect a spreadsheet showing the specification of 

every Merlin-MID camera sold by FLIR, both before and after Furry’s Hawk 

cameras. Following his review of the spreadsheet, he confirmed that David Furry 

was the first and only FLIR customer ever to order a Merlin-MID camera with a 

narrow passband filter located in the cold section. (A21706-709 151:20-154:18)

Aside from David Furry, the narrowest custom filter placed in a Merlin-MID had a 

passband of 1 micron (1000 nanometers). (A7942 ¶10) Richards’ deposition 
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testimony corroborated the recollections of Dr. Parrish, that no one at Indigo prior 

to David Furry had ever conceived of LDAR as a potential application for the 

Merlin-MID camera. (A15532; A21828-29 273:7-274:17; see also A21815-21817

260:22-262:4; A21822-23 267:19-268:21 comparing A21996-22021 with A21965-

21995).   

FLIR further submitted sworn testimony, also from Dr. Richards, suggesting 

that he – not David Furry – originally conceived of the idea of placing the narrow 

filter inside the refrigerated section of the Merlin-Mid camera. (A7976-77 ¶28)

Under cross-examination, however, Richards disclaimed having conceived of this 

idea (or any aspect of the Hawk camera), and stated that his memories of the 

events recounted in his declaration were “not terribly vivid.”(A21826 271:4-

271:17; A21834-35 279:25-280:3) Incredibly, two weeks later, FLIR witness Dr. 

James Woolaway (co-founder of Indigo and long-time FLIR employee) continued 

to insist that Dr. Richards had conceived of the idea rather than David Furry,

despite Richards’ disavowal. (A23037-43 209:18-215:13)

3. The Hawk Camera Demonstrates Its Success at Detecting 
Leaks in the Field, Under Real-World Conditions.

Prior to the “Scan Off,” David Furry had started a business surveying 

petrochemical facilities for leaks, using a Hawk camera mounted to a helicopter. 

(A13373; A17565; A24247) His company was the only one to offer similar LDAR 
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services at the time. (A16131 ¶69) The Hawk’s true coming-out party, however,

occurred at the API’s “Scan Off” field trials in early 2004. (A13396; A17619-22)

Furry was invited to demonstrate his custom-modified Merlin-MID camera 

alongside three other systems – including an active-IR (“BAGI”) system designed

and demonstrated by Dr. Kulp himself, author of the Kulp reference. (Id.) The 

results of the trials are reported in the Environ report with the following table:

(A13505)

The results for each tested system are reported with different shapes and 

colors, with Furry’s Hawk camera (“Passive Infrared”) represented by blue squares 

along the bottom of the table. Hollow squares represent unseen leaks, and filled 

squares represent successfully detected leaks. The numbers from left to right along 
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the bottom of the graph represent the leak rate. Leaks to the left are smaller (lower 

volume), and leaks to the right are larger (higher volume). (Id.)

As can be seen, the Hawk camera had the lowest detection threshold, and 

also demonstrated a 100% success rate above its detection threshold – i.e. an 

ability to successfully image every leak above the threshold, with no false 

positives. (Id.; A17621-23; A16127-31 ¶¶54-64,70) Each of the other tested 

systems missed some leaks falling above the camera’s own detection threshold. 

(Id.)

The scientists coordinating and participating in the “Scan Off” immediately 

appreciated the significance of these results, and the implications. David Furry had 

solved the technical problem of adapting an imaging device for real-world LDAR,

when the entire petrochemical industry had been unable to do so. (A16130 ¶65

(“Those of us on the API team studying the problem for numerous years thought,

‘This is the best thing we’ve ever seen!’”); A15529-30 ¶¶137,142-146; A17620-

17622 ¶¶23,26; A17628 ¶43)

Despite the Hawk’s impressive results, and the near-consensus among 

participants that Furry and his Hawk camera had demonstrated a significant 

technical achievement, Dr. Kulp continued to remain skeptical that Furry’s 

passive-IR system would work without a sufficient Delta-T, under real-world 
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conditions. (A17628, A17634-35 ¶¶42,55; A16130 ¶67) But, “[Dr. Kulp’s] theory 

was disproven during laboratory testing.” (A17628 ¶42)

4. The Hawk Camera Revolutionizes LDAR for the 
Petrochemical Industry

The API participants moved quickly to promote commercialization and 

adoption of Smart-LDAR based upon Furry’s Hawk camera. (A16131-16133; 

A17631-35) Based on the success of Furry’s demonstration, in February 2005 the 

API LDAR committee sponsored a trip for David Furry to go to Europe and 

demonstrate the Hawk camera for the rest of the world. (A17629 ¶46) The API 

drafted an alternative work practice to Method 21, permitting the use of optical 

imaging for LDAR and convinced the EPA to adopt the alternative work practice 

as a result of the “Scan Off” field trials.11

Indigo/FLIR12 quickly appreciated the commercial opportunity presented by

Furry’s technical achievement and the novel specifications of the Hawk. (A22484-

11 The EPA’s alternative work practice is not limited to a particular type of optical 
imager, but the record reflects that the EPA’s alternative work practice was 
drafted as a response to the results obtained by the Hawk. (A15527 ¶128; 
A17630-31 ¶¶48-49)

12FLIR’s purchase of Indigo in early 2004 occurred close in time to the Scan Off, 
and Furry’s success at solving this technical problem was first appreciated by the 
Indigo/FLIR executives during their time of transition from Indigo to FLIR.
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85) Indigo/FLIR had not previously engaged in LDAR research, and did not make 

or sell a camera suitable for LDAR. (A17532 ¶35; A16133 ¶77; A17632 ¶52) But 

after learning of the Hawk’s success at the “Scan Off,” Indigo/FLIR senior 

executives immediately sought to develop a special-purpose LDAR camera. 

(A17531-34 ¶¶31-38; A22481-85; A22506-7; A22479-80) To do this, FLIR 

entered into a business development licensing agreement with Furry, and together 

Furry and FLIR set out to create a new product market for the camera. (A22484-

85; A23979-99) Their product was known as the GasFindIR – a passive-IR camera 

that essentially was an exact copy of Furry’s Hawk, with the same single, narrow

filter configuration fixed inside the refrigerated section of the camera. (A23909;

A23913; A23929-30; A23933; A23944-45; A23947; A17632 ¶52; A16134 ¶¶78-

79) FLIR marked the camera with Furry’s then-pending patent application number,

informed its customers of the intellectual property, and used its license to Furry’s 

patent application to stifle potential competition. (A23947; A23944)

The GasFindIR was an immediate commercial success. (A17579-90; 

A17591-609) FLIR soon found itself with a near-monopoly in this new product

market (LDAR optical imagers) – a position that it maintains to this day. (Id.)

Practically every petrochemical facility in America today has a passive-IR LDAR 

camera on site, with most of those devices being a GasFindIR or other FLIR 
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equivalent camera (the “GF Series”), having filter specifications and placement 

identical or substantially similar to Furry’s original Hawk prototypes. (A16134 

¶¶78-79; A17632 ¶52; A23913) While petrochemical facilities still use Method 21 

for purposes of complying with a court consent decree, for practical purposes 

passive-IR imaging using cameras substantially identical to the Hawk has replaced 

Method 21 as the industry’s best and preferred practice for LDAR. (A7257-7262)

D. Overview of the Patents at Issue.

Furry filed three provisional patent applications prior to his participation in 

the “Scan Off,” the first of which was filed on June 11, 2003. (A52) He filed a 

PCT application on April 26, 2004. (Id.) His patent application spent almost nine

years in prosecution (including an appeal to the BPAI), before the ’496 Patent 

issued on June 5, 2012. (Id.) The ’813 Patent issued as a continuation on April 23, 

2013. (A102)

1. The Allowed Claims.

All claims of the ’496 Patent are method claims, with Claim 1 being 

representative. All claims of the ’813 Patent are apparatus claims, with Claim 1

being representative. This appeal brief will limit its discussion to the independent 

claims because LSI did not make patentability arguments specific to any of the 

dependent claims in the IPRs below. 
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The independent claims all share certain critical claim elements describing

the claimed passive-IR camera (or its method of use) for detecting gas leaks. Each 

claim describes a passive-IR camera system with a lens, a refrigerated portion with 

an interior, a fixed, single filter configuration, and an infrared sensor located inside 

the interior of the refrigerated portion.

Each independent claim requires a “single filter configuration” “fixed” along 

the optical path between the lens and the infrared detector. This limitation was 

added during prosecution to distinguish prior art using multiple filters (such as 

Wimmers’and Sato’s filter wheel), or Sato’s variable (tunable) filter 

configurations. (A24218, A24226-27; A24272; A24281-82; A13383-84)

Each claim requires that the single filter configuration be fixed and located 

inside the refrigerated portion of the camera. This limitation distinguishes the 

claims from prior art that used warm filtering, such as Strachan. (A2859, Figure 3)

Each independent claim also requires that the single filter configuration be fixed 

along an optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor device (i.e. the 

infrared detector). This limitation further distinguishes the claims from prior art 

that used a rotating or adjustable filter wheel that did not fix a single filter

configuration along the optical path (such as Wimmers) or changed the bandwidth 
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in a variable configuration (such as Sato). (A24218, A24226-27; A24272; A24281-

82; A13383-84; A24305)

Significantly, each independent claim also requires that the single filter

configuration have a minimum bandwidth (“at least about 100 nanometers” in ’813

Patent Claim 1 or “at least about 200 nanometers” in ’496 Patent Claim 1). This 

claim element relates to the camera’s ability to detect multiple gases of interest, 

and distinguishes the claims from prior art that used “extremely” narrow filters to 

identify the presence of a single gas of interest. (A24231; A24305-07) To allow the 

camera to detect multiple chemicals of interest, the claims further require that the 

single filter configuration have a passband wherein at least part of the passband is 

within the absorption band for each of the predetermined chemicals of interest.

Importantly for purposes of this appeal, the claims do not expressly set forth 

a numerical limitation on the passband width for the single filter configuration. 

Instead, the claims impose a functional limitation that has the effect of imposing an 

upper limit on the passband width. While the claims use slightly different language 

for this element, each independent claim contains certain limitations requiring that 

the claimed camera “produce a visible image of the chemical emanating from the 

component under variable ambient conditions of the area around the leak.”

Because of the “wash out problem” previously discussed, when the passband is too 
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wide, the camera will be unable to produce a visible image of a leak under variable 

ambient conditions, and thus would not fall within the scope of the claims.

(A24307; A7004-5 47:21-48:20; A15019-20 ¶¶25-27; A17524-25 ¶12; A20242 

¶122)

The limitations that require producing an image under “variable ambient 

conditions” or “normal operating conditions” are critical to understanding the 

claimed inventions at issue. In short, these limitations require the claimed camera 

be capable of solving the technical problem addressed by the patents. See Sections 

VI(C)(2) and VI(C)(3), below. These limitations were added during prosecution to 

distinguish the claimed invention from prior art that could only image a gas and 

detect leaks under a limited range of conditions (principally, where the background 

temperature supplied a sufficient Delta-T), or where the art required an adjustable 

or tunable filter or filter wheel (such as Sato). (A24230-31; A24272-73; A24285-

87) All known prior art references were capable of imaging, to a limited degree,

gases and detecting leaks - but only within a narrow range of ambient conditions, 

such as a high Delta-T (and not under normal, uncontrolled ambient conditions).

See Section IV(B).
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2. Prosecution History.

Over more than nine years, the patents at issue were rigorously examined.

Furry’s prosecution required an appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and 

Interferences (“BPAI”), and he succeeded in winning a reversal of the examiner’s 

§103 rejections. (A13378-85) The BPAI found that the prior art failed to teach or 

disclose “an infrared camera system containing a single filter configuration that 

visually detects a leak under variable ambient conditions.” (A13384) Upon 

remand, the applicant amended the claims to cure a §112 rejection, and the ’496

Patent claims were then allowed. The ’813 Patent claims were further examined 

and issued on April 23, 2013.

E. Overview of the Asserted Prior Art.

Because LSI’s appellate arguments focus only on the challenged 

independent claims, LSI will only discuss prior art that was asserted below against 

the independent claims. For each alleged ground of unpatentability, FLIR asserts 

either the Merlin Brochure (A2852-57) or the Merlin User Guide (A2883-937) as a 

primary reference, and suggests a proposed modification of the described Merlin-

MID camera in combination with the optical filter disclosed in either Strachan 

(A2858-64) or Kulp (A2938-47).
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1. The Merlin Brochure and the Merlin User Guide.

The Merlin publications describe the same Merlin-MID passive-IR camera 

that David Furry modified to create his Hawk prototype. (A88 6:19-24)13 The 

Merlin-MID is a general-purpose thermography device, intended to image objects 

by detecting thermal differentials. (A17527 ¶¶19-20; A21807 252:16-255:1) It was 

designed and marketed for applications such as thermal imaging, surveillance, 

night vision, etc. (A17527 ¶¶19-20; A21807-10 252:16-255:1) To accomplish this 

purpose, the Merlin-MID is outfitted with a cold filter (located inside the sealed 

Dewar flask) having a 2-micron (2000 nanometer) wide passband centered 

between 3-5 microns on the electromagnetic spectrum. (A2857; A17524-26 ¶¶11-

12; A21803-21805 248:12-250:20)

The Merlin-MID is capable of imaging a gas only when there is a sufficient 

Delta-T (temperature contrast between the gas and background). Without the 

required Delta-T, it cannot image a gas at all. (A17524-25 ¶12; A15512-13 ¶¶68-

13 LSI contends that FLIR has not met its burden of proof to show that the Merlin 
User Guide qualifies as prior art. FLIR originally offered sworn testimony that the 
User Guide was publicly available on the Internet, but that testimony proved to be 
untrue. (A3223-24 ¶8; A21731 182:3-21; A22712-15 80:23-83:14) FLIR now
contends that the User Guide qualifies as prior art because it was shipped to 
customers when they purchased a camera costing more than $54,000.00. 
(A23711) LSI argued below that this is insufficient evidence of public 
availability. (A1014-15) The Board sided with FLIR on this issue. (A21-23)
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70; A7937-36 ¶6; A21757-58 202:1-203:4) Even with a sufficient Delta-T, the 

viewer would not know what particular molecule is being imaged. The viewer 

would simply see something hot against a cold background – the Merlin-MID 

simply detects temperature differences. (A17524-25 ¶12; A21742-45 187:6-188:8, 

189:22-190:25; A15512-13 ¶70) The Merlin-MID is not capable of performing 

absorption spectroscopy or detecting the presence of particular gases of interest 

because of the “wash out” problem – its filter is too wide. (A17524-25 ¶12; 

A15520 ¶99; A24306; A7004-5 47:21-48:20; A15019-20 ¶¶25-27; A20242 ¶122)

For that reason, it was not intended as an LDAR device, and has never been 

marketed for this application. (A17524-25, A17526-27 ¶¶12,16, 19-20; A21828-29

273:7-274:17)

2. Strachan.

Strachan discloses a passive-IR camera that uses a warm filter (i.e. outside 

of the refrigerated section). (A2859 Fig. 3; A15023-15025 ¶¶41-42,47-48) The 

Strachan reference discloses the use of two filters – a 500nm filter and a 1000nm 

filter. (A2859-60)  It teaches away from narrow filtering by stating that as between 

the two filters, the 1000nm filter is expected to demonstrate superior results due to

higher sensitivity. (Id.)
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In its IPR petitions, FLIR does not specify which of the Strachan filters 

(500nm or 1000nm) should be used for purposes of the alleged combination with 

the Merlin-MID references. (A240-242; A24886-24891; A2825-2826 ¶80; A26231 

¶59; A1695-1696 67:11-68:17)

Strachan’s experiments demonstrate that his camera setup is able to detect 

leaks only under limited ambient conditions – particularly, where the atmospheric 

temperature is at least 303K (~86F). (A2862-63 (discussing Fig. 10); A15024-26

¶44-46,49-52; A15515-17) In other words, the Strachan camera would not be 

useful for detecting gas leaks during cold atmospheric conditions. According to 

Strachan co-author Dr. Hossack, the Strachan paper does not disclose a system that 

is capable of imaging gases or detecting leaks under variable ambient conditions. 

(A15025-30 ¶¶51-67)

3. Kulp.

The Kulp reference describes a field test comparison between an active-IR 

camera (“BAGI”) and a passive-IR camera. (A2938-47) The passive-IR system of 

Kulp is equipped with a filter having a 570nm passband, centered between 
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10300nm and 10870nm.14 (A27588; A2940 Figure 2) Kulp states that this is a 

“cold-filter,” but the reference does not specify whether the filter is placed inside

the refrigerated section, or if it is cooled in another way (for example, by 

placement adjacent to the refrigerated portion). The Board rejected Kulp as an

anticipatory reference for this reason. (A378)

From his field tests, Kulp concludes that the “passive imager exhibited 

significant variations in its performance. Sensitivities about a factor of 2 worse 

than the BAGI were observed as moderate (5-7 C) air-target temperature 

differences. At lower differences the signal deteriorated substantially.” (A2945) In 

other words, Kulp’s passive-IR camera could not image a gas when the Delta-T

was lower than 5-7 C. Kulp concludes that passive-IR remains interesting for 

further research, but “[i]ts use must, however, be accompanied by the assumption 

that the required temperature and/or emissivity differences between the gas and 

background will always exist.” (Id.) Without a sufficient Delta-T, Kulp’s passive-

IR camera will not produce a visible image of the gas. (A20310-12 ¶¶274-279;

A15510-12)

14 Kulp reports the passband in “wavenumbers,” which can be converted to 
nanometers. There is no dispute in this case regarding the passband specifications 
of the Kulp filter.
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V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The Board’s Final Written Decision (“FWD”) contains significant legal 

errors, and many of its critical fact findings are not supported by substantial 

evidence. The Board adopted erroneous and overbroad constructions of the terms 

“leak,” “variable ambient conditions,” and “normal operating conditions.” These 

claim construction errors are a reflection of the Board’s failure to appreciate the 

technical problem addressed by the patents or the true state of the art at the time of 

the invention – i.e., the problem of adapting known imaging devices for LDAR use 

in the real-world, under normal and variable (uncontrolled) conditions.

The Board erred in finding that the alleged combinations of references meets

claim limitations requiring detection of a “leak” under “variable ambient 

conditions” and/or “normal operating conditions.” The Board further erred in 

finding a motivation to combine the references. The Board also erred by finding 

that the objective evidence of non-obviousness has no nexus to the challenged 

claims, and thus refusing to give any weight to the compelling objective evidence,

such as long felt need and failure of others.

The Board’s obviousness determinations are erroneous and must be

reversed. Remand is not appropriate given the factual record of this appeal. 

Judgment should be entered in favor of LSI, dismissing FLIR’s IPR petitions.
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VI. ARGUMENT

A. Standards of Review.

In any appeal from the PTAB, this Court reviews the PTAB’s factual 

findings for substantial evidence, and the PTAB’s legal conclusions are reviewed 

de novo. See Redline Detection, LLC v Star Envirotech, Inc., 811 F.3d 435; 2015 

U.S. App. LEXIS 22897 at *28 (Fed. Cir. 2015). “A finding is supported by 

substantial evidence if a reasonable mind might accept the evidence in support of 

the finding. If the evidence in [the] record will support several reasonable but 

contradictory conclusions, [the Court] will not find the Board’s decision 

unsupported by substantial evidence simply because the Board chose one 

conclusion over another plausible alternative.” Id. (internal citations omitted). 

For claim construction, the Board’s ultimate claim constructions are 

reviewed de novo, with any underlying factual determinations involving extrinsic 

evidence reviewed for substantial evidence. See Microsoft Corp. v. Proxyconn, 

Inc., 789 F.3d 1292, 1297 (Fed. Cir. 2015). On the ultimate issues of patentability 

and obviousness under §103, the Board’s findings are conclusions of law that are 

reviewed de novo, with the underlying issues of fact reviewed for substantial 

evidence. See Redline Detection, 2015 U.S. App. LEXIS 22897 at *28-29.
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B. The Board Misapprehended the Nature of the Technical Problem 
Addressed by the Patents. The Board’s Statement of the Technical 
Problem is Not Supported by Substantial Evidence.

FLIR’s Petitions and Reply focused on whether the alleged combination of 

references would be able to “image a gas.” The Petitions purposefully glossed over 

whether the combinations would be able to detect an unknown leak, under normal 

and variable ambient conditions. Instead, FLIR merely contends that the 

combination would be able to image a gas under “various” (not variable) ambient 

conditions. (A238-39; A24883-84; A27594) According to FLIR: “[t]he claims 

merely require that gas is imaged under some normal and variable ambient 

conditions.” (A1180) For example, FLIR contends that Kulp alone meets this 

limitation because, given a sufficient Delta-T, Kulp’s passive-IR system could 

image a gas at two different times of day. (A27594; A1186)

FLIR’s interpretation of the claims is far removed from the problem that 

Furry and the petrochemical industry were addressing. A camera capable of

detecting leaks only under “some” normal operating conditions would have been 

deemed not useful at the API’s “Scan Off.” (A15511 ¶67) As previously discussed, 

prior art passive-IR cameras were able to reliably image gases only when there was 

a sufficient Delta-T greater than what is often present under normal operating 

conditions. Furry and the industry were trying to adapt and improve these known 
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systems to make them useful in the field – for identifying unknown fugitive 

emissions (“leaks”) under the normal and variable (uncontrolled) conditions

common to petrochemical facilities. See Section IV(A), above.

During the oral argument, FLIR’s counsel repeatedly emphasized that LSI’s 

patents are obvious because prior art cameras were able to image gases, so long as 

there is a sufficient Delta-T. (A1645 17:4-5; A1650 22:13-19; A1656-1657 28:18-

29:6) Counsel’s statements are firm proof that FLIR does not read the claims to 

coincide with the technical problem that Furry and the industry were trying to 

solve in the real world. (A1670 42:5-24)

In its FWD, the Board similarly misstated the nature of the technical 

problem addressed by the patents. The Board stated: “Contrary to LSI’s position 

that the Furry camera was the only solution that worked at field trials of leak 

detection systems . . . the evidence shows that all of the tested imaging systems 

successfully imaged gas… . The record shows that Kulp and Strachan both 

successfully imaged gas using passive IR cameras with appropriate cold filters.” 

(A42) The Board viewed the technical problem as simply imaging gasses under 

“some” operating conditions. (A41) The Board thus failed to appreciate the 

technical problem being addressed by David Furry and the industry. 
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C. The Board Adopted Erroneous Claim Constructions.

The Board’s FWD is premised upon at least two erroneous claim 

constructions, as discussed below.

1. Legal Standards for Claim Construction.

In IPR involving an unexpired patent, the Board gives the claims the 

“broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification… .” 37 C.F.R. 

§42.100(b).15 The broadest reasonable construction, however, is still bounded by 

what is legally correct and supported by the intrinsic record. As recently explained 

by the Federal Circuit:

That is not to say, however, that the Board may construe claims 
during IPR so broadly that its constructions are unreasonable under 
general claim construction principles… . [T]he protocol of giving 
claims their broadest reasonable interpretation … does not include 
giving claims a legally incorrect interpretation… . Rather, claims 
should always be read in light of the specification and teachings in the 
underlying patent. The PTO should also consult the patent's 
prosecution history in proceedings in which the patent has been 
brought back to the agency for a second review... . Even under the 
broadest reasonable interpretation, the Board's construction cannot be 
divorced from the specification and the record evidence ... and must 
be consistent with the one that those skilled in the art would reach. A 
construction that is unreasonably broad and which does not 

15 Like it did below, LSI hereby objects to the Board’s application of the broadest 
reasonable construction standard. (A969) The Board’s claim constructions, 
however, are erroneous under both the PTAB’s standard and also the district court 
Phillips standard. 
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reasonably reflect the plain language and disclosure will not pass 
muster.

Proxyconn, 789 F.3d at 1298 (emphasis added, internal quotes omitted). 

2. “Leak”

The term “leak” or “gas leak” appears pervasively throughout the claims, 

and its meaning is essential to a proper understanding of claim scope. LSI contends 

that the term “leak” means unintended or fugitive emissions and does not 

encompass intended or known emissions. (A975-79). FLIR, on the other hand, 

contends that “leak” encompasses both intended and unintended emissions. 

(A211-13). The Board agreed with FLIR, and adopted a broad construction of 

“leak” encompassing both fugitive emissions and also known or expected 

emissions. (A12)

Both FLIR and the Board agree that the Board’s construction is broader than 

the ordinary meaning of this term, as understood by a POSITA. The ordinary 

meaning of “leak” to a POSITA is limited to a fugitive or unintended emission. 

(A20271-72; A18149-50 174:24-175:19) The technical field of the invention 

relates to leak detection and repair (“LDAR”), a discipline that is inherently 

interested in finding fugitive, unintended emissions.16 This is apparent from a 

16 The word “repair” is also telling; one does not “repair” an intended emission.
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reading of the background section of the patent. (A86 1:31-58) It also is apparent 

from the prosecution history. (A24229-30) It is clear from the 2004 Environ 

Report, for example, that the patent’s use of the term “leak” is consistent with the 

way the term was used in the LDAR field at the time of the invention. (A13395-96, 

A13401, A13407-10) Ample additional evidence confirms that the ordinary and 

customary meaning of “leak” encompasses fugitive emissions, but does not

encompass known or intended emissions. (A15502-4 ¶¶34-38; A16111-13 ¶¶9-13; 

A17614 ¶9) In ordinary speech, one does not turn on the water faucet and say “my 

faucet is leaking.” The faucet is “leaking” if it drips when it is not supposed to, or 

if water squirts out the side of an unsealed pipe.

To support its departure from the ordinary meaning of the term “leak,” the

Board cites two sentences from the patent specification, neither of which use the 

word “leak” at all. (See A11 (citing Patent at 12:17-25, 20:28-31))

These two sentences do not support the Board’s construction; and they 

certainly do not provide a special definition contrary to ordinary meaning. The 

sentence at 12:17 deals with the types of components that can be inspected by the 

invention. The fact that some components (such as a flare or exhaust) can have 

both intended and unintended emissions does not make the intended emissions a 

“leak.” It was well known in the art that components such as exhausts or flares can 
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have both intended emissions, and also unintended fugitive emissions. (A18033-34 

58:7-59:9) A POSITA would refer to the latter (and not the former) as a “leak.”

The sentence at 20:28 similarly does not support the Board’s construction. It is 

related to a vent, which also can have both known and fugitive emissions, and the 

sentence cited does not directly address detection of imaging of known emissions

from a vent. (Id.)

Moreover, the Board’s construction is inconsistent with the remainder of the 

specification. After the sentence the Board cites, the patent specification provides a 

lengthy explanation of various uses of the claimed invention, and every single 

described use involves the detection of fugitive (unknown) emissions. No 

described use of the invention involves imaging known or intended emissions. 

(A91-96 12:26-21:15) Throughout the specification, the patent repeatedly uses 

“leak” to refer to an unintended (fugitive) emission. The patentee’s intended 

meaning of “leak” also is clear from the prosecution history, where known 

emissions are distinguished from unknown hydrocarbon leaks requiring detection.

(A24229-30)

The evidence cited by the Board – two isolated sentences from the 

specification describing the types of components that can be inspected – is not 

sufficient to support the Board’s broad construction that substantially deviates 
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from the ordinary and customary meaning. See Straight Path IP Group, Inc. v. 

Sipnet EU S.R.O., 806 F.3d 1356, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2015).

The Board’s erroneous claim construction for “leak” is significant because it 

fundamentally changes the nature and scope of the claims from “detecting a leak” 

to “imaging a gas.” This is erroneous and must be reversed. See id. at 1361-64; 

Proxyconn, 789 F.3d 1292 at 1300. See also Schott Gemtron Corp. v. SSW Holding 

Co., 612 Fed.Appx. 614 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (affirming PTAB’s construction of “spill” 

to include unintentional release of liquids, but excluding intended releases -

IPR2013-00358, Paper 106 at 6-8).

3. “Variable Ambient Conditions” and “Normal Operating 
Conditions”

Each of the independent claims contains limitations concerning “variable 

ambient conditions” or “normal operating conditions” or both. There is some 

variation in claim language, but in each instance these terms are used to describe 

the conditions of the area around the leak. The following claim elements are 

representative:

“filtering an infrared image associated with the area of the gas leak 

under normal operating and ambient conditions for the component ” 

and “electronically processing the filtered infrared image . . . to 

provide a visible image of the gas leak under variable ambient 
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conditions of the area around the leak” and “visually detecting the 

leak based on the visible image under the variable ambient 

conditions.” (’496 Patent Claim 1, emphasis added)

“a processor that can process a signal representing the filtered infrared 

image . . . to produce a visible image of the chemical emanating from 

the component under variable ambient conditions of the area around 

the leak.” (’813 Patent Claim 1, emphasis added)

LSI urged the Board to adopt a construction of “variable ambient

conditions” and “normal operating conditions” that excludes artificially 

constrained or controlled conditions, such as in a laboratory environment. (A969-

71; A1672-75 44:16-47:23). LSI’s construction would limit the claims to 

embodiments that actually solve the problem addressed by the patents – detecting 

gas leaks under real-world variable conditions. (Id.)

The Board rejected LSI’s construction, stating: “We are not persuaded that 

the patent claims’ reference to variable ambient conditions are limited to ‘real-

world’ conditions... . [W]e are not persuaded by LSI’s attempt to exclude 

controlled environments from the claimed ambient conditions... . We find no 

support for LSI’s contention that ‘variable ambient conditions’ or ‘normal 
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operating in [sic] variable ambient conditions’ is limited to instances that are not 

constrained or controlled in some manner.” (A13-14)

Indeed, the claim construction adopted by the Board eliminates the word 

“variable” altogether. The Board’s construction is: “being able to produce a visible 

image under the ambient conditions of the area around the leak.” (A14) The 

Board’s comparison of the claims to the prior art made clear that the Board’s 

construction is satisfied if a system is able to image a gas under any two different 

conditions, even if those conditions are only slightly different (e.g., even one 

degree different in temperature). (A32-33) In the FWD, the Board literally changed

“variable” to “various” – i.e. any two possible variations. (A32 (“We find that 

Strachan discloses that practical quality images of hydrocarbon gas can be obtained 

at various temperatures.”)) The Board’s error is in accord with FLIR’s petitions, 

which similarly changed “variable” to “various” in assessing the prior art. (A238-

39; A24883-84; A27594) The Board’s construction is erroneous. 

The Board’s construction is contrary to the entirety of the specification. It 

disregards the technical problem of the patent – detecting leaks under normal and 

variable operating conditions in the real-world. Throughout nearly nine columns

of specification, the patent describes many use-case applications of the invention, 

none of which disclosed uses allowing for the constraint or control of the normal 
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ambient conditions around the leak. (’496 Patent 12:26-21:15) Yet, the Board 

concludes: “We are not persuaded that the patent claims’ reference to variable 

ambient conditions is limited to ‘real-world’ conditions.” (A13)

The Board’s construction is also inconsistent with the prosecution history, 

where these limitations were added to distinguish prior art that could image gases 

only under constrained or controlled conditions, or else a narrow range of 

conditions. (A24230-31; A24273; A24285-87) These same limitations were 

important to the BPAI during the prosecution appeal for distinguishing the prior

art. (A13884) There is no ambiguity in the prosecution history: “variable ambient 

conditions” and “normal operating conditions” were added to the claims to convey 

that the conditions around the leak are not being constrained or controlled. 

(A20275-82 ¶¶195-208)17

All credible evidence of record supports LSI’s claim construction. LSI’s 

claim construction is consistent with the ordinary and customary meaning of the 

terms, as understood by a POSITA at the time and grounded in the intrinsic 

evidence. (A24230-31; A24273; A24285-87; A15503-04 ¶¶37-38; A15514 ¶74; 

17 Dr. Sandsten’s petition declarations (all five of them) make no mention of the 
’496 Patent prosecution, and he admitted in deposition that the prosecution 
history played no role in shaping his opinions. (A18004-07 29:12-31:1, 32:13-
32:23)   
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A20275-82 ¶¶195-208; A21627-29 77:2-79:24) The Board provides no credible 

justification for its construction. The Board does not cite any particular portion of 

the specification as providing a special definition, and the Board cites nothing from 

the prosecution history. The Board’s erroneous claim constructions are 

unreasonably broad, and again divorce the claims from the technical problem being 

addressed. 

D. The Board Erred in Finding That the Suggested Combination of 
References Discloses the Claim Terms that Require Detecting a “Leak” 
or Producing a Visible Image Under “Variable Ambient Conditions” 
and/or “Normal Operating Conditions.”

With respect to the independent claims, the Board found that each suggested 

combination of references (Merlin Brochure combined with Strachan for the 

claims of the ’469 Patent, and the Merlin User’s combined with Kulp for the 

claims of the ’813 Patent) discloses the claim elements that require producing a 

visible image and detecting a leak under “variable ambient conditions” and/or 

“normal operating conditions.” (A30-35) FLIR, however, offered no evidence 

whatsoever in support of these claim elements, whatever they are construed to 

mean. FLIR easily could have performed testing (as it did with its GasFindIR) to 

determine whether the proposed combination would even work to detect leaks 

under variable ambient conditions. (A23951-78) But FLIR chose not to do that, 

and as a result FLIR’s proof is simply incomplete. 
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The unmodified Merlin-MID camera (as described in the printed Merlin 

references) is not capable of detecting gas leaks under variable ambient conditions.

(A17523-26; A15514-15 ¶¶74-78) Optimized for thermography, it uses a wide 

filter with a 2 micron (2000nm) passband. While it can image a gas when there is a 

sufficient Delta-T, it cannot detect the presence of particular gases of interest, and

it cannot detect gas leaks under variable ambient conditions because of the “wash

out” problem. See Section IV(E)(1), above.

To remedy this deficiency in the Merlin-MID as a prior art reference, FLIR 

asserts two §103 combinations of the Merlin-MID with the narrower filters of 

Strachan (500nm and 1000nm) and Kulp (570nm). Strachan’s system, however,

was unable to image a gas unless there is a sufficient Delta-T. See Section 

IV(E)(2). Strachan concludes that the atmospheric temperature must be at least 

303K (86 F). It is incapable of imaging gases under variable ambient conditions.

(See id.; see also A15025-15030 ¶¶51-67) Similarly, the Kulp passive-IR system is 

able to image a gas only if the background temperature is warm enough to create a 

sufficient Delta-T between the gas and the background. See Section IV(E)(3), 

above. Kulp’s passive-IR camera is unable to image gases or detect leaks under 

variable ambient conditions. (Id.)
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Would FLIR’s suggested combinations (Merlin + Strachan, or Merlin + 

Kulp) perform any better, and be able to detect leaks under normal and variable 

ambient conditions? The answer is that no one knows – certainly not based on the 

evidentiary record before this Court. No one knows if cold-filtering alone would 

remedy the deficiencies described in Strachan or Kulp. In all likelihood, it would 

not – because the disclosed filters are too wide, and the image would wash out.

(A15025 ¶49 (“Strachan does not discuss the possibility that coverage by a filter 

may be too broad for effective detection”); A15513 ¶71) No one knows for sure, 

because FLIR made no attempt whatsoever to offer evidence to show whether the 

alleged combinations would satisfy the claim limitations related to detecting leaks

and imaging gases under normal operating conditions and variable ambient 

conditions. (A1693-1694 65:4-66:11; A971-974) FLIR knows how to perform 

scientific testing to determine if a camera can image gases and visually detect leaks 

under variable ambient conditions. (A23951-78) But it did not, and the record is 

deficient as a result. The Board’s findings as to these claim elements are erroneous. 

They are legally defective (and subject to de novo review) because they are 

premised upon erroneous claim constructions. The Board erroneously considered 

whether the combination would image a gas under “some” conditions, not under 

“variable” conditions. (A32-33; A41) The Board’s findings also are not supported 
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by substantial evidence because FLIR offered no proof as to these claim elements, 

properly construed. No matter what construction is given to “variable ambient 

conditions” or “normal operating conditions” – so long as these elements are not 

read out of the claims altogether – FLIR failed to offer any proof that the alleged

combinations would satisfy these claim elements. 

E. The Board Erred by Finding that a POSITA Would Have Been 
Motivated to Combine the References.

1. Legal Standards – Motivation to Combine.

An invention “composed of several elements is not rendered obvious merely 

by demonstrating that each of its claimed elements was, independently, known in 

the prior art.” KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 418 (2007). Rather, “to 

establish a prima facie case of obviousness based on a combination of elements in 

the prior art, the law requires a motivation to select the references and to combine 

them in the particular claimed manner to reach the claimed invention.” Eli Lilly & 

Co. v. Zenith Goldline Pharms., Inc., 471 F.3d 1369, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2006). A

finding of obviousness must include “articulated reasoning with some rational 

underpinning” supporting the combination of references, and the Board’s 

reasoning “should be made explicit.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 418; see also In re Kahn,

441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006); Cutsforth, Inc. v. Motivepower, 2016 U.S. 

App. LEXIS 1083 *7-8 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
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2. The References Themselves do not Suggest a Motivation to 
Combine.

The suggested combinations would require building a new Merlin-MID

camera from scratch, by replacing the standard 3-5 micron filter inside the sealed 

Dewar with the narrower filters of Strachan or Kulp. (A20339-40 ¶¶346-349; 

A15030-31 ¶¶68-70) None of the prior art references of record, however, explicitly 

or implicitly suggest the combination of a single narrow filter fixed inside the 

refrigerated section of the camera, as the claims require. 

The Board concluded that “[t]he preponderance of the evidence indicates 

that several prior art references taught putting cold filters narrowband filters [sic] 

inside the refrigerated portion to improve imaging of gas.” (A39) This is untrue, 

and the Board’s finding is not supported by substantial evidence. The Board cites 

Wimmers to support this finding. (A39) But the Board ignores: (1) Wimmers’ own 

declaration submitted by the patentee during prosecution, stating that his article 

teaches the use of the narrowest possible filters, focused on a single gas of 

interest; and (2) the fact that a POSITA at the time would not put a narrow fixed 

filter inside the cold section, but instead would use either a screw-on warm filter, a

tunable filter, a camera lens adjustment; or a cooled filter wheel. (A24305-24308;

A20340-45 ¶¶350-361; A24218-45; A24281-89)
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The Board also cites the testimony of Jeff Leake, but the cited testimony 

concerns cold filtering for wide filters (specifically in the Amber mid-wave 

camera, which had a filter substantially identical to the Merlin-MID and on which 

Furry had originally experimented). (A4767-68 39:10-40:20; A14009-14010 ¶¶10-

11; A13372; A6997-98 40:24-41:20)

The Board does not cite Strachan on this point; but Strachan also does not 

suggest putting a single, narrow filter inside the Dewar. Strachan uses a warm filter

located outside the refrigerated section. See Section IV(E)(2), above. There is no 

suggestion in Strachan that the deficiencies in its disclosed system would be 

remedied or improved by cold filtering. (A15032-34 ¶¶75,79-81 ) The Board cites 

to portions of Dr. Hossack’s testimony in which he states it would have been 

obvious to modify the Merlin-MID camera to use a narrower filter. (A36) But the 

Board inexplicably ignores Dr. Hossack’s testimony in which he insists (like Dr. 

Wimmers) that a POSITA at the time would have done the modification by using a 

warm screw-on filter, or else a filter wheel. (A15030-39 ¶¶68-102)

Similarly, the Board does not cite Kulp as teaching a modification that 

would place a single narrow filter inside the refrigerated section. Like Strachan, 

Kulp notes the deficiencies with his passive-IR camera (requiring a minimum 
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Delta-T), and Kulp nowhere suggests that cold filtering would remedy these

deficiencies. (A2945-46)

The Board’s finding that the references themselves provide a motivation to 

combine is not supported by substantial evidence. 

3. The Board’s Findings that the Suggested Combinations 
Would be an “Obvious Design Choice” and an “Intended 
Use of Known Elements that Yield Predictable Results” are 
not Supported by Substantial Evidence.

The Board further found that the suggested combinations are each an 

“obvious design choice” and an “intended use of known elements that yield 

predictable results.” (A39) These findings are not supported by substantial 

evidence.

The record shows that the combination of the Merlin-MID with a single 

narrow passband filter was not obvious to anyone, and no one expected or 

predicted the results that David Furry achieved. Indigo (later acquired by FLIR) 

and its founders and scientists, who designed and manufactured the Merlin-MID, at 

the time did not conceive of this design choice or expect the results. The deposition 

testimony of Bill Parrish and Austin Richards on this issue is compelling. Parrish is 

widely regarded as a pioneer in the field of passive-IR imaging and co-founded 

several of the leading infrared imaging companies. He testified that neither he nor 

his team at Indigo (including his subordinate, Dr. Richards) ever conceived of gas 
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leak detection or LDAR as a suitable application for the Merlin-MID until after

David Furry brought the idea to them. (A17525-27 ¶15,18; A17531-33 ¶¶33-

35,37-38; A7005, A7020-22, A7035-39 48:10-20, 63:11-16, 64:18-65:10, 78:21-

80:8; 81:10-82:1) Current FLIR employee (and then Indigo employee) Dr. 

Richards confirmed this testimony. (A21828-29 273:7-274:17) A comparison of 

Richards’ own academic publications shows that he did not conceive of this 

potential application to detect leaks for the Merlin-MID until after David Furry 

built the Hawk prototypes. (A21815-17 260:22-262:4; A21822-23 267:19-268:21; 

A21996-22021; A21986)

Dr. Wimmers testified that he did not expect the results achieved by David 

Furry’s combination of the Merlin-MID with a single narrow filter in the cold 

section. In Dr. Wimmers’ view, this was not an obvious design choice at the time.

(A24307-08) Similarly, Dr. Hossack, co-author of the Strachan reference, also 

provided declaration and deposition testimony stating that the suggested 

combination was not an obvious design choice at the time, and that the results were 

unexpected. (A15030-39 ¶¶68-102)

Dr. Kulp did not submit testimony in this case, but he personally observed 

the Hawk camera’s performance at the “Scan Off.” He reacted in disbelief –

continuing to criticize passive-IR as a platform altogether and remaining skeptical 
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that the Hawk camera could provide the basis for a commercially viable LDAR 

system. (A16130 ¶67; A17628 ¶42) We even know that FLIR’s expert, Dr. 

Sandsten, did not think of this design choice at the time or anticipate the results 

that Furry achieved. Sandsten was attempting to solve the same technical problem 

at the same time as Furry. Yet Sandsten’s solution was ineffective at the time. 

(A20320-23; A3330-32; A22490; A13412; A13548)

Many of the lead scientists coordinating the API’s LDAR efforts and the 

“Scan Off” provided testimony in this case, and every one of them testified that 

Furry’s design choices were not obvious, and that the results were not expected. 

(A15517-15518 ¶¶90-91).

The record is completely devoid of evidence that anyone ever conceived of 

this allegedly “obvious” design choice, or that anyone anticipated or predicted the 

results. Dr. Sandsten’s “opinion” is not substantial evidence for many reasons. His 

declaration testimony is conclusory – unsupported by facts and data. (A2821-2822 

¶70; A26226-26227 ¶51; A29846-29847 ¶¶99-101) It is therefore entitled to no 

weight. See 37 C.F.R. §42.65(a). Sandsten also confirmed that his opinions were 

formed without consideration of secondary consideration evidence – including no

discussion of the failure of others (including himself) to solve the problem.

(A22085-86; A22210-16; A22229-30 33:6-34:18; A22210-22216 158:17-164:1; 
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A22229-22230 177:4-178:10) The evidence he was allowed to consider was 

cherry-picked by FLIR’s lawyers, precluding him from considering secondary 

considerations such as commercial success and copying. (A18194-95 219:17-

220:18) His cross-examination demonstrated that he lacked a basic familiarity with 

the applicable legal principles for obviousness, including the importance of 

secondary considerations. (A18190-18195) His testimony also confirmed his use 

of hindsight by using the patent as a roadmap for reconstructing the invention. 

(A18135-36 160:2-161:3) For all these reasons18, Sandsten is not competent to 

offer expert testimony regarding the motivation to combine, and the Board erred by

assigning his testimony any weight.  See InTouch Technologies, Inc. v. VGO 

Communications, Inc., 751 F.3d 1327,1351-52 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (disregarding 

expert testimony under similar circumstances).

Because the references themselves do not teach or suggest the alleged 

combinations, and because there is no evidence in the record to support the notion 

that the combination of references was an “obvious design choice” or that it would 

18 It also bears noting that Sandsten’s objectivity is suspect, given that he is a long-
time consultant for FLIR who accepted a job for full-time employment the month 
prior to signing his first declaration for this case, and part of his job duties is to 
provide his “expert opinions” in this matter. (A18208-12 233:22-237:7)
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produce “predicable results,” the Board’s findings are not supported by substantial 

evidence. 

4. LSI Proved that the Suggested Combinations Would Alter 
the Principle of Operation and Destroy the Intended Uses of 
the Merlin-MID Camera. The Board’s Findings to the 
Contrary were not Supported by Substantial Evidence.

LSI did not simply poke holes in FLIR’s proof regarding the motivation to 

combine. Instead, LSI offered extensive testimony and evidence permitting a full 

Graham analysis, including an assessment of the full state of the art, and the true 

motivations of a POSITA at the time.19 (See generally A20180-84) Among other 

things, LSI’s evidence demonstrated that FLIR’s proposed combinations would 

change the fundamental principle of operation for the Merlin-MID device, and 

would render it unsuitable for its intended uses. (A993-996)

“[C]ombinations that change the basic principles under which the prior art 

was designed to operate, or that render the prior art inoperable for its intended 

purpose, may fail to support a conclusion of obviousness.” Plas-Pak Industries v. 

Sulzer Mixpac AG, 600 Fed. Appx. 755, 757-58 (Fed. Cir. 2013). See also In re 

19 FLIR’s expert (Dr. Sandsten) on the other hand, admitted in his deposition that 
he failed to consider critical state of the art evidence that taught away from the 
use of passive-IR for LDAR, such as a prominent article authored by Dr. Kulp, 
that Sandsten was aware of at the time of its publication  (A22232-37 180:5-
185:10; A22486-505)
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Gordon, 733 F.2d 900, 902 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (intended purpose); In re Ratti, 270 

F.2d 810, 813 (C.C.P.A. 1959) (principle of operation); MPEP 2143.01 V and VI. 

As discussed above, the Merlin-MID was optimized for thermography. Its 

basic principle of operation is emission spectroscopy – i.e. detecting the emission 

of IR radiation hotter than the surrounding environment by temperature difference.

(A17524-17528 ¶¶11-12,16,18,21; A20304 ¶258; A21803-21805 248:12-250:20;

A15520 ¶99) Its performance is optimized when it is able to detect the maximum 

amount of IR radiation within a band that is relatively free from interference 

caused by absorption. See Section IV(C)(1) and IV(E)(1), above. For this reason, 

the Merlin-MID uses a wide passband (2000nm) filter centered between 3-5

micron wavelengths. Id. The Merlin-MID unmodified is not capable of performing 

absorption spectroscopy because of the “wash out” problem. Id.

Replacement of the Merlin-MID’s wide filter with a narrow filter (such as 

used by Furry, Strachan or Kulp) changes the device’s fundamental principle of

operation. With a narrow filter, the camera is no longer suitable for performing 

emission spectroscopy. (A17526-17528 ¶16,21; A20302-6 ¶¶254-263) Instead, a 

passive-IR camera with a narrow filter practices absorption spectroscopy,

detecting the absorption of expected IR radiation within a very narrow and specific 

bandwidth – i.e., the reduction in the background radiation by the absorbing gas.
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(A17526-17528 ¶16,21; A15021-15022 ¶¶33-37; A20302-06 ¶¶254-263; A15516 

¶86) Absorption spectroscopy is a fundamentally different principle of operation 

than emission spectroscopy. (Id.; A21803 248:12-250:20) FLIR’s own documents 

produced in discovery show it clearly understood this distinction and explained the 

difference to its customers. (A24625, A24632-37) See also Section IV(C)(1), 

above.

Moreover, the Merlin-MID was designed and marketed for thermography 

applications such as thermal detection, surveillance, night vision – applications that 

required a highly sensitive instrument. See Section IV(E)(1), above. When 

modified in the manner suggested by FLIR’s proposed combinations (using the 

filter of Strachan or Kulp), the modified camera would no longer be suitable for 

these thermography applications because the broad range of IR data coming to the 

camera is lost – it is filtered out, making the camera a highly selective instrument

instead. (A17526-17528 ¶16,21; A15021-15022 ¶¶33-37; A20302-6 ¶¶254-263; 

A15516 ¶86)

The Board’s findings on these points are legally erroneous and not 

supported by substantial evidence. First, regarding the principle of operation, the 

Board misapplied the relevant legal standard. The Board considered the principle

of operation of the Merlin-MID versus the Kulp and Strachan references to 
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determine whether the references “teach away” from the proposed combination.

(A36) That is an incorrect application of the legal standard. The question is not 

whether two references use a different principle of operation. The relevant question 

is whether the proposed combination would have the effect altering the principle

of operation of the prior art device being modified. If so, under the controlling case 

law cited above, there is no motivation to combine. The question is not what the 

references teach, but instead what a POSITA would be motivated to do. Where the 

proposed combination would alter the principle of operation of the device being 

modified (here the Merlin-MID), then a POSITA would not be motivated to

combine the references. (A17526-17528 ¶16,21; A15021-15022 ¶¶33-37; A20302-

6 ¶¶254-263; A15516 ¶86)

Second, the Board never disputes LSI’s contention that the combination does 

in fact alter the principal of operation from emission spectroscopy to absorption 

spectroscopy. In fact, the Board’s comparison of the Merlin-MID with the Kulp 

and Strachan references seems to agree that they are based on different principles

of operation. (A36)

Regarding the intended purpose, the Board’s findings are similarly without 

substantial evidence. The Board finds that the intended functionality of the 

unmodified Merlin-MID is to “image gases.” (A36)  But the Board cites no
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evidence to support this conclusion. There is no dispute that the Merlin-MID was 

optimized for thermography, and intended for applications such as thermal 

detection, surveillance, and night vision. See Section IV(E)(1). The evidence cited 

above uniformly indicates that the proposed combinations (Merlin + Strachan or 

Merlin + Kulp) would be unsuitable for these applications. The Board’s decision 

does not conclude otherwise. The fact that the modified Merlin-MID would still be 

able to “image gases” under some very limited range of conditions does not mean 

that the modified device would still be suitable for its intended purposes such as 

night vision or surveillance.

F. The Board Erred in Refusing to Give Weight to Patent Owner’s 
Compelling Objective Evidence of Non-Obviousness, Including Long-
Felt Need and Failure of Others.

The factual record of this case presents overwhelming objective evidence of 

non-obviousness with an undeniable nexus to the novel features of the challenged 

claims. Few cases present stronger objective evidence than the record of the

present case. (A1018-1027) See also Sections IV(A), IV(B), IV(C)(3) and 

IV(C)(4), above.

The Board sidestepped the evidence of long-felt need and failure of others 

based on its erroneous view of the claims, and its erroneous and unreasonable

claim constructions of “variable ambient conditions,” “normal operating 
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conditions” and “leak.” (A41-46) The Board found “the challenged claims do not 

recite or require any specific conditions. Indeed, the challenged claims require 

imaging of known or unknown gas under “some” operating conditions.” (Id. at 41)

Using this faulty view of the claims, the Board rejected the evidence of long-felt 

need and failure of others, essentially finding that the prior art was able to solve 

what the Board incorrectly perceived as the relevant technical problem (merely 

imaging gases under “some” conditions). 

The Board’s conclusions are legally erroneous (and subject to de novo 

review) because they are premised on erroneous claim constructions. Moreover, 

the Board’s finding that “LSI has not provided persuasive evidence showing the 

intrinsic nexus to the challenged claims and how the invention resolved the long-

felt need” (A43) is both legally erroneous and not supported by substantial 

evidence. 

As discussed above, since at least 1997, the entire petroleum industry

(including the API, the EPA, and state agencies) had been attempting to solve the 

technical problem of adapting known imaging devices for LDAR use under real-

world, variable conditions. See Section IV(A). The prior art references, the other 

documentary evidence, and the sworn testimony of many highly-qualified persons 

of extraordinary skill in the art, with personal knowledge of the then state-of-art,
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conclusively demonstrate a long-felt need to solve this technical problem. Id. The 

nexus here cannot be denied – this is the exact same technical problem addressed 

by the patents.

This evidence also establishes the failure of others to solve this technical 

problem. See Section IV(B). None of the known prior art systems, prior to the 

Hawk, were capable of field-use for detecting gas leaks under variable ambient 

conditions. See id.; see also Sections IV(D)(2) and (IV)(E)(1-3). This inability of 

others to solve the problem also has an undeniable nexus to the challenged claims 

– the problem was not solved because none of the prior art attempted solutions was 

able to detect a leak under “normal operating conditions” and “variable ambient 

conditions.” These claim elements were added during prosecution specifically to 

distinguish the prior systems that were unsuitable for use under normal and 

variable conditions.  

The Board further rejected the evidence of long-felt need and failure of 

others based on its finding that the new EPA alternative work practice permits the 

use of other types of optical imaging equipment (not solely Furry’s passive-IR 

design). (A43) It is unclear why this one fact would negate the strong evidence of 

nexus for long-felt need and failure of others, as discussed above. Moreover, the 

Board’s EPA argument ignores the evidence of record establishing that Furry’s 
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passive-IR camera, with its particular filter configuration, has in practice become 

the industry’s technical replacement for Method 21. (A16134 ¶¶78-79; A7257-

7262; A17632 ¶52)

LSI also presented compelling evidence of copying and commercial success, 

with an undeniable strong nexus to the novel elements of the patent claims. See 

Section IV(C)(4). The Board ignored the evidence of copying and commercial 

success based on its finding of a lack of evidence establishing a nexus to the novel 

elements of the claims. (A44-45) But this finding is not supported by substantial 

evidence because it ignores FLIR’s own internal documents and emails between 

high-level executives, which establish an undeniable nexus. 

FLIR copied Furry’s custom filter specifications because Furry overcame 

“deficiencies in the Merlin” that otherwise made it unsuitable for LDAR. (A22479-

80; A22481-85; A23925-40; A23941-46; A23947-50) FLIR’s own internal and 

public admissions establish the nexus. (Id.; A22506-7; A22508-11; A22512) The 

filter configurations of FLIR’s GasFindIR remain unchanged to this day. (A23909-

24) FLIR’s own marketing materials touted the novel filter configuration as a 

necessary component for permitting leak detection. (A23925-40; A23941-46; 

A23947-50) FLIR, then under a license agreement with Furry, marked the cameras 

with David Furry’s then-pending patent application number. (A23947-50)
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The Board found: “the only feature LSI identifies with a nexus to the 

claimed invention that is not present in the preexisting Merlin-MID camera is the

use of a narrowband cold filter that is described in the marketing material for the 

GasFindIR camera... . Such objective evidence of nonobviousness cannot 

overcome the disclosures that narrowband cold filters were disclosed in the prior 

art, Kulp and Strachan.” (A45) This finding is not supported by substantial 

evidence. As discussed above, none of the known prior art disclosed, or even 

suggested, a “narrowband” filter located inside the refrigerated section of the 

camera. See Section VI(E).

Finally, LSI also presented significant evidence of industry accolades and 

recognition. (A1118-19; A13871-75; A15530-31 ¶¶143-46; A16130-34 

¶¶65,69,72,78; A17061-62 ¶¶28-32; A17620-23 ¶¶23,26; A17628-31 ¶¶43,48).

Again, the Board improperly rejected this evidence based upon its erroneous view 

of the claims and its erroneous claim constructions. (A45)

The Board’s failure to give due consideration to this strong evidence of 

secondary considerations is reversible error. See, e.g., Nike, Inc. v. Adidas AG,

2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 2376 at *23-25 (Fed. Cir 2016) (reversing PTAB decision 

for failing to consider secondary considerations). See also In re Cyclobenzaprine,
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676 F.3d 1063, 1075-76 (Fed. Cir. 2012); Crocs, Inc. v. International Trade 

Commission, 598 F.3d 1294, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2010).

G. The Court Should Reverse and Render Judgment for LSI; Remand is 
Not Appropriate Given the Record of This Case.

For the reasons stated, the Board’s FWD is legally erroneous and many of its 

factual findings are not supported by substantial evidence. The decision must be 

vacated or reversed. 

LSI contends that remand of this case to the PTAB is inappropriate and not 

required given the factual record below. Where the record on appeal permits the 

appellate court to reach a final determination on the merits, rendering of judgment 

without remand is appropriate. See, e.g. Belden, Inc. v. Berk-Tek, LLC, 80 F.3d 

1064, 1082 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (reversing PTAB judgment in part, and rendering 

judgment); In re Bell, 991 F.2d 781, 785 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

As discussed above, FLIR did not even attempt to offer evidence that the 

alleged combinations satisfy the claim limitations requiring imaging a gas or 

detecting a leak under “variable ambient conditions” or “normal operating 

conditions.” See Section VI(D). FLIR should not be given another opportunity on 

remand to offer additional proof. See 35 U.S.C. §112; 37 C.F.R. §42.104.

FLIR has had enough chances to submit its proof, having filed five IPR 

petitions and having submitted four reply declarations after LSI filed its Response.
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In addition to the evidentiary hole relating to critical claim elements, FLIR’s proof 

also was littered with sworn testimony that turned out to be false, and that FLIR’s 

witnesses disclaimed under cross-examination. See A21731 182:3-21; A3223-

A3224 ¶8; A30240 ¶13; A22655-22656 23:22-24:9; A22712-22715 80:23-83:14 

(Merlin User Guide was not available on the internet, contrary to sworn 

testimony); A7943 ¶12; A21705-21706 150:17-151:19 (FLIR customers did not 

routinely order custom Merlin-MIDs with a custom narrow filter in the cold 

section); A7956 ¶28; A21826 271:4-271:14 (Richards disclaimed conceiving of 

cold filtering for the Hawk); (A23037-23043 209:18-215:13) (FLIR witness 

Woolaway insists that Richards conceived of this idea, despite Richards 

disclaiming the testimony); A14371-14373 18:16-20:18 (FLIR witness offered to 

authenticate documents testifies that he has never seen the documents before 

signing his declaration).

Enough is enough. The record before the Court conclusively establishes that 

FLIR failed to carry its burden to show that the challenged claims are unpatentable. 

The Court should reverse the FWD and render judgment in favor of LSI,

dismissing FLIR’s IPR petitions. 
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VII. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Board’s decision below should be reversed.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

FLIR SYSTEMS, INC., 
Petitioner, 

v. 

LEAK SURVEYS, INC. , 
Patent Owner. 

Case IPR2014-00411/434 (Patents 8,426,813 B2 and 8,193,496 B2) 
Case IPR2015-00065 (Patent 8,426,813 B2) 

Before FREDE. McKELVEY, JAMES T. MOORE, and 
TREVOR M. JEFFERSON, Administrative Patent Judges. 

JEFFERSON, Administrative Patent Judge. 

FINAL WRITTEN DECISION 
35 USC.§ 318(a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.73 

AOOOOOl 
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Case IPR2014-004 l l/434 Patents 8,426,813 B2; 8,] 93,496 B2 
Case IPR2015-00065 Patent 8,426,813 B2 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

FLIR Systems, Inc. ("Petitioner" or "FLIR") filed four petitions 

seeking inter partesreview of U.S. Patent No. 8,426,813 B2 ("the '813 

patent") and U.S. Patent No. 8,193,496 B2 ("the '496 patent"). Filed were a 

first petition in IPR2014-00411 ("IPR '411 ") and a second petition in 

IPR2014-00608 ("IPR '608") seeking inter partes review of claims 1- 58 (al1 

of the claims) of the '813 patent. 35 U.S.C. § 311 ; Paper 2 (IPR '411); 

Paper 2 (IPR '608). 1 Also filed were a third petition in IPR2014-00434 

("IPR '434") and a fomih petition in IPR2014-00609 ("IPR '609") seeking 

inter partes review of claims 1- 7 and 9- 20 the '496 patent. 35 U.S.C. 

§ 311 ; Paper 2 (IPR '434); Paper 2 (IPR '609). 

Leak Surveys, Inc. ("Patent Owner" or "LSI") filed a Patent Owner' s 

Preliminary Response in IPR '411(Paper6 conected by Paper 8); IPR '608 

(Paper 6 corrected by Paper 8); IPR '434 (Paper 6); and IPR '609 (Paper 7). 

In a consolidated Decision to Institute (Paper 9 in IPR '411 and Paper 

9 in IPR '434, ' 'Dec. '411"), we denied institution in IPR '608 and IPR '609 

and in lPR '411 and IPR '434 instituted this proceeding as to claims 1- 22, 

31 , 37- 40, 42- 56, and 58 of the '813 patent and claims 1- 7 and 9- 20 of the 

'496 patent. Dec. ' 411 , 35- 36. Subsequently, we consolidated IPR2014-

00434 with IPR2014-00411 and tenninated the IPR2014-00434 proceeding. 

Paper 10 (IPR '411); Paper 9 (IPR '434) . 

1 The IPR in parentheses after a paper number or exhibit number indicates 
the IPR docket that contains the numbered filing. 

2 
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Case IPR2014-004 l l/434 Patents 8,426,813 B2; 8,] 93,496 B2 
Case IPR2015-00065 Patent 8,426,813 B2 

In IPR2015-00065 ("IPR ' 065"), FLIR filed a fifth petition, 

requesting inter partes review of claims 23- 30, 32- 36, 41 , and 57 of the 

' 813 patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §§ 311- 319. Paper 2 (IPR '065). FLIR 

subsequently withdrew claim 29 from the requested inter partes review, thus 

challenging only claims 23- 28, 30, 32- 36, 41 , and 57 of the ' 813 patent. 

Paper 10 (IPR '065). LSI filed a Preliminary Response in two pa.its, Pait 1 

(Paper 8 (IPR ' 065)) and Pait 2 (Paper 16 (IPR ' 065)). 

Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314, in our Decision to Institute (Paper 25, 

"Dec. ' 065"), we instituted inter partes review as to claims 23- 28, 30, 32-

36, 41 , and 57 of the ' 813 patent. Dec. ' 065 , 18- 19. We further combined 

IPR2014-0041 l with IPR2015-00065 for purposes of scheduling, briefing, 

and trial. Paper 28, 7 (IPR '065). 

LSI filed a Patent Owner Response as to all IPRs (Paper 65 (IPR 

'411 ), Paper 37 (IPR '065), "PO Resp.") and FLIR filed a Reply to the 

Patent Owner Response (Paper 77 (IPR '411), Paper 42 (IPR ' 065), 

"Reply").2 A consolidated oral hearing for IPR2014-00411 and IPR2015-

00065 (Paper 70 in IPR ' 065 and Paper 112 in IPR ' 411 , "Tr.") was held on 

July 2, 2015. 

For the reasons that follow, we dete1mine that FLIR has shown by a 

preponderance of the evidence that claims 1- 28 and 30- 58 of the ' 813 

patent and claims 1- 7 and 9- 20 of the '496 patent, are unpatentable. 

2 All references herein to the Patent Owner Response (PO Resp.) are to the 
redacted Paper 66 (IPR '411) and Paper 37 (IPR ' 065). 
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Case IPR2014-00411/434 Patents 8,426,813 B2; 8,]93,496 B2 
Case IPR2015-00065 Patent 8,426,813 B2 

B. Related Cases 

FLIR states that the ' 813 patent, which claims priority to the '496 

patent, has been asserted by LSI in Leak Surveys, Inc. v. FLIR Systems, Inc. , 

Civil Action No. 3: 13-CV-02897-L (N.D. Tex.) (filed July 25, 2013). Paper 

2, 1 (IPR '411); Paper 4, 2 (IPR ' 065). 

C. The Asserted Grounds 

111 t11e consolidated IPRs, we instituted trial on the grOLmds that the 

following cited references3 render the challenged claims unpatentable as 

obvious pursuant to 35 U .S.C. § 103(a): 

References IPR Claim(s) Challenged 
Merlin Brochure4 and 

IPR '411 
' 813 Patent: 1-4, 6, 8-22, 

Strachan5 31 , 37-40, 42-56, 58 
Merlin Brochme, Strachan, 
and Piety6 IPR '411 ' 813 Patent: 5 and 7 

Merlin Brochure and 
IPR '434 '496 Patent: 1-5 and 9-20 

Strachan 
Merlin Brochure, Strachan, 

IPR '434 '496 Patent: 6 
and Brengman7 

3 Exhibit numbers herein refer to exhibits filed in both IPR '411 and IPR 
'065 that share the same number. An exhibit number followed by a specific 
IPR in parentheses denotes an exhibit filed in the identified IPR. 
4 Indigo Systems Corporation, Merlin: The ultimate combination of 
flexibility and value in high-performance Infrared Cameras (Rev. A 1102), 
dated ©2002 (Ex. 1007, "Merlin Brochure"). 
5 D.C. Strachan et al. , Imaging of Hydrocarbon Vapours and Gases by 
I11frared Thermography, 18 J. PHYS. E: Sc1. INSTRUM. 492-498 (1995) (Ex. 
1008, " Strachan"). 
6 U.S. Patent No. 5,386,117 issued on January 31, 1995 (Ex. 1018, "Piety"). 
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References IPR Claim(s) Challenged 
Merlin Brochure, Strachan, 
and Hart8 IPR '434 ' 496 Patent: 7 

Merlin Brochure and 
IPR ' 065 ' 813 Patent: 23, 25, 28, 30 

Strachan 
Merlin Brochure, Strachan, 
and Spectrogon9 IPR ' 065 ' 813 Patent: 27, 32-35, 41 

Merlin Brochure, Strachan, 
and OCLI10 IPR ' 065 ' 813 Patent: 24, 26, 36, 57 

Merlin User' s Guideu and 
IPR '065 ' 813 Patent: 23, 33, 35 

Kulp12 

Merlin User' s Guide, Kulp, 
IPR '065 

' 813 Patent: 25, 27, 28, 30, 
and Spectrogon 32,34, 41 
Merlin User' s Guide, Kulp, 

IPR ' 065 ' 813 Patent: 24, 26, 36, 57 
and OCLI 

7 U .S. Patent No. 3,662,171 issued on May 9, 1972 (Ex. 1013 (IPR ' 434), 
"B rengman"). 
8 U.S. Patent No. 6,056,449 issued on May 2, 2000 (Ex. 1014 (IPR '434), 
"Hart"). 
9 Spectrogon Catalog of Bandpass Filters (http://www.spectrogon.com 
/bandpass.html dated October 6, 2001) (Ex. 1017, " Spectrogon"). 

to OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC. SPECTRA BAND STOCK PRODUCTS 
CATALOG, Vol. 5 (1994) (Ex. 1014, "OCLI"). 
11 Indigo Systems Corporation, MERLIN™ MID, INSIB MWIR CAMERA, 
User's Guide, Version 1.10, 414-0001-10 (Ex. 1011 , "Merlin User' s 
Guide"). 
12 Thomas J. Kulp et al. , Remote Imaging of Controlled Gas Release using 
Active and Passive Infrared Imaging Systems, 3061 SPIE 269 (1997) (Ex. 
1012, "Kulp"). 
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D. The '813 Patent and Illustrative Claims 

The ' 813 patent is based on an application which is a continuation of 

the application that matured into the ' 496 patent. Ex. 1001 , 1:6-9.13 The 

' 813 patent relates to an infrared (IR) camera system which can be used to 

visually detect and identify chemical, gas, and petroleum product leaks. 

Ex. 1001, 1:27- 29, 28:44-67. 

The ' 813 invention is readily understood by 1«eference to its drawings 

and exemplary claims 1, 23, and 24. Figs. 1and2 of the '813 patent are 

reproduced below. 

Fig. 1 depicts a perspective view of a chemical leak detection system 

13 Ex. 1001 refers to the ' 813 patent filed in both IPR '411 and IPR '065. 
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22 FIG. 2 

38 

40 

Fig. 2 depicts a schematic of an infrared camera system of Fig. 1 

Figures 1 and 2 show infrared camera system 22, lens assembly 40, 

and lens 38. Ex. 1001, 5:34-38. Camera system 22 has refrigerated portion 

42 cooled by refrigeration system 60. Id at 5:34-41 , 5:66- 67. The 

refrigerated portion 42 also comprises infrared sensor device 44 and optical 

bandpass filter 46. Id at 5:41-43. The refrigeration cools optical bandpass 

filter 46, reducing the background noise of bandpass filter 46 as perceived 

by infrared sensor device 44. Id at 6:45-47. Optical bandpass filter 46 is 

located along an optical path between lens 38 and infrared sensor device 44. 

Id. at 5 :41-43. At least part of a pass band for optical bandpass filter 46 is 

within an absorption band for the detected chemical. The infrared image of 

the detected chemical passes through the lens and optical bandpass filter and 

the filtered infrared image of the leak is received with the infrared sensor 

device. Id. at 3 :4-11. The visible image of the leak is produced by 

processing the filtered infrared image received by the infrared sensor device. 

Id. 
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Independent claim 1 and dependent claims 23 and 24 are illustrative 

of the claimed subject matter of the ' 813 patent. 

1. A system for producing a visible image of a leak of 
any one or more chemicals of a group of chemicals, the 
leak emanating from a component, including: 

a passive infrared camera system including: 

a lens assembly including a lens; 

a refrigerated portion including an interior; 

an infrared sensor device located in the interior of 
the refrigerated portion; 

a single filter configuration located in the interior 
of the refrigerated portion and including an optical 
bandpass filter fixed along an optical path between t11e 
lens assembly and the infrared sensor device; 

a refrigeration system that can cool the interior of 
the refrigerated portion; 

wherein at least part of the pass band for the single 
filter configuration is within an absorption band for each 
of the chemicals; and 

wherein the aggregate pass band for the single 
filter configuration is at least about 100 run; and 

a processor that can process a signal representing 
the filtered infrared image captmed by the infrared sensor 
device to produce a visible image of the chemical 
emanating from the component under variable ambient 
conditions of the area around the leak. 

23. The system of claim 1, wherein the aggregate 
pass band for the single filter configuration is at least 
about 200 11m. 

24. The system of claim 1, wherein the pass band 
for the filter configuration has a center wavelength 
located between about 3375 nm and about 3385 nm. 

Ex. 1001 , 28:44- 67, 30:3- 7. 
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E. The '-196 Patent and Illustrative Claim 

The '496 patent relates to a method of using an IR camera system to 

visually detect and identify chemical, gas, and petroleum product leaks. Ex. 

1001, 1:25- 27, 28:41- 29:8. 14 The drawings and written description portion 

of the Specification of the '496 patent are essentially the same as the 

drawings and written description portion of the Specification of the ' 813 

patent. Compare Ex. 1001 (IPR ' 434) with Ex. 1001. 

Claim 1 is illustrative of the subject matter of the '496 patent. 

1. A method of visually detecting a gas leak of any 
one or more chemicals of a group of predetennined 
chemicals, the gas leak emanating from a component of a 
group of components .i11 different locaHons, the method 
compnsmg: 

aiming a passive infrared camera system towards 
the component, wherein the passive infrared camera 
system comprises: 

a lens, 

a refrigerated portion defined by the inte1ior of a 
Dewar flask, the refrigerated portion comprising therein: 

an infrared sensor device; and 

a single filter configmation comprising at least one 
fixed optical bandpass filter, each filter fixed along an 
optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor 
device, wherein at least part of the aggregate pass band 
for the single filter configuration is within an absorption 
band for each of the predetermined chemicals and 

14 Ex. 1001 (IPR '434) refers to the '496 patent filed in IPR '434. 
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wherein the aggregate pass band for the single filter 
configuration is at least about 200 run; and 

a refrigeration system adapted to cool the 
refrigerated portion, the refrigeration system comprising 
a closed-cycle Stirhng cryocooler; 

filtering an infrared image associated with the area 
of the gas leak under normal operating and ambient 
conditions for the component with the at least one optical 
bandpass filter; 

receiving tbe filtered infrared image of the gas leak 
with the infrared sensor device; 

electronically processing the filtered infrared 
image received by the infrared sensor device to provide a 
visible image of the gas leak under variable ambient 
conditions of the area around the leak; and 

visually detecting the leak based on the visible 
image under the variable ambient conditions. 

Ex. 1001 (IPR '434), 28:40-29:8. 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. Claim Construction 

The Board interprets claims of an unexpired patent using the broadest 

reasonable construction in light of the specification of the patent in which 

they appear. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.IOO(b); In re Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC, 

793 F.3d 1268, 1278- 79 (Fed. Cir. 2015). Claim terms generally are given 

their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of 

ordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire disclosure. See Jn re 

Translogic Tech., Inc» 504 F Jd 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007). 

10 
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1. "leak" 

In the preliminary Decision to Institute, we found that "leak" is broad 

enough to include both fugitive and non-fugitive emissions. Dec. '411 , 17. 

Thus, on the preliminary record we agreed with FLIR that "leak" should be 

defined as any chemical emission including (1) an unwanted ("fugitive") 

chemical emission and (2) a known ("non-fugitive") chemical emission, 

such as a chemical gas emission from an exhaust outlet of an airplane or a 

smokestack. Paper 2, 12 (IPR ' 411); Paper 2, 10 (IPR '434); Paper 2, 12-13 

(IPR ' 065). We found that the '813 patent states that " [a]n embodiment of 

the present invention may be used to inspect any of a wide variety of 

components having [a] chemical ... of interest ... , including (but not 

1 im i ted to) a pipe, a compressor, ... a flare, an exhaust outlet, ... [or] a vent 

for a blow-off valve." Ex. 1001, 12:17-25. 

LSI disagrees with our preliminary construction and argues that the 

construction of "leak" deviates from the ordinary meaning of the tenn. PO 

Resp. 31- 33. LSI relies on extrinsic evidence to supports its contention that 

the ordinary meaning of "leak" as recited in the '813 and '496 patents is 

limited to unintended or fugitive emissions. PO Resp. 33. LSI's contention 

fails to recognize and distinguish the express teaching that chemicals of 

interest from flares, exhausts, vents or blow off valves are expressly 

described as uses of the claimed invention . Ex. 1001 , 12: 17-25. Indeed, 

one portion of the specification that LST relies on to distinguish known 

versus unknown emissions, indicates that the invention is used to survey 

known emissions of gas from vents. Ex. 1001, 20:28- 31; see PO Resp. 34. 

Although LSI admits that exhaust valves and flares will have known 

emissions and that the invention is used to survey these structures (PO Resp. 
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32), LSI argues that the tenn " leak" does not include the known emissions 

from these structures, as the ordinary use of the term is limited to fugitive or 

unknown emissions. We disagree, concluding that a person of ordinary skill 

in the art would understand that the specification describes a chemical of 

interest that is present in valves and exhausts that have known emissions. 

Ex. 1001, 12:22, 20:28-32. 15 

Under the broadest reasonable interpretation, LSI's extrinsic evidence 

does not persuade us that a person of ordinary skill in the art would 

understand that "leak" as used in the specification and claims is limited to 

only unknown or fugitive emissions. Accordingly, on the full record, we 

maintain our construction of " leak" as including both fugitive and non

fugitive emissions. 

2. "produce a visible image of the chemical emanating from the component 
under variable ambient conditions of the area around the leak" 

In the Decision to Institute, we preliminarily construed "produce a 

visible image of the chemical emanating from the component under variable 

ambient conditions of the area around the leak" means "being able to 

produce a visible image under the ambient conditions of the area around the 

15 In addition, we note that LSI's claims using the tenn "leak" were rejected 
over intended or known emissions from a smokestack. See Ex. 1002, 319, 
416- 419. Patent Owner disputed and overcame the Examiner's rejection on 
different grounds, but did not dispute the Examine1->s application of 
smokestack emissions to gas leaks. See id. Thus, at least during 
prosecution, the tenn leak was determined by the Examiner to include 
known emissions. 
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leak." Dec. ' 411, 17-18. LSI does not dispute this construction, but instead 

argues that 

POSITA [i.e. , a person having ordinary skill in the art,] would 
understand this claim limitation to require that the claimed 
invention be capable of operating under a full range of nonnal 
operating conditions, such as different temperatures or sunlight; 
and it would not encompass prior aii systems that could image 
gases only within a naiTow range of field conditions, such as 
temperatme. 

PO Resp . 27. Specifically, LSI argues that " in the context of the full claims, 

this limitation should be construed to mean that an infringing method must 

operate to image gas leaks under real-world field conditions, without taking 

steps to artificially control ai1y variables such as background temperature, 

wind, etc." Id. at 25. LSI does not provide ai1y argument or evidence that 

the patent describes the range of "real-world" versus "artificially controlled" 

conditions. Instead, LSI's construction merely seeks to eliminate any 

conditions obtained in a lab or test setting from ambient conditions in other 

settings. 

We ai·e not persuaded that the patent claims' references to variable 

ambient conditions are limited to "real-worJd" conditions. As we previously 

noted, a person having ordinary skill in the art would understand that the 

claimed system ai1d method would typically be used outdoors, where 

environmental conditions chai1ge, at the point where a leak may occur. Dec. 

'411, 18. For example, in the summer, a chemical of interest may be present 

at higher temperature than the same chemical of interest in the winter. Id. 

Similai·ly, exhaust temperature may vary depending on conditions. 
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LSI admits that "the claim does not specify what the normal operating 

conditions would be" under given circumstances. Oral Argwnent Transcript 

("Tr.") 62:23- 24 . LSI also admits that a smokestack, for example, would 

have "a different range of nonnal operating conditions." Tr. 63: 6- 8. 

Because these conditions vary and the ' 813 and ' 496 patent specifications 

are silent on the range or limits of nonnal operating conditions, we are not 

persuaded by LSI's attempt to exclude controlled environments from the 

claimed ambient conditions. See PO Resp. 26- 27. We find no support for 

LST's contention that "variable ambient conditions" or "normal operating in 

variable ambient conditions" is limited to those instances that are not 

constrained or controlled in some artificial manner. Id. 

On the fLtll record, we maintain our constructions of "produce a 

visible image of the chemical emanating from the component under variable 

ambient conditions of the area around the leak" as meaning "being able to 

produce a vis.ible image lmder the ambient conditions of the area around the 

leak." 

B. Asserted Prior Art 

l. Merlin Brochure (Ex. I 007) 

The Merlin Brochure discloses a mid-wavelength (MWIR) infrared 

camera ("Merlin-MID") that includes an infrared sensor device (InSb focal 

plane array) and a 3-5 ~un bandpass cold filter withi11 a refrigeration portion 

defined by the interior of a Dewar flask. Ex. 1007, 3, 6; see Ex. 1011, 1. 

The Merlin-MID also includes a refrigeration system (a closed-cycle Stirling 

cryocooler) that cools the refrigeration portion of the Merlin-MID and the 

filter. Ex. 1007, 6. 
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The ' 813 patent states that "[a] preferred infrared camera system 22, 

for example, for use in an embodiment of the present invention is a Merlin TM 

mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) high-perfonnance camera available from 

Indigo Systems, Inc. in California." Ex. 1001, 6:19-23. The Merlin-MID 

camera described in the brochme is the Merlin MWIR camera discussed in 

the '813 patent. Ex. 1001, at [56] (citing Merlin Brochure by Indigo 

Systems Corp. (2002)), 6: 19-23 (citing Merlin mid-wavelength infrared 

MWIR camera as the preferred embodiment of camera system 22). 

2. Merlin User's Guide (Ex. 1011) 

The Merlin User's Guide describes features of the Merlin Brochure 

MID InSb camera. The :Merlin User's Guide discloses a passive infrared 

camera with a refrigeration portion including an interior. Ex. 1011, 2, 51 . 

Merlin User's Guide describes both a cold filter and infrared sensor device 

located in the inte1ior of the refrigeration portion. Id. at 51. 

The Merlin User's Guide states: 

Merlin Mid is a mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) high
perfonnance camera offered by Indigo systems Corp. The 
camera consists of a Stirling-cooled lndium Antimonide (In Sb) 
Focal Plane Array (FPA) built on an Indigo Systems ISC9705 
Readout Integrated Circuit (ROIC) using indium bump 
technology. The FPA is a 320 x 256 matrix or 'stating ' array of 
detectors that ai·e sensitive in the 1 .0 ~Lm to 5.4 µm range. The 
standard camera configuration incorporates a cold filter that 
restricts the camera's spectral response to the 3.0-5.0 micron 
band. The FPA is enclosed in an all -metal evacuated [D]ewar 
assembly cooled by a closed-cycle Stirling cryocooler, and is 
thermally stabilized at a temperatme of 77 K. 
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Ex. 1011, 1. "The lens-to-camera interface is showm in Appendix B" (Ex. 

1011, 3) reproduced below. 

l ,....,. ... ,\ft.il~f!UltlilhJ1;L..:l.Cl9c.V 
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...... 
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Depicted above is the Merlin InSb camera, 
mechanical and optical interface. 

,., 

The filter is located in the general area of the "aperture" and the fi1 ter 

bandpass is identified as 3.6 to 4.9 or 3.0 to 5.0 depending on the apertw·e 

diameter. Ex. 1101, 51. The IR sensor is located in the general area 

identified as FPA (focal point array) sensor. The refrigerated area is the 

space between the filter and the IR sensor. 

3. Kulp (Ex. 1012) 

Kulp discloses "results of field tests of an active backscatter 

absorption gas imaging (BAGI) system and a passive imager on a Ga:Si 

infrared focal-plane an-ay ." Ex. 1012, 269 (Abstract). The passive imager 

on an infrared focal-plane array "images gases through temperature or 

emissivity differences." ld. 
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Specifically, Kulp discloses a camera equipped with a narrow 

bandpass cold filter to detect sulfLLr hexafluoride (SF6) gas. Ex. 1012, 270. 

Figme 2 of Kulp shows that the cold filter has an aggregate passband of 

about 570 nm between wavemunber 920 (about 10870 nm) and wavenumber 

970 (about 10300 run). Id. at 270 (Figure 2). In addition, Fig1Lre 9 ofKulp 

shows that the Ga: Si passive infrared camera provides a visible image of the 

SF6 gas at different times of day at different temperatures. ld. at 277. 

Figure 9 is depicted below. 

· o 11 12 1:i 14 1s 16 

Time of Day (hr) 

Figure 9 shows passive images collected of gas releases at two 

different times of the day. The graph plots the target and air temperature 

during the day. Id. Kulp states that " [the passive IR approaches] are 

attractive because of its unlimited range and spectral bandwidth, and its 

simplicity .. . . Its use must, however, be accompanied by the assmnption 
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that the required temperature and/or emissivity differences between the gas 

and background will always exist. '' Ex. 1012, 277. 

4. Strachan (Ex. 1008) 

Strachan discloses a demonstration of "an infrared imaging technique 

for the visualization of hydrocarbon gases and vapours." Ex. 1008, 1 

(Abstract). Strachan describes "a qualitative imaging approach to 

gas/vapour detection." Id. at 1 (Section 1). Strachan states: 

The technique is based on real-time infrared imaging 
(thermography), which produces linages of objects from their 
own infrared heat radiation. By selecting spectral absorption 
windows characteristic of hydrocarbon vapours and gases it is 
possible to visualise such gases against a background thermal 
scene. The approach and its limitations in terms of 
hydrocarbon detection and instrument development 
requirements for ambient temperature operations are discussed. 

Id. Figure 3 shows the schematic of a hydrocarbon imaging system 

disclosed in Strachan. 

l 1her mol bo.ck9rourd j scene 

~ Hydrocar bo'l J gos doua 

~~ 
Inf rared viewer 

"Figure 3 indicates schematically the operation of a hydrocarbon detection 

system." Ex. 1008, 493. Figure 3 shows "a detector is housed in its own 

Dewar flask, which contains a small quantity of liquid nitrogen coolant. 
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Infrared radiation from the source object is imaged by a multi-element lens, 

generally silicon or gennanium." Ex. 1008, 493. Strachan states: 

The detector signal is then processed electronically to 
produce a real-time infrared television picture or thermogram. 
. . . . The camera views the thennal background scene around 
and through any intervening hydrocarbon cloud. Providing 
background and cloud are not in total thennal equilibrium with 
each other, then it is possible to visualise the gas cloud against 
the background. 

Id. Strachan disclosed an infrared imaging system fitted with a specific filter 

for detecting hydrocarbon gases, discussing two different example filters, 

having bandwidths centered approximately at 3 .4 ~un, for detecting 

hydrocarbon gases. Id. Furthennore, Strachan disdoses the use catalogs of 

infrared absorption spectra for various hydrocarbon vapors. Id. 

5. Hart (Ex. 1014 (IPR '434) 

Hart is a U.S. patent, issued on May 2, 2000, titled "Frame Assembly 

For Supporting A Camera." Figure 1 of Hart is reproduced below. 

FIG.1 
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Figure I of Hart shows a camera supported by a frame assembly that 

includes frame 4, 7, shoulder rest 3, and handle 5, 6 extending from the 

frame. Ex. 1014 (IPR '434), 4:41- 45, 52- 55, 5:24- 25. Figure I of Hait 

also discloses that aiming the camera towai·ds a component is perfonned by 

a person holding the infrai·ed cainera system. 

6. Spectrogon (Ex. 101 7) and OCLI (Ex. 101-1) 

Spectrogon shows a catalog of bandpass filters available at the time of 

the invention. Ex. I 017. The Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. ("OCLI") 

products catalog likewise discloses a catalog of optical filters available at the 

time of invention . Ex. 1014. 

7. Piety (Ex. 1018) 

Piety is a U .S. patent issued in 1995, titled "Infrared Thermography 

System Including Mobile Unit," at1d discloses a mobile infrared 

the1mography unit that includes a data processing device operable to record 

user notes. Ex. 1018, 14: 18-22. Specifically, Piety discloses: 

The mobile infrared thennography unit includes an infrared 
camera, a storage device such as a videotape recorder for at 
least recording thermographic images captured by the infrai·ed 
camera, and a mobile unit computer. The mobile unit computer 
includes a touch screen display for presenting information to a 
thermographer and for receiving data and command inputs from 
the thermographer. 

Ex. 1018, Abstract 11 . 4- 11 . 
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8. Brengman (Ex. 1013 (IPR '-134)) 

Brengman is a U.S. patent that issued in 1972, titled "Methane Gas 

Detection System Using Infrared." Brengman discloses using an infrared 

gas detection system mounted on an airborne platform to detect methane gas 

leaks in buried gas pipelines. Ex. 1013 (IPR '434), 1:70- 72, 4:12- 15. 

Brengman further discloses that the airborne platform may be a helicopter. 

Id. at 7:38- 40. 

C. Merlin Ref erences as Prior A rt and Printed Publication 

FLIR contends that the Merlin Brochure (Ex. 1007) is a prior art 

printed publication. Paper 2, 10 (IPR ' 65); Paper 2, 8- 9 (IPR ' 411). At the 

time of filin g the Response, LSI contested whether the Merlin Brochure is 

publicly available prior rut. PO Resp. 70- 73. At oral argument, LSI 

withdrew its argument that the Merlin Brochure was not publicly available. 

Tr. 40: 1- 9 (stating that LSI no longer contends that the Merlin Brochure was 

not publicly available). 

With respect to the Merlin User' s Guide (Ex. 1011), FLIR argues that 

testimony evidence shows that the guide was distributed with sales of the 

Merlin crunera. Ex. 1016 ~ 7 (stating that " [t]he Merlin User 's Guide is a 

user guide that describes the Merlin-MID crunera sold by Indigo" and 

"distributed to customers with the Merlin-MID crunera"). 

LSl argues that because the Merlin User's Guide was only delivered 

to purchasers of the expensive Merlin MJD camera (citing Ex . 2063 at 

LSI0000483 , LSI0000816, LSI0000853), it was not available such that 

ordinarily skilled artisru1s could locate it by exercising reasonable diligence. 

See Jn re Klopfenstein, 380 F.3d 1345, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2004). LSI further 
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argues that publications that are available only at high costs render the 

document effectively inaccessible to members of the general public. PO 

Resp. 70 (citing Virginia Innovation Scis., Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co. , 983 

F. Supp. 2d 713, 738 (E.D. Va. 2014)). We note that LSI acknowledges that 

a Merlin user 's guide with the same title as the Merlin User' s Guide (Ex. 

1011) was previously considered during prosecution. PO Resp. 73. LSI also 

acknowledges that FLIR' s witnesses state the Merlin User' s Guide (Ex. 

1011) was available to pmchasers of the Merlin MID as of the critical date. 

PO Resp. 71. Despite this evidence of public availability, LSI argues that 

the guide was only available to purchasers of the camera and the expense of 

buying the camera means the Merlin User' s Guide (Ex. 1011) is not a 

printed publication freely accessible to the public prior to the critical date. 

PO Resp. 71 (citing Virginia Innovation. 983 F. Supp. 2d at 738). 

We are not persuaded by LSI's arguments. The case LSI relies on, 

Virginia Innovation, is neither binding authority nor persuasive authority. 

The facts in Virginia Innovation can be distinguished from the facts of the 

present case, as the prior art in question in Virginia Innovation was not 

sufficiently shown to be generally on sale to the interested public, and was 

instead "restricted" to members of a publishing organization, which required 

membership dues for access. See 983 F. Supp. 2d at 737- 38. Indeed, the 

district court in Virginia Innovation noted that there was no evidence that the 

document was available for sale to the general public outside of the 

publishing organization members. Id. In tbe present case, no membership 

fee or organization membership is required for access to the Merlin User's 

Guide, which testimony shows was available and sold to the interested 
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public as early as late 2000. See Ex. 1026ifif17-19; Ex. 1024 ifif 12-14; Ex. 

1016ifl2. 

Based on the complete record, we find by a preponderance of the 

evidence that distribution of the Merlin User's Guide with the sale of the 

Merlin MlD camera shows sufficient public accessibility and distribution. 

The cost to obtain the camera does not negate the evidence that the camera 

and accompanying user's guide was available to the interested pubhc. The 

testimony evidence shows that the Merlin User' s Guide was available for 

sale and distribution to the interested as early as 2000. Thus, FLIR has 

shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the Merlin User' s Guide was 

a publicly available printed publication. 

D. Level of Ordinmy Skill in the Art 

FLIR contends that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have 

relevant experience with passive IR (infrared) systems in addition to the 

requisite engineering or physics education. Paper 2, 10-11 (IPR '065); 

Reply 19- 20. LSI contends that in addition to the requisite physics or 

optical science/engineering education a person of ordinruy skill the rut 

would have experience developing IR camera systems generally. PO Resp. 

22. LSI's contention is that FLIR's definition of a person of ordinary skill is 

too narrowly focused on passive IR systems and is evidence of hindsight 

bias. PO Resp. 23. 

LSI's arguments are contradictory ru1d confusing; asserting not only 

that FLIR' s person of ordinary skill in rut is overly narrow and defined as a 

"specialist in the ['813 and '496 patents'] specific solution to the problem 

being solved," but also that FLIR' s a1tisan "would mot []have been familiar 
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with the technical problem being addressed by the invention." PO Resp. 22 

(emphasis omitted). Regardless, FLIR argues that the invention would have 

been obvious under either FLIR' s or LSI's proposed person of ordinary skill 

in the art. Reply 20. 

Based on the full record, we find that the level of ordinary skill in the 

ai1 is evidenced by the prior art references and the type of problems ai1d 

solutions described in the ' 813 and '496 patents (Ex. 1001 , 1 :25-2:34), and 

includes experience in imaging of chemical gases using IR camera systems 

generally in addition to the requisite engineering, physics or optical science 

education. See In re GPAC Inc. , 57 F.3d 1573, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1995). 

Moreover, and apart from any differences of opinion between FLIR and LSI 

on the precise backgr01md and knowledge of one skilled in the art, the prior 

art itself is highly indicative of the level of skill. See id. ("the level of 

ordinary skill in the art ... was best determined by appeal to the references 

of record"). ln any event, we do not find that a person of ordinary skill ' s 

understanding of the teachings of the prior art would differ if an ordinarily 

skilled artisan possessed knowledge of both active and passive IR systems 

rather than knowledge of passive IR systems alone. See PO Resp. 22-24. 

E. Obviousness of the Challenged Claims 

FLIR contends that the combinations of the Merlin Brochure, the 

Merlin User's Guide, Kulp, Strachan, Piety, Spectrogon, and OCLI render 

claims 1-28 and 30-58 of the ' 813 patent unpatentable based on 

obviousness. For the reasons given below, after consideration of the 

Petition, the arguments in the Patent Owner Response, and the evidence of 

record, we conclude that FLIR has shown by a preponderance of the 
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evidence that each of claims 1-28 and 30-58 of the ' 813 patent is 

unpatentable as obvious. 

FLIR also contends that the Merlin Brochure and Strachan render 

claims 1-5 and 9-20 of the '496 patent unpatentable as obvious. Paper 2, 

14-48 (IPR ' 434). FLIR asserts that dependent claim 6, which depends 

from claim 1, is rendered unpatentable as obvious by Brengman, the Merlin 

Brochure and Strachan. Id. at 48- 50 . Finally, FLIR contends that 

dependent claim 7, which depends from claim 1, is rendered unpatentable as 

obvious by Hart, the Merlin Brochme, and Strachan. Id. at 50-51 . 

For the reasons that follow, we find by a preponderance of the 

evidence that FLIR has demonstrated that the challenged claims, claims 1-

28 and 30-58 of the '813 patent and claims 1-7 and 9-20 of the '496 patent, 

are unpatentable as obvious. 

1. Petitioner's '813 Patent Contentions 

FLIR asserts that claims 1- 4, 6, 8- 22, 31, 37- 40, 42- 56, and 58 are 

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure (Ex. 1007) 

and Strachan (Ex. 1008). Paper 2, 9, 34 (IPR '411). FLIR also asserts 

dependent claims 5 and 7, which depend from claim 1, are tmpatentable 

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure (Ex. 1007), Strachan 

(Ex. 1008), and Piety (Ex. 1018). Paper 2, 9, 54 (IPR '411). 

FLTR provides claim charts and citations to the Declaration testimony 

of Dr. Jonas Sandsten (Ex. 1006) supporting its contention that it would 

have been obvious to combine the Merlin Brochure and Strachan to yield the 

camera of the claims. Id. at 34-40, 41- 53. FLIR asserts that " [i]t would 

have been an obvious design choice to one skilled in the art to replace the 
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standard 3-5 µm filter [disclosed in the Merlin Brochure] with a narrower 

filter that covers hydrocarbon gases of interest" disclosed in Strachan as a 

combination of known elements that yield predictable results. Id. at 34. 

FLIR argues that the claimed camera is nothing more than the result 

of equipping Petitioner's own Merlin-MID camera disclosed in the Merlin 

Brochure with a custom filter selected to monitor gas as disclosed in 

Strachan. Paper 2, 34 (IPR '411 ). For example, FLIR contends that the 

Merlin Brochure discloses a passive infrared camera that includes a 

refrigeration system (a closed-cycle Stir1ing cryocooler) that contains a 

standard 3-5 µm cold filter within the interior of a Dewar flask, and an 

infrared sensor device (InSb focal plane aITay). Id. at 35. FLIR contends 

Strachan ' s disclosure of the absorption band for multiple hydrocarbon gases 

and the selection of an appropriate filter to detect multiple gases, discloses 

the "the pass band for the single filter configuration" limitation of claim 1. 

Id. at 42-43. Indeed, FLIR further asserts that Strachan discloses that it was 

known to use catalogs of infrared absorption spectra for gases to select 

filters for use in an infrared camera with a narrow bandpass filter to monitor 

and detect hydrocarbon gas and vapor. Id. at 36; see Ex. 1008, 492-493. 

FLIR argues that 

Strachan shows that at the time of the alleged invention, it was 
known in the art to select a filter that covers the absorption 
band of more than one gas of interest and to use the selected 
filter in a passive infrared camera to detect leaks of the gases of 
interest. 

Paper 2, 37 (IPR '411); Ex. 1006 if 80. 

With respect to independent claim 1 of the '813 patent, FLIR shows 

that the Merlin Brochure discloses a camera for detecting gas, wherein the 
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Merlin Brochure discloses "a single filter configuration'' in the bandpass 

filter (cold filter) that is less than 200 nm. Paper 2, 20- 31 (IPR '411 )(citing 

Ex. 1007, 3). FLIR fLITther alleges that Strachan discloses the absorption of 

various hydrocarbon gases and the selection of filters for such detection. 

Paper 2, 37 (IPR '411) (citing Ex. 1008, 493). In addition, FLIR asse1ts that 

the Merlin Brochure and Strachan disclose producing visual images of gas 

detected at various ambient conditions and temperatures. Paper 2, 40 (IPR 

'41l) (citingEx. 1006iJ74; Ex.1008, 492; Ex. 1007, 3). 

In IPR ' 065, FLIR asserts that claims 23 , 25, 28, and 30, which 

depend from independent claim 1, are unpatentable as obvious over the 

Merlin Brochure (Ex. 1007) and Strachan (Ex. 1008). Paper 2, 17- 26 

(claim 1), 26- 28 (claims 23, 25 , 28, and 30). In support of its contentions, 

FLIR provides claim charts and citations to Dr. Sandsten' s testimony (Ex. 

1006). Id. 

FLIR also contends that claims 23 , 33, and 35, which depend from 

independent claim 1, are unpatentable as obvious in view of Kulp (Ex. 1012) 

and Merlin User's Guide (Ex. 1011 ). Paper 2, 41-48 (IPR '065). FLIR 

provides claim charts and citations to the testimony of Dr. Sandsten (Ex. 

1006) in support of its contentions. Id. FLIR argues that Kulp discloses all 

the limitations of claim 1, expressly or inherently, except for the 

"refrigeration portion" limitation of claim 1. Paper 2, 41-43(IPR ' 065). 

With respect to refrigeration, FLIR argues that it would have been obvious 

to locate the cooled filters and array disclosed in Kulp within the 

refrigeration portion disclosed in the Merlin User's Guide as it represents an 

obvious design choice. Paper 2, 43- 44 (IPR ' 065) (citing Ex. 1006 ilif 98-

100). 
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FLIR provides claim charts, citations to the testimony of Dr. Sandsten 

and analysis in support of its contentions that (1) claims 27, 32- 35, and 41 

are unpatentable as obvious in view of Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and 

Spectrogon (Paper 2, 28- 37 (IPR ' 065)); and (2) claims 24, 26, 36, and 57 

are unpatentable as obvious in view of Merlin Brochlu-e, Strachan, and OCLI 

(Paper 2, 38-41 (IPR ' 065)). FLIR relies on the filter characteristics 

disclosed in Spectrogon and OCLJ for " the pass band for the filter 

configuration" limitations of dependent claims 24, 26, and 27. 

With respect to Kulp (Ex. 1012) and the Merlin User's Guide 

(Ex. 1011 ), FLIR provides claim charts, analysis and citations to the 

testimony of Dr. Sandsten in support of its contentions that Kulp and the 

Merlin User' s Guide render dependent claims 23, 33, and 35 (which depend 

from claim l) Lmpatentable as obvious. Paper 2, 41-48 (IPR '065). FLIR 

asserts the Kulp discloses every limitation of claims 1, 23, 33, and 35, except 

for the limitations for "an infrared sensor device located in the inte1ior of the 

refrigerated portion" and "a single filter configuration located in the interior 

of the refrigerated portion" as recited in claim 1. Id. at 44-47. FLIR argues 

that 

it would have been obvious, in view of the Merlin User' s 
Guide, to modify the camera of Kulp, which already discloses a 
cooled filter and a cooled infrared sensor device, to locate both 
the cooled filter and cooled infrared sensor device in the interior 
of a refrigeration portion, as disclosed in the Merlin User' s 
Guide. 

Id. at 44; Ex . 1006 ~~ 99- 100. 

With respect to " the pass band for the filter configuration" limitations 

of dependent claims 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 41 , which depend from claim 
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1, FLIR provides citations to Spectrogon to disclose the filter characteristics, 

in combination with the Kulp and the Merlin User' s Guide to discJose the 

limitations of independent claim 1. Paper 2, 48-52 (IPR '065). Similarly, 

FLIR provides citations to OCLI in combination with Kulp and the Merlin 

User' s Guide to disclose " the pass band for the filter configuration" and 

"optical bandpass filter" limitations of dependent claims 24, 26, 36, and 57. 

Id. at 53-54. 

2. Petitioner 's '-196 Patent Contentions 

FLIR also contends that the Merlin Brochure and Strachan render 

claims 1- 5 and 9-20 of the '496 patent obvious. Paper 2, 14-48 (IPR ' 434). 

FLIR provides claim charts, analysis and citations to the testimony of Dr. 

Sandsten in suppo1ts of its contentions that independent claim 1, 18, 19, and 

20 are unpatentable as obvious in view of the Merlin Brochure and Strachan. 

Id. at 14- 47. 

FLJR asserts that dependent claim 6, which depends from claim 1, is 

rendered unpatentable as obvious by Brengman, the Merlin Brochure and 

Strachan. Id. at 48- 50. Finally, FLJR contends that dependent claim 7, 

which depends from claim 1, is rendered tmpatentable as obvious by Hart, 

the Merlin Brochure and Strachan. Id. at 50- 51. In support of its 

contentions, FLIR provides claim charts and citations to the testimony of 

Dr. Standsten showing that the combination of the Merlin Brochure and 

Strachan with Hait or Brengman discloses the limitations of dependent 

claims 6 and 7. Id. at 48- 51. 
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3. Patent Owner Contentions 

LSI contends that FLIR has not met its burden because none of the 

asserted prior art teaches a system for detecting or visualizing gas leaks 

under (1) "variable ambient conditions" as recited in the challenged 

independent claims or (2) using a "single filter configuration located in the 

interior of the refrigerated portion" as recited in the challenged claims. 

PO Resp. 1- 2. LSI also aq:,rues that FLIR fails to ariiculate a fact-based 

rational tmderpinning for a person of ordinary skill in the art to combine the 

references. Id. at 2. Instead, LSI argues that the prior art teaches away from 

use of passive-IR to detect gas leaks. Id. Finally, LSI asserts that secondary 

considerations of non-obviousness show that the invention is non-obvious. 

Id. at 2- 3. We address LSI's contentions below. 

a. "Variable Ambient Conditions" and 
"Under "Normal Operating Conditions " 

LSI contends that the inventive feature that differentiates the patents 

at issue from the prior art is the detection of leaks in the "real-world" setting. 

PO Resp. 24. The claim limitations requiring detection tmder "variable 

ambient conditions" (all challenged claims) and "normal operating 

conditions" (the challenged claims of the '496 patent). As discussed above, 

we disagree with LSI's contention that ambient conditions and nonnal 

operating conditions require operating under a "full range of normal 

operating conditions, such as different temperatures or sunlight; and would 

not encompass prior art systems that could image gases only within a narrow 

range of field conditions, such as temperature." Id. at 27. 
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We are not persuaded by LSI because the claims at issue do not 

require imaging gas under any specific conditions. At oral argument, LSI 

argued that "the claims cover essentially or require a camera that can image 

a gas under the range of expected ambient- variable ambient conditions 

around the leak .... . [I]n order for this to work in the field that's what it has 

to do." Tr. 62:7- 11. However, LSI concedes that claims at issue do not 

specify what the normal operating conditions would be and that such 

conditions would vary depending on the application. Tr. 62 :23-24, 63:6-8. 

LST's restrictive reading of the claims is not supported by the specifications 

or claims of the '496 or ' 813 patents. As discussed above, we conclude that 

the broadest reasonable construction of "variable ambient conditions" (all 

challenged claims) and "normal operating conditions" (the challenged 

claims of the '496 patent) is the ambient conditions of the area around the 

leak. 

Accordingly, we are not persuaded by LSI's argument that the 

imaging of gas in Strachan and Kulp under artificial or controlled conditions 

means that it does not teach the claim limitations for "variable ambient 

conditions" and "normal operating conditions." PO Resp. 28- 30. For 

example, LSI's expert, Dr. Martini, agreed that Kulp only monitored the 

ambient temperature of the test, and did not stiictly control the temperature. 

Ex. I 032, 42: 11-43 :7. Indeed, Kulp only discloses a passive IR system that 

imaged a gas plume whose shape and concentration was controlled as part of 

the test comparing active and passive IR gas detection. Ex. 1012, 270, 275. 

Although Kulp uses a sandpaper backdrop in his test, we credit the cross

examination testimony of LSI's expert Dr. Martini, who testified that the 

sandpaper was used to mimic the eai1h' s surface and was used to maintain 
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consistency between the tests of the active versus passive IR systems. 

Ex. 1032, 65:5-66:25. 

We also disagree with LS I's characterization of Kulp as requiring that 

certain temperature and/or emissivity differences between gas and the 

background must always exist to image gas. PO Resp. 15. We agree with 

FLIR that Kulp's discussion of the differences in temperature between the 

gas and background acknowledges that some Delta-T (temperature 

difference between the background and target gas) is necessa1y for a passive 

IR system to detect gas. Reply 11 (citing Ex. 1036 irir 50, 53). We also 

credit the testimony of FLIR' s witness, Dr. Sandste:n, over LSI's witness, 

Dr. Martini, that Kulp imaged gases at different times of the day and at 

different temperatures. Ex. 1006 if 55. 

Furthermore, we are also not persuaded by LSI's proffered testimony 

characterizing Strachan as only imaging gases under artificially uniform 

conditions. PO Resp. 28 (citing Ex. 2084 and Ex. 2051). Because the ' 813 

and '496 patent do not specify any particular conditions, LSI's argument and 

testimony is not consistent with what the claims require. Second, we do not 

find the testimony of Dr. Martini (Ex. 2084), Dr. Hausler and Dr. Hossack 

(Ex . 2051) cited by LSI to be persuasive on the disclosure of Strachan. 

PO Resp. 28. As Dr. Hausler, an LSI expe1t, stated under cross

examination, the physics of whether gas can be imaged depend on the 

relative difference in temperature (Delta-T) between the gas and the 

background, regardless of whether the conditions are controlled or 

uncontrolled. Ex. 1029, 83:9- 84:3. We find that Strachan discloses that 

practical quality images of hydrocarbon gas can be obtained at various 

temperatures. Ex. 1008, 497; Reply 9. We also find that a person of 
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ordinary skill in the a1t would understand that the study disclosed in 

Strachan is done to explore the feasibility of imaging gas in uncontrolled 

settings. See Ex. 1030, 71:19-24. Accordingly, we find that both Strachan 

and Kulp disclose the ambient or normal conditions recited in the challenged 

claims. 

b. "visible image of a leak" with a "single filter configuration " 

LSI contends that the Merlin Brochure and Merlin User's Guide do 

not disclose producing a "visible image of a leak" with a "single filter 

configuration" as recited in the challenged claims. PO Resp. 35- 38. We do 

not agree. First, we do not find convincing the testimony of Dr. PaiTish 

(Ex. 2068) or Dr. Martini (Ex. 2084) regarding the filter wheel location in 

the Merlin references or whether the Merlin references read on the "single 

filter configuration" limitation. PO Resp. 35- 38. 

Second, the Merlin Brochure states that the chemical signatures in 

aircraft, rocket and missile exhaust cai1 be performed with the "filter wheel 

option available for the Merlin Lab camera [which] pennits wavelength 

selectivity for spectroscopy and signature analysis.'' Ex. 1007, 3; Ex. 1036 

~ 66. We credit FLIR's witness, Dr. Sandsten, that this filter option is 

described as a cold filter and an InSb detector which supports that a person 

of ordinary skill in the art would understand that it is located in the single 

cooling unit of the ctisclosed camera. Ex. 1007, 6; Ex. 1006 ~ 71; Ex. 1036 

~ 71. Indeed, Dr. Parrish, LSI's witness, agrees that the Merlin Brochure 

describes the cold filter and InSb detector as being located in the Dewar 

(refrigeration unit). Ex. 1033, 33:14- 17. The Merlin User's Guide also 
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contains similar disclosure regarding the cold filter. Ex. 1011 , 1-2, 51. Ex. 

10391f 98. 

We also disagree with LSI's narrow understanding of a person of 

ordinary skill in the aii as being limited to inse1iing a filter in the optical 

path outside of the refrigeration unit. PO Resp. 37. "A person of ordinary 

skill is also a person of ordinary creativity, not an automaton." KSR Int 'l 

Co. v. Tele.flex, lnc., 550 U.S. 398, 421 (2007). We find that the Merlin 

Brochure or Merlin User' s Guide teaches that cold filter can be factory

optimized for wavelength selectivity. Ex. 1007, 2; Reply 7. [n addition, we 

find that FLIR has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the prior 

aii recognized the practical use of cold filters. Ex. 10361f 79; see Ex. 2027, 

114 (stating that the filter should be "cryogenjcally cooled along with the 

[detector]" to "achieve the full effect of a narrow-band imaging system"). 

In sum, we are not persuaded by FLIR that the combination of the 

Merlin User' s Guide with Kulp or the Merlin references with Strachai1 fails 

to disclose "a single filter configuration located in the interior of the 

refrigerated portion" as recited in the challenged claims. 

c. "visually detecting the leak based on the visible image under 
the variable ambient conditions" and "visually detecting a 

gas Leak . .. emanating.from a component of a group of 
components in d![ferent Locations " 

The challenged claims of the '496 patent recite "visually detecting the 

leak based on the visible image under the vai·iable ambient conditions." 

LSI argues that the Merlin Brochure and Strachan caimot "detect" a 

leak because the references visually image known emissions whose location 

and composition are controlled. PO Resp. 39-40. As discussed above, we 
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construed " leak" to include known or unknown emissions. We do not agree 

with LSI that "visually detecting" is not taught in the Merlin Brochure, 

which discloses imaging of jet exhaust and detection of chemical signatures 

in the exhaust. Ex. 1007, 3. Thus, LSI's arguments are not well founded. 

We also are not persuaded by LSI's argrnnent that Merlin Brochure 

does not disclose detecting leaks from a group of components. PO Resp. 

41 - 42. We find that the exhaust from an aircraft indicates that the Merlin 

Brochure discloses monitoring of a group of components that make up the 

aircraft exhaust. See Reply 6 n .2 . Indeed, the image in the Merlin Brochure 

shows imaging half of an aircraft and not only the aircraft's exhaust. Ex. 

1007, 3. 

d. Reason to Combine and Teaching Away 

LSI argues that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not have 

combined the teachings of the cited references because the references teach 

away from the passive infrared configmation. We disagree. 

"A reference may be said to teach away when a person of ordinary 

skill, upon reading the reference, would be discouraged from following the 

path set out in the reference, or would be led in a direction divergent from 

the path that was taken by the [inventor]." In re Gurley, 27 F.3d 551 , 553 

(Fed. Cir. 1994). A reference does not teach away, however, if it merely 

expresses a general preference for an alternative invention but does not 

"criticize, discredit, or otherwise discourage" investigation into the invention 

claimed. Jn re Fulton, 391F.3d1195, 1201 (Fed. Cir. 2004). We will not, 

however, "read into a reference a teaching away from a process where no 
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such language exists." DyStar Textilfarben GmbH & Co. Deutsch/and KG 

v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2006). 

LSI's evidence that the Merlin references disclose an emission based 

instrument and that Kulp and Strachan disclose an absorption based 

instrument, does not show that the references teach away from their 

combination. Indeed, LSI's citation to the testimony of Dr. Martini does not 

demonstrate that the Merlin references discourage their combination witb 

Strachan or Kulp. To the contrary, the record shows that a person of 

ordinary skill in the art would have combined the fi1ter teachings of Strachan 

with the camera disclosed in the Merlin references. Ex. 1030, 50:1- 16, 

84: 14- 85: 19, 87: 16- 88: 19, 160:4- 14; see Ex. 1036 if 22. Although LSI's 

witness, Dr. Hossack, disputes where tbe filter would have been placed on a 

Merlin camera, he does not dispute that Strachan discloses modifying a 

similar camera to detect gas. Ex. 1030, 50:1- 16, 84:14- 85:19, 87:16-88:19; 

160:4- 14. 

LSI's argument that the combinations of the Merlin can1era disclosed 

in the Merlin references would destroy the intended functionality of the 

camera and fundamentally alter its principle of operation is equally 

unpersuasive. See PO Resp. 49-52. LSI has not shown that modification of 

the Merlin camera as disclosed in the Merlin User 's Guide or Brochure 

would no longer be useful for imaging gas as described. We credit the 

testimony of Dr. Sandsten in finding that the Merlin MID operates on the 

principles of thermography before and after modification as disclosed in 

Kulp and Strachan. Ex. 1036 if 74. In addition, modification of such a 

camera is expressly taught by Strachan and Kulp. Therefore, regardless of 

whether the possibility of modifying the Merlin MID camera was disclosed 
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in the Merlin references, the combination of Kulp and/or Strachan with the 

Merlin references teaches one of ordinary skill in the art that the standard 

filter could be replaced in a passive IR camera, such as the Merlin MID, to 

improve imaging. See, e.g., Ex. 1030, 50:1- 16, 84:14- 85:19, 87:16- 88:19; 

160:4- 14; Reply 15. Indeed, Strachan and Kulp both disclose that gas can 

be successfully imaged by optimizing the spectral selectivity of a passive IR 

system using a naffow bandpass filter ttmed to the gases of interest. Kulp 

specifically discloses that a cold filter and Strachan includes a Dewar flask 

for cooling. Ex. 1008, 493 ; Ex. 1012, 270. LSI's arguments regarding the 

modifications of the camera disclosed in the Merlin references fail to address 

the teachings of the Merlin references in combination with Kulp and/or 

Strachan. See In re Keller, 642 F .2d 413 , 426(CCPA1981) (attacking 

references individually cannot demonstrate nonobviousness; rather, the test 

is what the combined teachings of the references would have suggested to 

one of ordinary skill in the rut) . 

LSI's contention that the references themselves teach away from their 

combination is mistaken. See PO Resp. 52- 61. We are not persuaded by 

LSI's evidence and testimony that a person of ordinru·y skill in the art would 

have selected a different Merlin catnera for gas detection and placed a wann 

filter behind the lens or on a filter wheel rather than insert a narrow bandpass 

cold filter into the Dewar. PO Resp. 52- 57. The fact that the Merlin 

Brochure discloses multiple cameras for imaging gas does not indicate that it 

discourages the use of the Merlin MID camera over the uncooled 

Microbolometer camera. Reply 16. We find that a person of ordinary skill 

in the rut interested in imaging gas within the range of the Merlin MID 

camera would have modified the filter as disclosed by Strachan and Kulp. 
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Reply 13. Use of the cold filters disclosed in Strachan and Kulp in the 

camera of tbe Merlin references amounts to use of a known element for its 

known use to achieve an expected result. KSR, 550 U.S. at 416. 

We also disagree with LSI's argument that Sn·achan and Kulp both 

teach that passive IR does not work under normal operating (or variable) 

ambient conditions, such that a person of ordinary slkill in the art would not 

look to a passive IR system as a solution for gas leak detection in the field. 

PO Resp. 59. LSI's characterization of Strachan and Kulp is not suppo1ted 

by the plain reading of the references themselves, which do not criticize, 

discredit, or otherwise discourage use of passive IR. To the contrary, 

Strachan and Kulp expressly describe imaging gas using passive IR imag1ng 

with appropriate naJTow cold filters and suggest improvements for fuhrre 

passive IR gas imaging systems. See Ex. 1008, 493; Ex. LOl 2, 270. In 

addition, LSI's erroneous understanding of Strachan and Kulp is based on 

the naJTow construction of nonnal operating (or variable) ambient 

conditions, which we previously rejected. 

Finally, we are not persuaded by LSI's argument that active IR or 

wann filtering are taught in Strachan and Kulp as solutions for imaging gas 

where the temperature difference between the gas and background is small, 

(the low Delta-I problem). PO Resp. 60. The claims at issue in the 

challenged patents do not require any specific operating conditions, nor do 

they require any specific low or high Delta-I. Thus, we are not persuaded 

by Dr. Martini ' s testimony that Kulp and Strachan teach away when there is 

a low Delta-T. PO Resp. 58-60. 

Even assuming that the Merlin Brochure does not disclose 

modification of the cold filter as LSI argues, such an omission is not 
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teaching away. In addition, with respect to LSI's arguments regarding the 

permanence of the modification, this also is not teaching away. Choosing 

where to modify the Merlin MID camera as disclosed in the Merlin 

Brochure or Merlin User' s Guide with the cold filter disclosed in Kulp or 

Strachan is a simple design choice. The preponderance of the evidence 

indicates that several prior art references taught putting cold filters 

natTowband filters inside the refrigerator p01tion to improve imaging of gas. 

Ex. 2027, 114; Ex. 1031 , 39:22--41 :10 (stating that it was known to put the 

filter and sensor in the same refrigerator pottion). 

We also do not agree with LSI's frequent reference to FLIR' s analysis 

as being based on hindsight. PO Resp. 23, 61 , 66- 70. LSI's argument 

mischaracterizes the disclos1u-es of the prior art, in particular Strachan and 

Kulp, and ignores the contemporary evidence that filters should be cooled to 

improve narrowband imaging systems. See Ex. 1008, 497 ; Ex. 1012, 276; 

Ex. 2027, 114; Ex. 1031, 18:19-19:21, 53:17-54:2; Ex. 1033, 33:14-17, 

35: 10- 36:7; Ex. 1030, 97:21-24; Ex. 1032, 110:20-111:6; Ex. 1039 irir 98-

101 ; Ex. 1045 ir 5. 

Based on the fu11 record, we find, by a prepo111derai1ce of the evidence, 

that FLIR has provided articulated reasons with rational underpinnings for 

the proposed combinations of prior art. FLIR's evidence shows that 

combinations of the Merlin Brochure with Strachan or the Merlin User's 

Guide with Kulp is the combination of known elements that yield 

predictable results. See Paper 2, 17-18 (citing Ex. 1006 ir 55), 20-21 (citing 

Ex. 1006 if 60) (IPR '065); Paper 2, 37-38 (citing Ex. 1006 if 81) (IPR '411). 

In addition, we find by a preponderance of the evidence that the prior rut 

demonstrates that it would have been an obvious design choice to one skilled 
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in the at1 to replace the filters disclosed in Strachan and KLLlp to target 

hydrocarbon gases of interest using the cainera disclosed in the Merlin 

Brochure and Merlin User's Guide. Paper 2, 38-39 (citing Ex. 1006 ilil 81-

82) (IPR '411). Accordingly, we do not agree with LSI that FLIR's expe1i 

testimony is conclusory. PO Resp. 23, 61, 67-68. 

-I. Secondary Considerations 

LSI argues that there is overwhelming evidence that demonstrates the 

nonobviousness of the challenged claims. PO Resp. 74- 83. In evaluating 

whether an invention would have been obvious, " [s]uch secondary 

considerations as commercial success, long felt but unsolved needs, failure 

of others, etc., might be utilized to give light to the circmnstances 

smTounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be patented." Graham 

v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17- 18 (1966). While the party seeking to 

demonstrate nonobviousness has the burden to introduce evidence 

supporting such objective indicia, see In re Huang, 100 F.3d 135, 139 (Fed. 

Cir. 1996), the ultimate burden of persuasion never shifts to Patent Owner, 

see 35 U.S.C. § 316(e). 

Objective indicia should be considered along with all of the other 

evidence in making an obviousness determination. See Eurand, Inc. v. 

Mylan Pharm. Inc. (In re Cycfobenzaprine Hydrochloride Extended- Release 

Capsule Patent Litig.)j 676 F.3d 1063j 1076-77 (Fed. Cir. 2012) ("It is to be 

considered as pait of all the evidence, not just when the decisionmaker 

remains in doubt after reviewing the art.") (quoting Strata.flex, Inc. v. 

Aeroquip Corp ., 713 F.2d 1530, 1538- 39 (Fed. Cir. 1983)). Factual 

inquiries for an obviousness determination include secondary considerations 
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based on evaluation and crediting of objective evidence of nonobviousness. 

Graham, 383 U.S. at 17. Secondary considerations may include any of the 

following: long-felt but unsolved needs, fail me of others, unexpected 

results, commercial success, copying, licensing, and praise. 

"For objective evidence to be accorded substantial weight, its 

proponent must establish a nexus between the evidence and the merits of the 

claimed invention." GPAC, 57 F.3d at 1580. In particular, the objective 

indicia "must be tied to the novel elements of the claim at issue'' and must 

'"be reasonably commensurate with the scope of the claims."' Instilut 

Pasteur & Universite Pierre Et Marie Curie v. Focarino, 738 F.3d 1337, 

1347 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (quoting Rambus Inc. v. Rea, 731 F .3d 1248, 1257 

(Fed. Cir. 2013)). 

LSI provides volmninous evidence the inventor, David Furry, 

modified an Indigo MID camera (now manufactured by FLIR) to produce a 

prototype passive infrared camera and achieve tmexpected results. PO Resp. 

75 (citing Ex. 2068 ~~ 15, 18, 30-38; Ex. 2063 ~~ 28-29; Ex. 2051~80). 

LSI contends that Mr. Furry's modified camera "allowed the operator to 

quickly and efficiently identify the source of hydrocarbon leaks, and, 

perhaps most importantly for field use, it worked under normal plant 

operating conditions and variable ambient conditions, such as variable 

atmospheric temperatures and wind conditions. " PO Resp. 75 (emphasis 

added) (citing Ex. 2082, 001- 002, 005, 007, 013- 16, 17- 32, 33- 38). 

As discussed above, the challenged claims do not recite or require any 

specific conditions. Indeed, the challenged claims require imaging of known 

or unknown gas under "some" operating conditions. Thus, there is no nexus 

that is tied to the novel elements of the claims at issue or that are reasonably 
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commensLtrate with the scope of the claims. Contrary to LSI's position that 

the Furry camera was the only solution that worked at field trials of leak 

detection systems (PO Resp. 75-76), the evidence shows that all of the 

tested imaging systems successfully imaged gas. Ex. 2009, 

ES-7-ES-9, 2-15, 4-11 ; Ex. 1036 ~ 109. The record shows that Kulp and 

Strachan both successfully imaged gas using passive IR cameras with 

appropriate cold filters. 

Although there is evidence that the FLIR-marketed GasFindIR camera 

that was initially licensed by Mr. Furry and LSl was a market leader for leak 

detecting cameras (PO Resp. 76- 77), LSI has not shown a sufficient nexus 

between the novel elements of the claims at issue and the GasFindIR camera 

or its predecessors. 

a. Long Felt Need 

LSI contends that the long felt need to find alternatives to the EPA's 

Method 21 for leak detection and repair and the failure of others to find a 

workable solution supports jts contentions of nonobviousness. PO Resp. 

77-78. "Evidence that an invention satisfied a long-felt and unmet need that 

existed on the patent's filing date is a secondary consideration of 

nonobviousness." Pe1fect Web Techs., Inc. v. JnfoUSA, Inc., 587 F.3d 1324, 

1332 (Fed. Cir. 2009). To show a long-felt need, LSI must introduce 

evidence to show when such a need first arose and bow long this need was 

felt, and must introduce evidence to show that this need was met by the 

patented invention. See id. " [L ]ong-felt need is analyzed as of the date of 

an articulated identified problem and evidence of efforts to solve that 
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problem." Tex. Instruments, Inc. v. U S. Int '/ Trade Comm 'n, 988 F.2d 

1165, 1178 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

As discussed above, LSI has not provided persuasive evidence 

showing the intrinsic nexus to the challenged claims and how the claimed 

invention resolved the long-felt need. Although evidence shows that 

camera-based solutions have been adopted as alternatives to the EPA's 

Method 21, the cameras are not limited to LSI's claimed passive camera. 

Ex. 1034, 90:5-14, 96:2-97:1. Indeed, LSI has not shown that the claimed 

invention created the alternative to Method 21. Instead, we find that the 

evidence shows that active and passive IR cameras successfully imaged gas 

emissions in the API tests and in the prior art. Ex. 2009, ES-7- ES-9, 2-15, 

4-11 ; Ex. 1008; Ex. l 012. The novel functions and features that LSI 

identifies as necessary "to develop a workable solution for imaging gas 

leaks" and the failure of others to find a workable solution are not 

commensurate in scope with the challenged claims, which broadly require 

imaging gas at some variable ambient conditions. 

b. Skepticism of Others and Teaching Away 

We are not persuaded by LSI's evidence that the prior art teaches 

away from the use of modified passive IR cameras for gas leak detection. 

PO Resp. 78- 79. For the reasons discussed above, we do not find that the 

prior art references teach away from their combination. In addition, LSI's 

evidence of skepticism of others does not show evidence based on the 

claimed limitations of the challenged patents. At best, LSI' s evidence shows 

the business-related issues Mr. Furry encountered in obtaining and 

modifying the passive IR camera. PO Resp. 79 (citing Ex. 2068 iii! 16, 21; 
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Ex. 2176-Ex. 2178 (deposition exhibits to Ex. 2063)). Indeed, evidence 

shows that financial considerations in the orde1ing and modifications 

prompted the skepticism LSI cites. Ex. 1031, 149:25- 152: 11. In addition, 

LSI's evidence of unexpected results when Mr. Frnry built his passive IR 

camera is not commensurate with the scope of the challenged claims, nor do 

they comport with the prior art, Strachan and Kulp, which disclose imaging 

gas at variabJe conditions. 

c. Commercial Success, Copying, and Industry Praise 

Commercial success is relevant only if it flows from the merits of the 

invention claimed. Sjolund v. Musland, 847 F.2d 1573, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 

1988). Thus, a "nexus" is required between the merits of the claimed 

invention and any objective evidence of nonobviousness offered, if that 

evidence is to be given substantial weight en route to a conclusion on 

obviousness. Stratoflex, 713 F.2d at 1539; see also Ormco Corp. v. Align 

Tech., Inc., 463 F.3d 1299, 1311- 12 (Fed. Cir. 2006) ("Evidence of 

commercial success, or other secondary considerations, is only significant if 

there is a nexus between the claimed invention and the commercial 

success."). 

LSI has presented evidence that FLIR developed and marketed its 

GasFindIR camera under license and a business development agreement. 

PO Resp . 81 - 82. However, LSI has not sufficiently tied the success to the 

novel elements of the claim at issue. Indeed, the unmodified Merlin MID 

camera as disclosed in the Merlin references predates the GasFindIR camera 

and Mr. Furry's Hawk camera, which LSI contends FLIR copied. PO Resp. 
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81 (stating that FLIR "took the specifications for David Furry 's Hawk 

camera and copied them exactly to make the GasFindIR camera") 

Even assuming arguendo that the GasFindIR camera is a copy of 

Mr. Furry's Hawk Camera and shows evidence of commercial success, the 

only feature LSI identifies with a nexus to the claimed invention that is not 

present in the preexisting Merlin MID camera is the use of a murowband 

cold filter that is described in marketing material for the GasFindIR camera. 

PO Resp. 81 (citing Ex. 2082, 020). Such objective evidence of 

nonobviousness cannot overcome the disclosures that narrowband cold 

filters were disclosed in the prior art, Kulp and Strachan. See Takai Corp. v. 

Easton Enters. , Inc., 632 F .3d 1358, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2011). 

LSI also has failed to show that the commercial praise (PO Resp. 82-

83) is due to novel aspects of the claimed invention . For example, LSI's 

emphasis on Mr. Furry inventing the first "working system for imaging gas 

leaks under variable field conditions" (PO Resp. 83 (citing Ex. 2068 ifif 33-

35)) is not commensurate in scope with the claims which are not limited to 

working under field conditions as LSI asserts. 

d. Secondaty Consideration Conclusion 

Where the evidence shows that the commercial success derived from 

some aspect of the prior art, or was the result of economic and commercial 

factors unrelated to the claimed limitations, evidence of commercial success 

wi11 not be sufficient to demonstrate nonobviousness of a claimed invention. 

See Jn re DBC, 545 F.3d 1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see also Tokai, 632 

F.3d at 1369- 70 (finding that secondary considerations did not overcome 

obviousness case). 
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In the present case, even where evidence of commercial success and 

copying is present, the nexus between the claimed imvention and secondary 

consideration evidence that LSI relies on is not commensurate with the 

claims at issue. Having considered the full record, we find that LSI's 

evidence of secondary considerations, including evidence of commercial 

success, copying and industry praise, does not outweigh FLIR's strong 

prima facie case of obviousness. See Tokai, 632 F.3d at 1370; see also 

Wyers v. Master lock Co., 616 F.3d 123 l , 1246 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (discussing 

cases). LSI's evidence regarding normal field condiition success is not 

commensurate in scope with the patent claims at issue, nor are they 

compelling enough to rebut the strong prima facie showing of obviousness. 

5. Conclusion as to Obviousness 

Based on the full record including LSI's evidence of secondary 

considerations, we find that FLIR has shown by a preponderance of the 

evidence in IPR2014-0041 l that the Merlin Brochure and Strachan disclose 

claims 1-4, 6, 8- 22, 31, 37-40, 42- 56, and 58 of the '813 patent; the Merlin 

Brochure, Strachan, and Piety disclose claims 5 and 7 of the ' 813 patent; the 

Merlin Brochure and Strachan disclose claims 1-5 and 9-20 of the '496 

patent; the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and Brengman disclose claim 6 of the 

'496 patent; and the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and Hart discJose claim 7 of 

the '496 patent. 

Finally, in IPR2015-00065, FLlR has shown iby a preponderance of 

the evidence that the Merlin Brochure and Strachan disclose claims 23, 25, 

28, and 30 of the '813 patent; the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and 

Spectrogon disclose claims 27, 32-35, and 41 of the '813 patent; the Medin 
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Brochure, Strachan, and OCLI disclose claims 24, 26, 36, and 57 of the '813 

patent; the Merlin User' s Guide and Kulp disclose claims 23, 33, and 35 of 

the '813 patent; the Merlin User' s Guide, Kulp, and Spectrogon disclose 25, 

27, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 41 of the '813 patent; and the Merlin User' s Guide, 

Kulp, and OCLI disclose 24, 26, 36, and 57 of the '813 patent. 

F. Motions to Seal 

LSI filed unredacted and redacted versions of the Patent Owner 

Response (Papers 51and64 (JPR '411)) and redacted exhibits (Ex. 2073, 

Ex. 2074, and Ex. 2082) along with unopposed Motions to Seal (Papers 48, 

61 , and 98), a default protective order (Paper 49) and stipulated protective 

order (Paper 50). Identical redacted papers, Lmopposed motions, and 

protective orders were filed in IPR2015-00065 (see Papers 34, 35, 36, 37; 

Ex. 2113 , Ex. 2114, Ex. 2122). 

There is a strong public policy in favor of making information filed in 

an int er part es review open to the public, especially because the proceeding 

determines the patentability of claims in an issued patent and, therefore, 

affects the 1ights of the public. Under 35 U.S.C. § 316(a)(l) and 

37 C.F.R.§ 42.14, the default rule is that all papers filed in an inter partes 

review are open and available for access by the public; however, a party may 

file a concurrent motion to seal and the information at issue is sealed 

pending the outcome of the motion. It is only "confidential infonnation" 

that is protected from disclosure. 35 U.S.C. § 316(a)(7); see Office Patent 

Trial Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756, 48,760 (Aug. 14, 2012). 

The standard for f,1ranting a motion to seal is "for good cause." 

37 C.F.R. § 42.54(a). The pa1ty moving to seal bears the burden of proof in 
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showing entitlement to the requested relief, and must explain why the 

infonnation sought to be sealed constitutes confidential information. 

37 C.F.R. § 42.20(c). As set forth in the Office Patent Trial Practice Guide, 

there is an expectation that infonnation will be made public if identified in 

this Final Written Decision. 77 Fed. Reg. at 48,761. 

Based on our review, we conclude that Exhibits 2073 , 2074, and 2082 

in IPR ' 411. and Exhibits 2113, 211.4, and 2122 in IPR ' 065 and the 

unredacted Patent Owner Respon se currently filed under seal contain 

confidential business infonnation. The contents of those documents that are 

asse11ed as constih1ting confidential business infonnation have not been 

relied upon in this Final Written Decision. We are persuaded that good 

cause exists to have those doctUnents remain under seal. 16 

III. CONCLUSION 

In IPR2014-00411 , FLIR has demonstrated by a preponderance of the 

evidence that claims 1- 22, 31, 37-40, 42- 56, and 58 of the ' 813 patent, and 

claims 1- 7 and 9- 20 of the '496 patent are unpatentable based on the 

following grounds of unpatentability: 

16 The sealed documents record will be maintained undisturbed pending the 
outcome of any appeal taken from this Final Written Decision. At the 
conclusion of any appeal proceeding, or if no appeal is taken, the documents 
will be made public. See Office Patent Trial Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. at 
48, 7 60-61 . Either patiy may file a motion to expunge the sealed documents 
from the record pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42 .56. Any such motion will be 
decided after the conclusion of any appeal proceeding or the expiration of 
the time period for appealing. 
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(1) Claims 1-4, 6, 8-22, 31, 37-40, 42-56, and 58 of the ' 813 patent 

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure and Strachan; 

(2) Claims 5 and 7 of the ' 813 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over 

the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and Piety; 

(3) Claims 1- 5 and9- 20 of the '496patentunder 35 U .S.C. § 103(a) 

over the Merlin Brochure and Strachan; 

(4) Claim 6 of tbe ' 496 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over the 

Medin Brochure, Strachan, and Brengman; and 

(5) Claim 7 of the' 496 patent under 35 U .S.C. § 103(a) over the 

Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and Hart. 

In IPR2015-00065, FLIR has demonstrated by a preponderance of the 

evidence that claims 23- 28, 30, 32-36, 41 , and 57 of the ' 813 patent are 

unpatentable based on the following grounds of unpatentability: 

(1) Claims 23 , 25, 28, and 30 of the ' 813 patent under 35 U .S.C. 

§ 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure and Sh·achan; 

(2) Claims 27, 32-35, and 41 of the ' 813 patent under 35 U .S.C. 

§ 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and Spectrogon; 

(3) Claims 24, 26, 36, and 57 of the ' 813 patent under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 103(a) over the Merlin Brochure, Strachan, and OCLI; 

(4) Claims 23, 33, and 35 of the ' 813 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

over the Merlin User's Guide and Kulp; 

(5) Claims 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 41 of the '813 patent under 

35 U .S.C. § 103(a) over the Merlin User 's Guide, Kulp, and Spectrogon; and 

(6) Claims 24, 26, 36, and 57 of the ' 81 3 patent under 35 U.S .C. 

§ 103(a) over the Merlin User' s Guide, Kulp, and OCLI. 
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Case IPR2014-004 l l/434 Patents 8,426,813 B2; 8,] 93,496 B2 
Case IPR2015-00065 Patent 8,426,813 B2 

IV. ORDER 

For tbe reasons given, it is 

ORDERED that, based on a preponderance of the evidence, claims 1-

28 and 30- 58 of U.S. Patent No. 8,426,813 and claims 1- 7 and 9- 20 of U.S. 

Patent No. 8,193,496 are held unpatentable; and 

FURTHER ORDERED that, because this is a Final Written Decision, 

parties to this proceeding seeking judicial review of our Decision must 

comp]y with the notice and service requirements of 37 C.F.R. § 90.2. 
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METHODS FOR PERFORML~G 
INSPECTIONS AND DETECTING CllEMICAL 

LEAKS USfNG AN INFRARED CAMERA 
SYSTEM 

2 
was an attempt 10 identify the chemical make-up of a rocket 
exhaust based on the wavelength at which lhe intensity was 
greatest for the rocket plume. However. this system is not 
designed to provide a focused visual image to view the rocket 

5 exhaust. 
Others have attempted to visualize petroleum product 

leaks using infrared cameras using a "warm" filter setup 
and/or an active infrared camera system. A warm fil ter setup 
is one in which a filter is used to limit the wavelengths oflight 

Tl1is applica1ion is a continuation of PCT lnterna1ional 
Appl ication No. PCT/2004/012946. W02005/001409 A2, 
filed on Apr. 26. 2004. entitled SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
FOR PERFORMJNG JNSPECTJONS AND DETECTING 
CHEMICAL LEAKS USJNG AN INFRARED CAMERA 
SYSTEM. which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 60/477,994. filcd on Jtm. 11. 2003. entitli::.'d 
METHOD OF DETECTING GAS LEAKS USlNG AN 
INFRARED CAMERA SYSTEM. and U.S. Provisional 
Appl ication No. 60/482,070, filed on Jun. 23. 2003. entitled 
METHOD OF DETECTING GAS LEAKS USING AN 
JNFRARED CAMERA SYSTEM. and U.S. Provisional 
AppJjcation No. 60/540.679, fiJed on Jan. 30, 2004. entitled 
METHOD OF DETECTING GAS LEAKS USING AN 
JNFRARED CAMERA SYSTEM. all of which applica tion 
are hereby incorpora1ed herein by reference. 

10 that reach the infrared sensor. but the filter is not in a cooled 
or refrigerated por1ion oft he camera, ifthecamera even has a 
refrigera1ed portion. Such systems have nol been able to 
provide a focuscxl image capable of quickly and easi ly detect
ing small leaks. nor being capable of detecting leaks from a 

15 distance (e.g .. from a helicopter passing over a line). Other 
systems are act ive and require a laser beam to be projected 
through the area under inspection in order to detect the pres
ence of a chemical emanating from a component. However, 
witl1 such systems, typically the narrow laser beam must cross 

TECl-INlCAL FJELD 

20 the flow stream for the leak 10 be detected. Hence, a leak may 
be missed if the laser beam does not cross the path of the leak 
and such systems often are unable to reliably find small leaks. 
Hence. a need exists for a way to perform a visual inspection 

Ibe present invention relates generally to visually detect- 25 

ing and identifyi11g chemical. gas, and petroleum product 
leaks using an infrared (TR) camera system. 

BACKGROUND 

to find leaks with reliability and accuracy, whi le being fas ter 
and more cost effective than exis1ing leak survey methods. 

The U.S. Environmental Pro1ection Agency (EPA) bas pro
posed rules to allow visual inspections using inf rared cameras 
in performing leak inspection surveys. However, due to U1e 
lack of detection .abilities and poor performance demon-

30 strated by other prior and current systems, 1he EPA had not yet 
implemented such rnles. Thus. even the EPA bas been waiting 
for someone to provide a system or way of reliably and 
accurately detecting leaks of various sizes. 

Jn lheoi l and gas business. in lhe petrochemical industry, in 
processing plants. and for utility companies and u1ility pro
viders, for example. often more time and money is spent 
trying to fo1d leaks than fixing leaks. One of the biggest 
challenges is 1rying to find the leaks using conventional melh- 35 

ods. Many conventional methods can simply miss a leak and 
not detect it if the detector is not properly positioned over or 
downwind of the leak. Also. many conventional methods arc 
very Lime consuming and labor intensive. which leads to more 
expense. Hence. there is a great need for a faster, more accu- 40 
rate, and less expensive method of detec ting such leaks. 

Petroleum products, such as liquid, gas, and liquid/gas 
forms of hydrocarbon compounds (e.g .. fossi l foels), are 
often transmitted or cha1111eled in pipes. The conventional 
method of surveying Jines for petroleum product leaks or for 45 

detecting petroleum product leaks in general is with a flame
pack ionizer detector (also sometimes referred to as a 
"sniffer" device). Another recemly developed system uses an 
active infrared system (having a transmining infrared source 
and a receiving sensor) for detecting petroleum product so 
fomes . However. such systems require that the detector be 
within the stream or plume of 1he petroleum product leak. 
These tests merely detect the presence of petrolc\Un product 
fumes at or upwind of the detector. 111ey do not provide a 
visual image of the leak. Also, these prior testing methods 55 
require the detector to be in the immediate proximity of lhe 
leak. which may be dangerous and/or difficult for the inspec
tor. 

Prior infrared systems designed for evaluating rocket 
fumes. for example, would provide an unfocused and fuzzy 60 

image. in which it was difficult to make out background 
objects. For example, using an infrared camera that images a 
broad range of infra red wavelengths (e.g. , 3-5 microns) typi 
cally will not be usefu l in detecting small leaks. One system 
uses a variable filter that scans through cliffereni bandwidths 65 

in an attempt to identify the bimdwidth of the strongest inten
si ty (as quantrned by the sys tem). The purpose of lhis system 

SUMMARY OF TIIE !NVENTJON 

The problems and needs outlined above may be addressed 
by embodiments of the present invention. Jn accordance with 
one aspect ofthe present invention. a passive infrared camera 
system adapted lo provide a visual image ofa chemical ema
nating from a component having tl1e chemical therein, is 
provided. The passive infrared camera system includes a lens. 
a refrigera1ed portion, and a refrigeration system. The refrig
erated portion has therein an infrared sensor device and an 
optical bnndpass filter. The infrared sensor device is adaptt'd 
to cap1ure an infrared image from lhc lens. The optical band
pass filter is located along an optical path between the lens 
and the infrared sensor device. Al least part ofa pass band for 
the optical bandpass filter is within an absorption band for the 
chemical. The refrigera tion system is adapted to cool tl1e 
refriger.i ted portion of the infrared camera system. 

In accorda11ce with anotl1er aspect or the present invention, 
a method of vism1lly detecting a leak of a chemical euiauming 
from a component. is provided. This method includes the 
following steps described in this paragraph. The order of the 
steps may vary, may be sequentia l. may overlap, may be in 
parallel. and combinations thereof. A passive infrared camera 
system is aimed towards the component. The passive infrared 
camera system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. and a 
refrigeration system. The refrigerated porlion includes 
therein an infrared sensor device and an optical bandpass 
filter. The optical bandpass filter is located along ao optical 
path between 1he lens and the infrared sensor device. At least 
part of a pass band for the optical bandpass filter is within an 
absorption band for the chemical. 111e refrigeration system is 
adapted to cool lhe refrigerated portion. An infrared image is 
filtered with the opt ical bandpass filter. The infrared image is 
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3 

that of the leak of the chemical emanating from the compo
nent. After the infrared image passes through the lens and 
optical bandpass filter. the 11Itenxl infrared image of the leak 

4 
FIG. 15 is an absorp tion graph for propylene wi1h a sche

matic representat ion of a pass band for a ninth embodiment 
transposed thereon: 

is received with the infrared sensor device. The filtered infra
red image received by the infrared sensor device is e lectroni
cally processed 10 provide a visible image representing t11e 
filtered infrared image. The leak is visual ly identified based 

FIG. 16 is an absorption graph for propylene with a sche-
5 matic representat ion of a pass baud for a temb embodiment 

transposed 1hereo11: 

on tbe visible image representing the filtered infrared image 
provided by the infrared camera sys tem. 

FIG. 17 is an absorption graph fo r 1.3 butadiene with a 
schematic representation of a pass band for an eleventh 
embodiment transposed thereon: 

FIG. 18 is an absorption graph for 1.3 butadiene with a 
schematic representation of a pass band for a twel ft11 embodi
ment transposed thereon: 

FlG. 19 is an absorption graph for sulfur hexafiuorine with 
a schematic representation of a pass band for a dtirteenth 

15 embodiment transposed thereon: 

The foregoing has ouilined rather broadly feat11res of the 10 

present invention in order that the detailed description or t11e 
invention that fo llows may be heller understood. Addi tional 
fcatmcs and advantages of the invcn1ion will be described 
hereinafter which form the subjec1 of the claims oftl1e inven
tion. lt should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that t11e 
conception and specific embodiment disclosed may be 
readi ly utilized as a basis for modifying or designing other 
structures or processes for carrying out the same purposes of 
the present invention. It should also be realized by those 20 
skilled in the art that such equivalenl cons1nic1 ions do not 
depart from the spiri1 and scope of the invention as set forth in 
the appended claims. 

FlG. 20 is perspective view of a chemical leak detection 
system of a fourteenth embodiment; 

FIG. 21 shows an inspector using an embodinlent of the 
present invcmion; 

FIG. 22 illustrates a use of an embodiment of the present 
invention 10 inspect multiple y11 rds from a single yard; 

FIGS. 23A-318 a.re example images obtained using an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 32 is a schematic of a dual camera embodinlcnt of the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIIE DRAWINGS 25 present invcnlion: 

l11c fo llowing is a brief descript ion oft he drawings, which 
illustrate exemplary embodiments of t11c present invention 
and itl which: 

FIG. l is perspective view of a chemical leak detection 30 

system of a first embodiment; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic of1he infrared camern system of the 

chemical leak detection system of FIG 1; 
FIGS. 3A-3D arc absorption graphs for methane; 
FIG. 4 is a transmission curve illustrating a pass band of an 

35 

optical bandpass fi lter; 

FIGS. 33-35 are flowcharts illustrating methods of using a 
dual camera embodiment of the present inven tion: 

FJG. 36 is a schema1icofanotherdual camera embodiment 
of the present invention: and 

FIGS. 37 and 38 are flowcharts illustrating more methods 
of using a dual can1era embodimclll of the present invention. 

DETAJLED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODJMENTS 

Referring now to the drawiugs. wherein like rcfercuce 
numbers are used herein to designate like or similar elements 
throughout the various views. illustrative cmbodimen1s of the 
present invention are shown and described. The figures are 

FIG. 5 is an absorption graph for a small set of alkane 
chemicals with the pass band of the first embodiment trans
posed thereon: 

FIG. 6 is an absorption graph for a small set of alkene 
chemicals with t11e pass band of the first embodimem Lrans
posed thereon: 

40 not necessarily drawn to scale, and in some instances the 
drawings have been exaggerated and/or simplified in places 
for illustrative purposes only. One of ordi11ary ski ll in the art 
wil l appreciate the many possible applications and variations 

FlG. 7 is an absorption graph for a small set of aromatic 
chemicals with the pass band of the first embodiment trans- 45 

posed thereon: 
FlG. 8 is an absorption graph for a small set of alkane 

chemicals wi th a schematic representation ofa pass band for 
a second embodiment transposed thereon: 

FIG. 9 is an absorption graph for a small set of alkene so 
chemicals wi th a schematic representation of a pass band for 
a third embodimcnl transposed thereon; 

FIG. 10 is an absorption graph for a small set of aromatic 
chemicals with a schematic representation ofa pass band for 
a fourth embodiment transposed thereon; 

FIG. 11 is an absorption graph for methane with a sche
matic representa1iou of a pass band for a fifth embodinlent 
trallSposed tl1ereon; 

55 

FlG. 12 is an absorption graph for me1hane with a sche
matic representation of a pass band for a sixth embodiment 60 

transposed thereon; 
FJG . 13 is an absorption graph for ethylene with a sche

matic representation ofa pass band for a seventh embodiment 
transposed tbereou; 

FIG. 14 is an absorption graph for ethylene with a sche- 65 
matic representation of a pass band for an eighth embodiment 
transposed thereon: 

of the present invention based on the following illustrative 
cmbodime111s of the prcsc111 invcmion. 

FJG. 1 shows a chemical leak inspcc1ion system 20 in 
accordance with a first embodiment of the presenl invention. 
The chemical leak inspeclion system 20 of the first embodi
ment includes a passive infrared camera system 22. The pas
sive infrared camera system 22 of the first embodiment is 
adapted to provide a visible image representing a filtered 
infrared image ofa chemical emanating (e.g., leaking) from a 
component having 1bc chemical therein. as discusst.'d in more 
detai l below. 

As shown in FIG. J . the infrared camera system 22 may be 
motuited on a frame 24. A shoulder-rest portion 26 and 
handles 28 may be attached to the frame 24, as shown in FIG. 
l. The shoulder-rest portion 26 and the handles 28 aid in 
holding the system 20 during <Ul inspection (see e.g., FIG. 21 
discussed below). Typically during an inspec1ion using this 
system 20. an inspector will walk around various components 
wbile carrying the system 20 on his shoulder and aiming the 
system 20 toward t]1e componeots to look for leaks. ln other 
embodiments. however, the camera system 22 may be 
handled or carried in other ways (e.g., by band, from a 
vehicle, on a vehicle. on a tripod. on a gyro-stabi lized plat-
form, by a harness. etc.). Also. as discllsscd further below. 
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inspections using au embodiment of the present invention 
may be performed from a vehicle (moving and not moving). 

·n1c leak inspection sys tem 20 of the first embodimeut also 
has a lla t-pancl disp lay screen 30 (e.g .. LCD display) electri
cally coupled to the infrared camera system 22 (see e.g., FIG. s 
1). The visible images (representing the fi ltered infrared 
inlagcs) provided by tJ1e cmncra system 22 may be d isplayed 
on tile display screen 30 during an inspection. The system 20 
preferably includes a video recording device 32 (not shown in 
FIG. 1 , but see, e.g., FIG. 21 discussed below) electrically 10 

coupled to the camera system 22 for record ing images 
obtained by the camera system 22 during use of the system 
20. 111e video recording device 32 may be attached to the 
frame 24 or it may be carried separately by the inspector (e .g., 
in a backpack or in a carrying case 34 as shown in FIG. 21), 15 
for example. The video rt'Cording device 32 may record the 
inlages in a digital and/or analog format. for ex<unplc. Thus, 
during use of the system 20 for locating a leak, an inspector 
may find a leak visually, as viewed on the display screen 30, 
and then record detailed and focused images of the leak us ing 20 
the video recording device 32 for fun.ire observation and/or 
for obtaining a record of the leak. 

111c system 20 of the first embodiment has a battery 36 
electrically coupled to the infrared camera system 22. Pref
erably. tile system 20 is powered by the battery 36 during use 25 

of the system 20 to allow the inspector to move about freely 
during an inspection. In other embodiments. however, the 
system 20 may be powered via a power cord by electricity 
from a wall outlet, from a genera tor. or from an alternator of 
a vehicle, for example. Typically. it will be less preferable lo 30 

power the system 20 via a power cord, as it may limit Lhe 
mobility of the inspector and/or slow down Lhe inspec tion 
process. 

FIG . 2 is a schematic of the infrared camera system 22 of 
FlG. 1 to illustrate some oftbe components tJ1erein. fa tbcfirst 35 

embodiment, the passive in.frared camern system 22 has one 
or more lenses 38 in a lens assembly 40 for optically focusing 
the image. Preferably. the lens assembly 40 is removable to 
allow for different lens assemblies (e.g., with diJJerent focal 
ranges) lo be removably installed on the camera system 22. 40 
111e camera system 22 has a refrigerated portion 42 that 
comprises therei11 an infrared sensor device 44 and an optical 
bandpass fil ter 46. 111e refrigerated portion 42 is preferably 
defined by an interior of a dewar container48. Preferably, the 
de;,'\var container 48 bas an evacuattxl region 50 surrounding 45 

the refrigerated portion 42 to provide insulation. The dewar 
container 48 may be made from metal and it has at least one 
dewar window 52 for allowing the infrared image from the 
lens assembly 40 to enter into the refrigerated portion 42. The 
infrared sensor device 44. located in the refrigerated portion 50 
42, is adapted to capture infrared images that come into the 
refrigerated portion 42 via the lens assembly 40. In a pre
ferred embodiment, the infrared sensor device 44 is a foca l 
plane array (FPA) ofLldiumAntimonide (lnSb) sensors (e.g. , 
a 320x256 matrix) to provide a high sensi tivity in the 3-5 55 
micron range of infrared ligbt. for example. Other materials 
may be used for lhe infrared sensor device 44 in other 
embodinlents to provide bigb sensitivity to other wavelength 
ranges of infrared light. The infrared sensor device 44 is 
electrically coupled to other electronic components (repre- 60 

sented generally by block 54 in FlG. 2), which may be inside 
and/or outside of the camera system 22. The design of the 
infrared sensor device 44 and the electronk components 54 
for the camera system 22 may vary for other embodiments of 
the present invention. 65 

·nie refrigerated portion 42 is cooled by a refrigeration 
system 60. The refrigera tion system 60 used may vary for 

6 
diJJerent embodiments of the present invention. Preferably, 
the refrigeration system 60 is capable of maintaining the 
temperature in the refrigerated portion 42 below about 100 K 
(i.e., less than about -1 73° C.). More preferably, the tempera-
111re in the refrigerated portion 42 is maintained between 
about 75 Kand about 85 K by Lhe refrigeraLion system 60. In 
the first embodiment, tile refrigeration system 60 includes a 
closed-cycle Stirl ing cryocooler. as illustrated schematically 
in FIG. 2. 111e ac111al configuration of the S tirling cycle cryo
cooler 60 for a g.iven embodiment may vary from that shown 
in FIG. 2. A cold finger 62 may be used to provide a thennal 
communication benvecn tile refrigerated ponion 42 and a 
regcneratorcylinder64, as sbown in FlG. 2. The Stirl ing cycle 
cryocooler 60 may use helium as a refrigerant or cryogenic 
fluid. for example. ln a preferred embodiment. a closed-cycle 
S tirling cryocooler 60 may be used lo themrnlly stabilize the 
temperature in tbe refrigerated portion 42 at about 77 K, for 
example. A preferred infrared camera system 22, for 
example, for use in an embodiment of the present invent ion is 
a Merlin'1M mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) high-perfor
mance camera available from lndigo Systems. 111c. in Cali
fontla. 

As illustrated schematically in Fl G. 2. the optical bandpass 
filter 46 is loca ted along an optical path between the lens 
assembly 40 and the infrared sensor device 44, and hence 
infrared images are filtered by tile opLical bandpass filler 46 
before reaching the infrared sensor device 44. Tile optical 
bandpass filter 46 of tbe first embodiment has a pass band 
(bandpass transmit~ance range) located between about 3 100 
nm and about 3600 nm. Because the optical bandpass filter 46 
is cooled, i.e., located io the refrigerated ponion 42. in the first 
embodiment. the o lter 46 works better than if it were not 
c~)() led (e.g., not in the refrigerated portion 42), and it a llows 
for a more focused image than if a wann (uncooled) optical 
bandpass fi lter configuration were used. ln a preferred 
embodiment, the optical bandpass filter 46 is cooled to a 
temperan1re below about LOOK. Cooling the optical bai1dpass 
filter 46 in the refrigerated portion 42 (i.e .. "cold" filter con
figurat ion) provides a greater temperature contrast (greater 
temperarnre di fferemial) between the leaking chemica l and 
the optical bandpass filter 46, which increases the sensitivity 
of the camera system 22 for imaging the leaking chemical. 
Cooling lhe opt ical bandpass filter 46 effectively reduces the 
background noise ofthe filter 46 (as perceived by tile infrared 
sensor device 44). When the optical bandpass filler 46 is not 
c~'lO led (i.e .. "warm" Jilter configuration), the level of back
ground noise produced by lhe filter itself is much higher 
(relative to a cold filter configur.:llion) and thus the sensitivity 
to detecting the infrared light absorbed by the leaking chemi
cal afo:r the infrared image passes through the wann (i]1cr is 
reduced. Also. iu a wam1 lilterconiigurn1ion. lhc tcmpcrnture 
difference between the optical bandpass filter and the leaking 
chemical is much smaller than that of a "cold" fil ter. 

Thecan1erasystcm 22 ofFlGS. 1 and 2. of the first embodi
ment, is a passive infrared camera system. Hence. the camera 
system 22 relies on the background (whatever the background 
may be) to bea reflectorof environmental light and heat to the 
camera system 22. Most chemicals of interest have one or 
more absorbance bands (wavelength ranges where the absor
bance of infrared Ught is orders of magnitude bigber). For 
example, FIGS. 3A-3D show absorbance graphs for methaoe 
(CH4) gas based oo experimental data. 

In each graph of FIGS. 3A-3D. the vertical axis is absor
bance (unitless) and the horizontal ax is is wavelength (~un) of 
infrared ligbt. Transmission and absorbance are inversely 
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related. Transmission is typically defined as tbe fraction of 
light thai reaches a detector after passing through a sample 
(e.g .. an optical filter, a gas): 

T- 1//o or%T- 100(///o). 

8 
transmission curveforthefilter 46 in FlG. 4. The first embodi
ment is adapted lo visually deiect methane. for example. (as 
well as other chemicals). As discussed above, methane has a 
ftrS t absorption band 71 (see FIGS. 3A and 38) locattxl 

s between about 3 I 00 nm and about 3500 nm. 
where J denotes light intensity reaching the detector after 

passing lhrough a sample. l o denotes light intensity of a 
reference beam or source beam with no sample present. T 
denotes transmission (expressed as a fraction). and % T 
denotes trn11smission (expressed as a percentage). Absor- 10 
bance is a logari thmic scale that increases as transmission 
decreases: 

The optical bandpass filter 46 of the first embodiment has 
a full width at half maximum (llW) 82 of about 64.4 nm. a 
center wavelength 84 of about 3382 nm. and a peak transmis
sion 86 of about 9l.16%, as shown in transmiss ion curve of 
FlG. 4. Tbe optical bandpass filter 46 oft he first embodiment 
is a s ingle bandpass pass ive filter fonned on a quartz (Si02) 
subs1rate, which is ,curremly preferred. A preforred bandpass 
Hiter providing such perfonnance characteristics may be 
obtained from Spectrogon US, Inc. in New Jersey. for A~log I 0(/o!T). 

where A denotes absorbance. lnfrared radiation is often 
measured in units of wavelength (e.g., microns or nanom
eters).Also, infrared radiation is sometimes measured in tuiits 
cal led wavenumbers ( cm- 1 ): 

wavenumber (cm-t) 107f;.~£'11cxlllOO. 

t5 example. O ther optical bandpass filters ofother embodiments 
may have different transmission curves with different pass 
bands. different shapes, dill'erem materials. and different 
characteris tics (e.g .. full width at half maximtm1 82. cemer 
wavelength 84. peak transmission 86. etc.). 111ere are many 

20 differelll optical bandpass filters avai lable from numerous 
where A. is wavelength in nanometers. E is energy (.T), his manufacmrers. Referring 10 FJG. 4, the optical bandpass filter 

Planck's constant (6.626xl0- 34 J s). and c is the speed of 46 of the first embodiment· allows a transmittanceg,rearerthan 
light (3.0xl08 m/s). Hence. the wavemunberofa light wave about 45% for infrared light be tween about 3360 nm and 
is directly proportional to its wavelength and its energy. about 3400 nm to pass thcrelhrough. Ano1l1cr optical band-

FIG. 3A shows the absorbance ofmcthane from about 1.5 25 pass filter (curve not shown) may be used in alternat ive. for 
~unto about 16.5 ~mi ( infrared light). Note that for methane, example, that allows a transmittance greater than about 45% 
there are two major absorbance bands 71, 72 where the absor- for iltfrared light between about 3350 nm and about 3390 nm 
bance of infrared light is much higher (orders of magnitude to pass theretbrough. which may provide similar or essen-
higher) than a t other adjacent wavelengths. A first absorbance tiaJJy the same results as the filter of the first embodiment. 
band 71 is located between about 3.1 ~un and about 3.6 ~un, 30 FIG. 5 is a graph between 3000 nm and 3600 mu showing 
and a second absorbance band 72 is located between about 7 .2 absorption bands for some common alkane chemicals: mc tl1-
~un and about 8.2 ~un (see FIG. 3A). FIG. 3B shows a nmge of ane (71 ). ethane (88), propane (90). butane (92). and hexane 
wavelengths between about 3.15 µm and about 3.45 ~un to (94). for example. lo FJG. 5 , the pass band 80 for the filter 46 
illustrate the first absorbance band 71 of FIG. 3A i.o more of the first embodiment has been overlaid witb the absorption 
detail. Note that the venical scale for the graph in FJG. 3A is 35 bands 71. 88. 90, 92, 94. ln FJG. 5, note that at least part of the 
the same as that of FIG. 38. FIG. 3C shows a range of pass band 80 for the optical bandpass fi lter 46 is located 
wavelengths between about 7.2 ~un and about 8 .2 ~un to within the first absorption band 71 for methane. J11e use of 
illustrate the second absorbance band 72 of FIG. 3A in more this optical bandpass filter 46 in the first embodiment pro-
detail. Note that the vertical scale of the graph in F1G. 3C is vides ci high sensit ivi1y to infrared light being absorbed by 
orders ofmagnimde smaller than lbat of FlG. 3A. There are 40 methane between about 3200 mn and abou t 3500 nm (see 
also other absorbance bands (73) for methane in the range FlG. 5). Also. note tha t the pass band 80 for this optical 
shown in FIG. 3A. but they have o rders of magnimde less bandpass filter 46 also provides a higb sensitivity lo infrared 
absorbance than the first and second absorbauce bands 71, 72. light being absorbed by ethane (88), propane (90). butane 
For example, a third absorbance band 73 is shown in FJG. 3A (92), and hexane (94) between about 3200 nm and abom3500 
at about 2.3 ~un. FIG. 3D shows a range of wavelengths 45 nm (see FlG. 5). Although an embodiment may be adapted to 
betwe.-cn about 2.15 ~un and about 2.45 µm 10 illustrate the detect a certainchemicaJleaking from a component. the same 
third absorbanceband 73 in more detail. The vertical scale for set up may a lso be usefol and capable of detecting a set or 
the graph in FlG. 30 is orders of magnitude smal le r than that group of chemicals. as is the case for the first embodiment of 
of FIG. 3A-3C. Hence. methane has a much higher absor- the present invention. Thus. the ill.frared camera system 22 of 
bance of infrared light between abou t 3.1 µm and about 3.5 50 the first embodiment is adapted to provide a visible image 
~Lil (overlapping or within the first absorption band 71). Thus. representing au infrared image of methane. ethane, propane. 
an ill.frared camera system 22 adapted lo detect infrared light butane, and/or hexane emanating from a component. 
between abou t 3-5 ~m1, for example. will have high seusitivity FIG. 6 is a graph betwceu 3000 wn <md 3600 wu showing 
for imaging methane bervveen about 3. I µm and abom3.5 ~un. absorption bands for some common alkene chemicals: pro-
The absorbance of methane at the second absorbance band 72 55 pylene (96) and ethylene (98), for example. Jn FTG. 6 (as in 
(see FJG. 3A) may be easily detecte.'<I as well by au infrared FIG. 5 ), the pass band 80 for the filter46 oftbe first embodi-
camera system 22 adapted to detect infrared light a t that range ment has been overlaid with the absorption bands of propy-
(e.g .. abou t 7-8 ~un). lene (96) and e thylene (98) located be tween 3000 nm and 

Jn a preferred embodiment oftbe present invention adapted 3600 nm. Iu FlG. 6. note tha t a1 least part of the pass band 80 
to visually detect a certain chemical (and perhaps o ther 60 for lhe optical bandpass filter 46 is localed within lhe absorp-
chemicals as well ) leaking from a component, 1he optical tion bands 96, 98 sltown for propylene and e thylene. Thus. the 
bandpass filter 46 is located in tbe refrigerated portion 42 of infrared camera system 22 of the first embodime111 is also 
the i11frared camera system 22 and the optical bandpass fi lter adapted to provide a visible image representing an infrared 
46 has a pass band that is at least partially located in an image of propylene and/or ethylene emanating from a com-
absorption band for the chemical. For example, in the first 65 ponent. 
embodiment, the optical bandpass filler 46 has a pass band 80 FlG. 7 is a graph between 3000 nm and 3600 nm showing 
located between 3200 nm and 3550. as illustrated by the absorption bands for some common aromatic chemicals: 
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a -xylene (100). toluene (102), and benzene (104). for 
example. In FIG. 7 (as in FlGS. 5 and 6). lhe pass band 80 for 
the filler 46 oflhe Hrst embodimem has been overlaid wilh the 
absorption bands of a-xylene (100), toluene (102). and ben
zene (104) located between 3000 nm and 3600 run. Jn FJG. 7, 5 
note tbat at least part of the pass band 80 for the optical pass 
band filter46 is located within the absorption bands 100. 102. 
104 shown for o-xylene, toluene. and benzene. Thus, the 
infrared camera sysiem 22 of the first embodiment is also 
adapted lo provide a visible image representing an infrared 10 

image of o-xylene. toluene. and/or benzene emru1ating from a 
component. 

In other embodiments adapt<.'CI to visua lly detect a methane 
gas leak emanating from a component (and/or some other 
chemical having an absorption band overlapping or near that t5 
of the firs t absorption band 71 for methane). the optical band
pass filter 46 may have any of a variety of characteristics, 
including (but not limited to): the pass bimd of the optical 
bandpass filter having a center wavelength located between 
about 3375 nm and about 3385 nm: the optical bandpass fi lter 20 
being adapted to allow a transmittance greater lhan about 
80% of infrared light between about 3365 nm and about 3395 
nm to pass lhcrcthrough: the pass band of the optical bandpass 
filler having a center wavelength located between about 3340 
nm and about 3440 nm: the pass band of the optical bandpass 25 

filter having a cellter wavelength between about 3360 nm and 
about 3380 nm: the pass band for the opt ica l bandpass fi lter 
being located between about 3100 nm and about 3600 nm: the 
pass bruid for the optical bandpass filter being located 
between about 3200 nm and about 3500 nm: the pass band for 30 

the optical bandpass filter being located between about 3300 
rrn1 ru1d about 3500 nm: the pass bru1d of the optical bandpass 
filter having a fu ll width at half maximum transmittance that 
is less than about 600 nm; the pass baod of the optical band
pass filter having a full width at half maximum lrruismittance 35 

that is less than about 400 nm: 1be pass band of the optical 
bandpass filter having a fall width at halfmaxinrnm transmit
tance that is less than about 200 nm: the pass band of the 
optical bandpass filter having a ful l width al half maximum 
transmittance that is less than about I 00 11111; the pass band of 40 

the optical bandpass filter having a run width at half maxi
mum transmittance tl1a1 is less than about 80 nm; the optical 
bandpass filter being adapted to allow a transmittance greater 
than about 70% at the centerwaveleng1h: the pass band forthe 
optical bandpass filter having a center wavelength located 45 

wi thin the absorbance band for the chemical: the pass band 
for the optical bandpass filter having a center wavelength 
located partially outside of the absorbance band for the 
chemical: ruid combinations thereof, for exrui1ple. 

In other embodinlents. the optical bandpass filter 46 may 50 
comprise two or more optical filters (e.g., in series) located in 
the refrigerated portion 42 (i.e., cooled filters) to provide the 
same fuuction as ouc siuglc bamlpass passive filler. For 
example. a first optical filter (not shown) of the optical band
pass filter 46 may have a high pass filter characterist ic to a llow 55 
infr.ired light greater than about 3100 nm to pass there
througb. and a second optical filter (not shown) of the optical 
bandpass filter 46 may have a low pass filter characteristic to 
allow infrared light less than about 3600 nm to pass there
through, which together provide an effective pass band 60 

located between about 3100 rui1 and 3600 run. 

10 
ene; butadiyne: ace[one; gasoline: diesel fuel : petroleum: pet
rochemicals: petroleum by-product: volatile organic com
pound; volat ile inorgru1ic compound; crnde oil products: 
crndc oil by-products; and combinations thereof, for 
example. FIGS. 8-19 illustrate some example absorption 
bands (among maoy) for some example chemicals (among 
many) that may be detected whi le leaking from a component 
using an embodiment of the present invention. and some 
example pass bands (among many) for the optical bru1dpass 
filter 46 that may be used in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

In FIGS. 8-19. the pass band 80 for the opt ical bru1dpass 
filter 46 is schematically represented by a rectru1gular box 10 
show its approximate placement relative to tbe absorption 
bands of the chemicals. As is well known by thoseoford inary 
skill in the art, the actual pass band for an optical bandpass 
ftlter will typically have some sort of curve shape (often a 
bell-curve shape) rather than being rec1ru1gular. The rectan
gular shape is merely used for schematic illustration, as the 
actual pass band (and the actual transmission curve) for an 
optical bandpass filter 46 of an embodinlent may have any of 
a wide variety of shapes (symmetry. asymmetry, height, 
slope. skew. full width at half maximum. peak transmission. 
etc.). 

FIG. 8 shows some absorption bands 71. 88. 90, 92, 94 for 
tbe sruue alkanes from FJG. 5 from 3000 nm to 3600 nm. In 
FJG. 8, the pass baud 80 fonheoptical bandpass filter 46 ofa 
second embodiment is located between about 3300 nm and 
about 3400 nm with a fu ll width at half maximum less than 
about JOO nm, for example. FlG. 9 shows some absorption 
bands 96, 98 for the same alkencs from f-IG. 6 from 3000 nm 
io 3600 run. In FIG. 9, the pass bru1d 80 for the optical 
bandpass filler 46 o f a third embodiment is located between 
about 3250 nm and about 35 1.0 tun wi tb a th ll width at half 
maximum less than about 250 nm, for example. FIG. 10 
shows some absorption bands 100, 102. 104 for 1hc same 
aromatics from FlG. 7 from 3000 nm to 3600 nm. Iii FIG. JO, 
the pass band 80 for the optical bandpass filter 46 of a fourth 
embodinlent is located between about 3200 nm and about 
3580 nm with a full wid th at half maximum less than about 
350 nm. for exan1p le. 

FIG. 11 shows the first absorption band 71 for methane (see 
e.g., FIG. 3A). In FIG. 11, tbe pass band 80 for tbe optical 
bandpass filter 46 of a fifth embodiment is located between 
about 3200 nm and about 3350 nm with a foll width al half 
maximum less than about 150 nm, for example. Hence, the 
fifth embodiment is adapted to visua lly detect methane leaks 
emanating from a component. FIG. 12 shows the second 
absorption band 72 for melhruie (see e.g., FIG. 3A). In FIG. 
12, the pass bruid 80 fortheoprica l bandpass filter46ofa sixth 
embodiment is located between about 7600 run and about 
7800 run wi th a fuJI width al half maximum less than about 
200 um, for example. Thus, lhe sixth cmbodimc111 is also 
adapted to visually detecr methane leaks emanating from a 
component. 

FIG. 13 shows an absorption band 98 for ethylene located 
between about 3100 LlLll and about 3500 nm. In FlG. 13, the 
pass band 80 for the optical bandpass fil ter 46 of a seventh 
embod.iment is located between about 3200 11111 and about 
3500 11111 with a full width at half maximum less than aboui 
300 nm, for example. Hence, the seventh embodiment is 
adapted to visually detect ethylene leaks emanating from a 
component. FIG. 14 shows another absorption band 106 for 
ethylene. wbicb is located between about J 0000 nm and about 

An embodinleot of the present invention may be adapted to 
visually detect a leak of any ofa wide variety of chemica Is (or 
evaporated gases therefrom), inclucUng (but not limited to): 
hydrocarbon; methane: ethane: propane: butane: hexane: eth
ylene; propylene; acety lene: alcohol; ethanol; methanol; 
xylene: benzene: formoldehyde; 1,2 butadiene; 1.3 butadi-

65 11500 nm. In FTG. 14. the pass band 80 for the optical bru1d
pass filter 46 of an eighth embodiment is located between 
about I 0450 nm and about 10550 nm with a full width at half 
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maximum less 1han abou t 100 run, for example. Thus, lhe 
eighth embodimcni is a lso adap ted 10 visually delcci ethylene 
leaks emanaling from a componcnl. 

12 
filler 46 located therein. For 1be fourteenth embodiment, a 
currently preferred infrared camera system (22) is the InSb 
Laboratory Camera by Indigo System, lnc. of California. 
panicularly when made portable (as shown in FIG. 20). The 
frame 24, battery 3 6, and display screen 30 may be the same 
on the fourteenth embodimelll (FIG. 20) as that of the first 
cmbodimcnl (FJG. 1). To provide for belier viewing of the 
djsplay screeu 30 in a bright euviromnclll, a shroud. hood, or 
visor may be provided around the disp lay screen 30. for 

FIG. 15 shows an absorption band 96 for propylene localed 
between abou1 3 100 1m1 and about 3600 run. lo FIG. lS, 1he 5 
pass band 80 for the optical bandpass fi lter 46 of a ninth 
embodimcnl is localed between abo u1 3200 nm and about 
3600 run with a full width al half maximum less lhan aboul 
400 nm. for example. Hence. lhe ninth embodiment is 
adapted to visually detec1 propylene leaks emanating from a 
componenl. FIG. 16 shows another absorplion band 108 for 
propylene. which is located between abolll I 0000 nm and 
aboul 1J 500 nm. In FIG. 16. the pass band 80 for lhc oplical 
bandpass fi lter 46 of a tenth embodiment is located between 
abo111 10900 nm and aboul 11000 mn with a full width at half 
maximum less 1han about 100 nm, for example. Thus, the 
tenth embodiment is also adapted lo visually detect propylene 
leaks emanating from a componenl. 

10 example, the fourteemh embodimen1 shown in FIG. 20 has a 
light shield 128 located proximate lo the screen 30 for par
tially sl1ielding the screen 30 from ambient light. During use, 
an inspector may place his face up to or against the edge of the 
shroud lo shield the environmental light from the display 

15 screen 30 and allow the inspector to view the screen with 1he 
darkened enclosure formc.'CI. 

An embodiment of the present invention may be used 10 
inspect any of a wide varie1y of components having ll1e 
chemical (or chemicals) of interes t there in. including (but nol FlG. 17 shows an absorption band 17 for 1,3 butadiene 

localed between about 3100 nm and abom 3500 nm. In FIG. 
17. the pass band 80 for the optical bandpass filter 46 of an 
eleveulh embodiment is located between about 3150 nm and 
about 3300 nm with a full width a t half maximmn less than 
about J 50 nm. for cxan1plc. Ileucc, the eleventh embodiment 

20 limited lo): a pipe. a compressor, au engine, a valve, a con-
1ainer. a 1ank. a switch. a reservoir. a fi ning. a connec1or. a 
hose, a flare. au exhaust ou1let. a machine. a vent for a blow
off va lve, and combinalions thereof, for example. Some 
example uses of cmbodimcms oflhc prcsenl invention will be 

25 described next. is adapted 10 visually delccl J ,3 buladicne leaks emanating 
from a component. Note that in another embodimenl (not 
showo). 1he pass band of the elevemh embodiment may be 
localed between abou1 3200 nm and about 3400 nm. for 
example, as ano ther variation. If it is of particular interes1 10 
delccl leaks of a certain chemical (or sel of chemicals). ii is 30 

pr..:fcrred to have the pass baud 80 overlaying the absorp tion 
baud where the area under 1he absorption band is higher lo 
provide better detection sensi tiv i1y. 1ne width of the pass 
baod 80 may or may nol be critical for a giveo chemical, 
depending largely upon the characteristic shape of that 35 

chemical's absorption band (e.g., width along wavelength 
axis. height aloog absorption axis). 

FIG. 18 shows another absorption band 112 for J .3 bula
diene. which is located between abou t 9000 nm and about 
J 2000 11111. In FIG. 16, 1he pass band 80 for the oplical band- 40 

pass filter 46 of a twelfth embodiment is located between 
about 9000 run and about 12000 nm with a full width at half 
maximum less 1han about 150 nm, for example. Tbus. the 
twelfth embodiment is a lso adapted 10 visually detect 1,3 
butadicnc leaks emanating from a component. Nole that the 45 

pass band 80 in FlG. 18 is nol centered ou 1he Jarges1peak 114 
of the absorp1ion band 1.12. In another embodiment (not 
shown), it may be preferred to have 1he pass band 80 centered 
a1orcloserro 1he largest peak 114 of1heabsorp1ion baud 112. 

FIG. 19 shows an absorption band 116 for sulfur hexafluo- 50 

riue (SF6) located between abou1 10000 run and about J 1500 
run. Jn FIG. 19, the pass band 80 for the optical bandpass !Hier 
46 of a lhirtccmb embodiment is located between '1boul 
I 0500 nm and about I 0600 nm wi th a full width at half 
maximum less than about I 00 nm, for example. Thus, the 55 
thirteenth embodimeul is adapted 10 visually de1cc1 SF6 lcaks 
emanating from a component. Sulfur hexaliuoriue is often 
used in switching gear for electrical equipmen1 and its emis
sions are hanuful 10 1he envi ronmclll. Hence, an embodimelll 
of 1he present invention may be used to visually detccl SF6 60 

leaks emanating from electrical equipmenl, for example. 
FIG . 20 shows a fou rteenth embodin1elll of the present 

invention. Jn the fou rteenth embodiment, the refrigeration 
system 60 of the infrared camera system 22 has a chamber 
J.26 adapted to reta in liquid 11itrogen therein. The liqt1id nitro- 65 
gen has thermal COJllllltuiication wiih 1hc refrigerated portion 
42 to cool the infrared sensor device 44 and optical bandpass 

An embodiment of rbe present invention may be used to 
visually detecl the evaporation (i.e .. fumes) of petroleum 
products leaking from a componen1. such as a valve or pipe 
filling. An advantage of an embodiment of the present inven
tion over prior methods of detecting leaks (e.g .. name pack 
ionizer. sniffer device) is that the inspector can acllla lly see 
the leak flowing by the visible image (representing 1he infra
red image) provided by the infrared camera system 22. Using 
a sniffer device, the sensor has to be wi thin the flow s tream to 
dciecl it, which requires close proximity and lhorough scan
ning 10 cover an entire component or nrea. Using an embodi
ment of the present inveotion. an inspector can visually scan 
a large area in a much shon er period of time, and the iuspec1or 
can do so from a distance. Thus. lhe inspector may 1101 need lo 
climb on and around equipment, which may be dangerous lo 
the inspector. Also. pipes needing inspection arc often localed 
overhead along a roof. which is difficull to inspect wi th a 
sniffer device. Bui with an embodiment oflhe present inven
tion. an inspector may stand below the pipes and perfom1 the 
visual inspection using the infrared camera system 22 from 
the ground (from a distance). 

Also. an inspeclor may combine the use ofan embodiment 
of 1he present invention with 01her inspection methods. For 
example. after an inspector loca1es a leak visually with the 
infrared camera sys1em 22 of an embodiment, the inspector 
could then do a further analysis of the leak using o ther mea
surcmeni tools. 

In a first method of using an embodiment of the present 
invention, an embodiment oftbe present invention (e.g .. fi rst 
embodiment) is used to visua lly inspect a natural gas (meth
ane) rcgula1or s1a1ion UO. Usually. such regulator stations are 
enclosed wilhio the boundary of a fence 122. As shown in 
FIG. 21. an inspector 124 using an embodiment of the presem 
invention may inspect the rcg11la1or stat ion 120 from a loca
tion outside of the boundary defined by the ICncc 122, even 
though the regulator station 120 is located withiri the botuid
ary defined by the fence 122. If the feoce 122 cannot be seen 
through, as with a chain-link fence or a steel rubiog fence. the 
inspector J 24 may be able to visually inspect the reg11lator 
s tation 120 over the fence 122. For example, tbe inspeclor J 24 
could sumd on an object (e.g., trnck bed). As ano ther al terna
tive, an inspector 124 could be lif1cd by a boom on a boom-
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truck. for example. Also. the inspector 124 may perfonn the 
inspection within the fence boundary 122. 

For most methods of using an embodiment of the present 
invention to visually detec t a leak of a chemical (or chemi
cals) emanating from a component , the fo llowing steps w ill 
be performed. An inspector a ims the infrared camera system 
22 toward the component or components ofinterest. Infrared 
images of the component aod background eo.ter the camera 
system 22 via the lens assembly 40 (at least one lens 38) (see 
e.g .. camera sys tem 22 in FIG. 2). The infoired image passes 
through the op tical bandpass filter 46 on its way to the infra
r<..'<l sensor device 44. The infrared image is fillered by the 
optical bandpass filter 46 in accordance wi1b lhe characteris
tics of the fiher46 (i.e .. its pass band 80). The fi ltered infrared 
image is then received by the i11frared sensor device 44. w hich 
converts the filte red infrared image to an e lectrical signal 
representfog the fiJtered infrared image. This electrical signal 
is then electronically processed, within the camera system 22 
(see e.g., FlG. 2) and/or externally by ano ther device outside 
of tbe camera system 22, to provide a visible image repre
sentfog 1be filtered infrared image. This visible image may be 
viewed in real time by the inspector. viewed by another per
son at anoU1er location (e.g., remotely located), recorded, 
transmilled to anolher device. transmitted to another location. 
o r combinations thereof. for example. 

14 
Referring to FIG. 21, note thai a video recording device is 

located in a carrying case separa1e from the infrared camera 
sys1em. In o ilier embodimen1s of the present invention. 0U1er 
components oftbe sys1cm may be separa te from the infrared 

5 camera system (e.g., carried in a backpack). nus may be 
preforred so that 1he camera system may be I igbter and he ld 
easier. An embodimcn1 is con1empla1ed where most of the 
system components are localed in a back pack or some 01her 
carrying case (e.g .. case w ith wheels and handle) so thal the 

10 camera port ion having the lens, optical bandpass filter, and 
infrared sensors may be located in a smaller band held unit. 
Such a hand held Lmil may include a small fla t pane l display 
screen. for example. It is also co111emplated thal 1he visib le 
images from the camera may be d isplayed to an inspector 

15 us ing a system 1hat projects 1he images directly into one or 
more of the inspector's eyes or on10 an interior surface of a 
eyepiece or eyeglasses. One of ordinary ski ll in lhc art will 
realize many different 1ypes and sizes of ilisplay screens or 
projectors tha1 may be incorporated into or used for an 

20 e rnbodimenl ofU1e present invention. 
It is a lso contemplated U1a1 an embodimem of the present 

inven1ioo may be made intrinsically sa Fe 10 allow for grea1er 
llexibili1y and usages of the sys1em for performi11g inspec
tions. A lso, providing an embodiment iliat i11corporates an 

25 intrinsically safe infrared camera system may provide the 
advantage of ente ring plants for perfon11ing inspections w ith
out tbe need for a ho t work pennit to be issued and/or wi thou1 
the need for oilier safely precau1ions nonually associated 

In a me thod of the present invention, an inspector may 
o btain images and evaluate the images while performing the 
inspection. Jn another method. the inspector may do the same, 
and in addi tion. the images may be recorded and reviewed a 30 

second lime. The second review may be pcrfonued by Lhe 
same inspec1or, another person, or by a computer using image 
recogni1ion software. The second review may find anything 
missed in the original survey. The ability to have a second 
review is 1101 ava ilable wiU1 many convemional ways of doing 
leak surveys (e.g .. using name-packs) because a focused 
visual image of the inspection is not provided. Thus, a bener 
leak smvcy requiring the same time and money (or less) may 

with the use of a non-intrinsically safe inspection system. 
It is fitnher contempla1ed that an embodiment of the 

present invention may incorpora te a halogen light (e.g., 
a ltached 10 1be camera system or separa1ely provided) to 
provide a greater 1hermal cont ras! for the camera system 
using the heat radiated by the halogen light to chaoge the 

35 1cmperature of U1e background slightly. Jt may be useful to 
use ibe halogen light on an us needed bas is 10 get a ruorc 
detai led image (higher sensitiv ity o r better image resolution) 
of a leak after ii is located (such as for making a recording of 

be perfonued using a method of the present invention. plus a 
visua l record of the leak may be stored and may be v iewed 40 

Lbe leak). 
The visual idenlificatfon of a leak may be perfon11ed at 

numerous limes. 
An advantage ofan embodimem of the present i Dvem ion is 

that ii may a llow the recording oft be images obtained during 
the visual inspection. Such recordings may be useful in a 
number of ways. The recorded image obtained in the field 
may be 1ransmitted (e.g .. in real 1ime or later) to a revie;.wer 
(person or computer system) at another location or a remOle 
location. Sometimes i111he field where brigh1 condit ions ex isl 
omside. for example. it may be difficult for the inspector to 
see small detai Is on U1e video monitor or display screen. Also, 
the inspec1ion conditions may no t be conducive to a careful 
s1udy of tbe image during tbe inspection. Thus, a rev iewer 
localed in a dark and stable enviroru11en1 may provide a beller 
review of the images obtained by the system. T he images may 
be recorded by a device attached to the infrared camera sys-
1em. recorded al a remote loca1ion after being 1ransmined. or 
recorded by a separate device 001 a t1aehed to the infrared 
camera system 22. for example. An image may be transmi tted 
from tbe camera system 22 to another device (which may or 
may not be remo1ely locaied) by any of a wide variety of 
communication means, including (bu1 DOI limited to): a cable, 
a wire. betweeo wireless communication devices , via a net
work connection, via the lnteroe1, or combinations thereof, 
for example. T he images provided by the infrared camera 
system may be recorded continuously during an inspection 
and/or they may be recorded as desired over any period of 
time. 

another location remole from the infrared camera syslem 
and/or remote from the leak location, e.g., while viewing a 
recording of the images, while viewing an image 1ransmj tted 
to the remote location. o r combinations thereof, for example. 

45 As an example. an itnspcction team l:lying over a transmission 
line in a helicopter (discussed furlher below) may be concen
trating on o bta ining a good image of the transmission line and 
precisely followi ng GPS coordina tes of the transmission line. 
While in a helicopter. i1 may be difficult for the inspection 

50 1eam to concentrale on reviewing tbe images obtained during 
the inspec1ion process. The visual images ob1ained by the 
infrared camera system may be recorded for and/or transmi1-
1ed lo a reviewer. 1l1c reviewer may tbeu carefully review the 
images to look for leaks. Such review may be performed in 

55 real-time, which would a llow the reviewer to communicate 
with and ins1rnct Uie inspectors ro go back 10 a suspccl Joca-
1ion for a confirmation (i.e .. hovering over a cenain location 
and ob1aining more images of a single locaiion). Or if the 
visua l inspections are recorded, a reviewer may s1udy the 

60 inspection images at a later time. I Jenee. one of the members 
of tbe inspection team may later si t down in an environment 
more conducive to sh1dying tbe images to provide the review 
of tbe images. Then. if needed or desired, a c loser or more 
lengthy iJlSpection of suspect locations may be performed 

65 later. 
Government safety regula1ions and mies typically require 

Lha t gas or petroleum product transmission lines and distri-
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bution lines be inspected at certain regi1Jar intervals. lf a 
company does not comply with such rules and regu lations, 
the company may be charged steep fines. Also, if there is some 
type of accident or incident where a leaking or rup tured line 
causes ao explosion or fire. the company will waot to provide s 
evidence that they were diligent and not oegl igent i o perform
ing an inspection of that line. IJence. another benefit of being 
able 10 record a focused image of the visual inspection is the 
ability to have a record of the inspection. Tn an embodimelll of 
the present invention, GPS coordinates, a da te s tamp. andior 10 

a time stamp may be recorded onto or embedded within the 
recorded images of the visual inspection. T his will provide 
evidence that an inspect.ion was perfonned for a particular 
location at a particular date aod time. Sucb records may be 
s tored (iJ1 ana log or digital format) on some type of storage t5 
medium (e.g., video tape, CD, DVD, database, hard drive, 
ere.) for future reference. 

lu a preferred embodiment and/or method of the present 
invention, inspection infonnation may be displayed and/or 
recorded along wi ll1 the record ing/display ing of the visible 20 
image representing ll1e filtered infrared image. Tbe inspection 
informatioo may include any relevam information desired, 
including (but not limit<..'Cl 10): inspection location name. 
inspection loca tion address. component name. component 
idemificatiou infonnation. g lo ba l positioning coordinates, a 25 

date. a time of day, an inspector's name, an inspection com
pany's name, one or more crunera system setting values, or 
combina tions thereof, for example. Also. voice notes may be 
recorded onto or along with the images on a medium (e.g., 
vo ice no tes recorded on a v ideo of inspection). Such inspec- 30 

lion information may be embedded within the visible image 
or may be recorded and tracked separately (e.g .. in a separate 
file, as a header file, etc.). 

lo a second method of the present mventioo, an embodi
ment of the present invention may be used to inspect numer- 35 

ous fenced y:irds 130 from n single locaiion. froru outside the 
yards 130, and/or from a single ya rd 130. FIG. 22 shows a 
housing configuration found in many neighborhoods, where 
there is no a lley behind the houses 132. Instead. only a fence 
134 may separate two or more adjacent backyards 130. In 40 
FIG. 22, an underground na tural gas distribution line 136 is 
shown m dashed I illes, which n.in across numerous bacb.')'ards 
130. Using conventional leak survey techniques. ao inspec tor 
would need to enter each bacb.')'ard 130 to inspect the line io 
all six of the yards 130 shown in FIG. 22. f lowevcr. because 45 

a leak may be detected visually using an embodiment of the 
present invention, an inspector may enter only one backyard 
130 and see into each of the adjacent ya rds 130 (as indicated 
by the arrows in FIG. 22). Tbus. only one customer needs to 
be disturbed for the inspection, rather than six. Also. an 50 
inspector may a11ach the infrared camera system 22 to a boom 
on a tmck. or he may be standing iJ1 the boom holding the 
camera system 22. located at <ill end of a s1ree1 or iu an a lley 
to obtain v isual access to numerous bacb.')'ards 130. T hus, 
using an embodiment ofihe present invention, multiple back- 55 
yards may be surveyed for line leaks visuaJly using an infra
red camera system 22 from a single location (e.g .. from a 
single backyard 130 looking over the fences 134. or from a 
boom). 

Many residential meters for natural gas are located next to 60 

a house (e.g .. between houses), remote from where a vehic le 
may drive. Such distribution lines must be periodicaJJy tes ted 
for leaks. ln such cases, using a conventional method of leak 
surveying. the inspector typically walks to each meter to 
perform the leak survey. ln a third method of the present 65 
invention, such meters and distribution lines may be surveyed 
visually using an infrared camera system from a vehicle. For 

16 
example, an inspector may aim an infrared camera system at 
ll1e distribution lines while driving past each home wi thoui 
leaving the street or ll1e vehic le. This can save a great deal of 
time and money for saved man hours. This same technique of 
us ing an embodimeot of the present invention may be used for 
inspecting components located adjacent to o r on any bui Id i ng. 
not just residential houses. 

Ju a fow·th method of performing an inspection with an 
embodiment of the present invention. the inspection may be 
performed in stages. A firs t stage may be that the inspector 
views the area ofinspection usillg the infrared camera sys tem 
from a distance to make sure there is not a huge leak that the 
inspector is about to walk or drive into.1l1is would be mainly 
for tbe safety of the inspector. Many chemicals have litt le or 
no odor and are invisible to the human eye. Hence, an inspec
tor could be driving or walking right into a very dangerous 
situation. Next. after the inspt'Ctor confirms iliat there is not a 
huge leak (e.g .. large flow of chemical emanating from the 
site). the inspector can perform a more detailed inspection 
looking for medium, small. and/or very small leaks. 

Sometimes gas or chemical leaks or chemical spi lls in 
cities or near highways are reported to the police first, and the 
police send out officers to direct trainc away from the gas/ 
chemical leak for 1hc safoty of the public. [Jowever, there 
have bc.-en instances where an officer drives right into the 
s tream of the leak without knowing it and ignites an explo
sion, which may injure or k ill the officer. The same dangers 
exist for repair persons entering such a loca tion. 1hus, it 
would be beneficial to incorporate a method of using an 
embodiment of the present invention into a first response 
sys tem. For example. if a chemical leak/spill is suspected. a 
he licopter will1 an infrared camera system of an embodiment 
may be flown toward the suspected location to assess it visu
ally from a safe d istance using a method of the present inven
tion. By doing so. the magnitude and direction of the fumes 
from a leak o r spill may be de1enn incd and reported quickly 
and safely. H is often difficult to initially detennine the mag
nitude of ll1e leak or spill using conventional methods. As 
anolller example, an embodiment of the present invent ion 
could be used by firemen from their fi re truck as they 
approach a scene of a reported leak or spill. Likewise. a 
maintenance or safety crew at a processing plam equipped 
with an embodiment of the present invention could assess a 
siniation from a safe distance as they enter to investigate a 
suspected leak or S[Pill. 

The aiming of the infrared camera system of an embodi
ment towards a component being inspected may be per
formed from a vehicle. Pa rt o r a ll o f the system may be 
a ttached 10 the vehicle or supported by the vehicle. andior 
may be held be a person ill the vehicle. for example. lt may be 
any type or kind of vehicle suitable for the i11spection. includ
ing (but not limited to): a tmck, a car. a motorcycle. a bicycle, 
a boat, ;1 ship. a personal watercraft, a fixed-wing airplane, a 
rotary wing vehicle (e.g., he licopter, gyro-plane), a powered 
paraglider, an ultranig,bt aircraft, a powered glider, a gl ider, a 
balloon, a blinlp. a remote eontroJJcxl vehicle. an unmanned 
aeria l vehicle, and combinations iliereof. The vehicle may be 
moving or stopped during part or all of the illspecrion. J f the 
inf rared camera system is motmted 0 11 or a ttached to a vehic le, 
it may be desirable to have the camera system mounted on 
some type of stab ilizing platform o r stand, as is commonly 
used io the movie finmiogindustry (e.g., gyro-stabilized appa
ratus). Such a stabi lizing platform may provide the ability to 
obtain bener images of a test site from a moving vehicle (e.g .. 
truck, ATY, helicopter, blimp, airp lane). 

An embodiment may be attached 10 a satellite to provide 
inspections from space. One of llle advantages of infrared is 
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that it can see through most clouds. The range of inspection is 
limited only by a line of sight for a method ofinspecting using 
an e111bodime111 oflhc present invcmion. Hence, as long as the 
chemical leak or the trail of fumes emitted from the leak are 
wi thin a l ine of s ight (e.g .. not blocked by trees. heavy rain , 5 

buildings. or structures), an infrared image may be obtained. 
·n1e size/type/configuration of Jens can thus be increased/ 
decreased/varied as needed to provide focus for a given range. 

Most transmission lines have pressure gauges and auto
mated valves a l certain i111ervals (check points) along 1he line. 
Oflcn an operator has the equipme111 to sec a pressure drop 
across the line between points which may be 50- 100 miles 
apart. for example. Along sucb a long distance between the 
two points, there may be several leaks. Typically. it is ditficu lt 
10 determine which of the leaks is larger. Thus, many smaller 
leaks may be fixed before finding the larger leak. Using an 
embodiment of the present invention. the larger leaks may be 
distinguished from the smaller leaks. Thus. ihe larger leaks 
may be located and repaired first. as they are usually the first 

The typical method of finding leaks on cross country trans
mission lines is ro walk along the lines using a sniffer device 10 

(flame-pack detector), or in some cases where there are no 
fences one may drive a truck or ATV wi ih motmtcd sniffers, 

priority. 
Sometimes when one leak is being repaired, it can cause a 

new leak in the same pipe at another location due to move
ment of the pipe during the repair operation. In a method of 
the present invention, the nearby portions of the repaired line 
may be quickly and easily inspected visually using au 
embodiment of the present invention to dctennine whether 
another leak exists a long !hat line. 

When cast iron or o ld metal lines deve lop leaks. the pipe 
material often becomes saturated with the leaking gas. Also. 
1he dirt around and above a gas leak (for any type of pipe) 
often becomes saturated with gas. Thus. after performing a 
repair and replacing the dirt, a sniffer detector may falsely 

up and down the lines. One of the disadvantages of this 
method is tha t if the wind is blowing away from the sniffer or 15 
if the vehicle or the walker is upwind from the leak. the sniffer 
probably will noi detect a leak; thus missing the leak a lto
gether. "The next problem is that a lot of the gathering lines 
have now been overgrown with houses, buildings. and back
yard fences . 111is makes it very impractical to check for leaks 20 
in and arotmd residential back yards using conventional tech
niques. Companies often perform aeria l surveys 10 look for 
encroacluuents or blocking of their easement. Such surveys 
may be performed simultaneous with a visual infrared inspec
tion fo r leaks. 25 indicate that the leak is still present because it may be detect

ing the remaining gas saturated in the dirt and/or pipe.Also. if 
the gas is odorized, the smell will often linger for several days 
as il slowly dissipates from the dirt, which can lead to follow
up complaints by persons still smelling the gas. However, 

Also. truck mounted sniffers are actually built for leak 
detection in the cities not for cross country transmission lines. 
·n1e diJTerence being that the size of leak in cities versus 
transmission lines can be great. There is a danger of a pickup 
wi th a hol catalytic converter with grass snick io il being 
driven onto a 200 mcfperday leak. Such a scenario can result 
in au explosion tha1 can ki ll the driver and destroy the equip
ment. The conventional leak survey equipmeot requires the 
inspector to be in c lose proximity within tbe stream of gas 
flow to detect ii. By the time the gas is detected for a large 
leak. it may be too late. Using an cmbodimem of the present 
invention, a large leak may be seen from more than 1/2 mile 
away. and other leaks may be seen from a distance. 

An embodiment of tl1e presem invention may be altachecl 
to a helicopter or plru1e. for example, ru1d flown over a trans
mission line at a re lative ly high rate of speed (e.g., 60-120 
mph) while visual images are recorded using the infrared 
camera system. Even thongb the speed may be too great for an 
inspector to spot a leak on-tbe-tly. a computer image recog
nition system may be able to detect the leak at the higher 
speed. or a second review playing back the recording al a 
slower speed may be able to catch missed leaks. 

30 perfonning a visuail gas leak inspection with an embodimem 
of rhc present invention. may quickly detenuine whether the 
leak still exists aller the repairs (before or after replacing the 
dirt). 1tl most cases. the visual test will be able to distinguish 
remaiJ1iog petroleum products samrated in the dirt and an 

35 actua l leak (showing a stream or blowing gas. for example). 
·111is can save companies a lot of money on service calls and 
ensure that the leaks are actually fixed more accura tely and 
more reliably. 

Leak surveys in downtown business districts often have to 
40 be conducted at night due 10 traffic. Witl1 proper flight clear

ance. an i11frarcd camera system 22 may be mounted on a 
helicopter. for example, to perfonn these leak surveys from a 
helicopter during the daytime and save overtime hours for 
crews. One of the advantages of performing a leak survey 

45 from above using au infr.1red camera system 22 to visually 
detect leaks is that the grotmd often retains heat 10 provide a 
good thermal contrast and thus a better background conrrast 
for viewing the leak with infrared, as compared to the st..)' or Olten the leaks in transmission lines a re found by locating 

dead vegetation where the gas is leaking through 1he ground. 
However, during the winter when the grass is brown. this 50 
method may not work. Also in some areas. such as desert 
areas. there may be no vegetation where the leak exists. Thus, 
using a ruclhod or the prcsclll iuvcnlion, leaks from a buried 
transmission line may be easi ly detected visua lly from a short 

a strncmre in many cases. 
Another method of using an embodiment of lhe present 

invention is the detection of leaks in large tanker vessels 
transporting petroleum products by sea. Using an infrartxl 
cainern sys1em of an cmbodi1ue111 of the present inventiou. 
leaks to the etwiroiunent may be detected visual ly from a safe 

or long distance away with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

Down in the swamp land of southern Louisiana, for 
example. it is almost impossible to walk the lines. lns1ead. the 
operators typically fly over their l ines and look for discolored 
veg eta 1 ion. However. a colony of ru11s can also leave an area of 
discolored vegetation 1ha1 looks like a gas leak from the air. 
With au embodiment of the present invention mounted on a 
helicopter, for example, one may hover over an area suspected 
of having a leak, and record a short sequence of the speci fie 
a rea using the infrared camera system 22 to easi ly detenuine 
if there is a leak.. Jn alternative. the entire line may be visuaJ!y 
scaJlJled using an i1tfrared camera system 22 10 look for leaks. 

55 distance (e.g., on la!lld, on a dock) by the shipping company or 
by enforcement/regu.larory agencies (e.g .• EPA. DOT). Such 
ships carrying chemicals or petroleum products may be visu
ally inspected as they pass by or as they approach. for 
example. lnspcctions may a lso be performed onboard the 

60 boat. ship. or vessel. Also. enclosed areas within a ship may 
be periodically or cominuously monitored using a portable or 
permanently-instalned/stationary iofrared camera system of 
an embodiment, for example. 

Another method of using an embodimeot of the present 
65 invention is detecting gas leaks on petro leum production rigs. 

Often such rigs are approached via helicopter. An infrared 
camem system 22 adapted 10 visually image a petroleum 
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producl leak may be motUlted on a crew helicopter. This 
would enable the crew on the helicopter 10 scan for gas leaks 
on gas platforms out in lhe ocean as they approach and before 
they land, for example. 111is would reduce or el iminale the 
risk of landing a helicopter with a hot engine into a gas leak. 
Furthermore. in another embodiment. a permanently
mounted/stat ionary infrarc.xl camera system 22 may be 
mounted a t certain locations around the rig to provide a con
titrnous or periodic visual leak survey. 

20 
invention, l 5 leaks were found in one region of a large plant 
in j ust 30 minu tes. which is faster than mosi conventional 
methods of illspcction. Another advantage of using an 
embodimem of tl1e present invention is tha t U1c inspector 

s often does not have to crawl on and around the equipment and 
pipes to tlod the leaks. as they may be seen with tbe ii1frared 
C3111Cra system when a line of sight is provided. Using a 
sniffer detector. however. an ii1spector would be required lo 
get his detector within the flow of the gas leak to detect it. 

Enclosed areas within a plant or any area at a plant may be 
periodically or continuously monitored using a portable or 
pcrmancntly-installled/stationary infrared camera system or 
an embodiment, for example. A pcnuanently-mounted infra
red camera of an embodiment may use a closed-eye le st i rling 

15 cryocooler, for example, and may be similar to the first 
embodiment of FIG. 1 but adapted to be momucd in a build
ing. An entire network of permanently molllltcd cameras may 
be strategically located throughout a plant to provide partial 
or complete coverage of the plant. Jn one embodiment, a 

ln another method of using an embodimem of rhe present 10 

invention, detection of chemical leaks may be performed at 
faclories. processing plants, manu focturing faci lities, refiner
ies , ~Uldlor petroleum separa1ion plants. At some plants. they 
rypica lly do monthly valve maiotenaoce and inspections. for 
example. The problem with the way that they are currently 
done is lha t the Dame-pack detector will often trigger on 
grease or WD-40 that is used on the valves for lubrication. for 
example. However, an infrared camera system 22 may be 
nmed (e.g .. using an optical bandpass filter 46 having a certa in 
pass band 80) so that it does not have the ability to see or 
detect these greases and lubricants. Hence. such an embodi
ment may distinguish between the lubricants and gas leaks.] f 
the fi.uues of the greases and/or lubricallls are imaged by the 
camera system 22. tl1e visual observation ofilie fumes and the 
pattern of the fumes may allow the inspector to discern U1at it 25 

is not a leak and it is merely a lubricant evaporating. Often 
valves have been repacked due to a false leak detection trig
gered by lubricants on lhe valves, which is very costly and a 
waste of resources. 

20 person may monitor the images provided by the cameras 
continuously or pei-iodically. ln anofuer embodiment. a com
puter system with image recognition software may be used to 
detect changes in the image or motion in an image indica ting 
a stream of gas or l iquid flow at a leak. 

Also, many plants or factories have blow-oil" va lves that 
vent out of the roof. A single p lant may have numerous vents 
with vent exits being more tl1an 30 foet higb. However, using 
an infrared camera system in accordance with tl1e present 
invention, gases exiting such vents may be quickly surveyed 

Anoiher method oft he present invention is the detection of 
leaks in ihe petrochemical industry oroU1er chemical produc
ing industries , using an embodiment of the preseni invemion 

30 from a distance on die ground, for example. Also. flare emis
sions burning on the top of a tower strncture may be visually 
inspected usii1g an embodiment of the prese111 invemion from 
a distance (e.g. , more than 10 feet away, from the ground, to visually detect leaks. Detection of such leaks may be per

formed at any stage from the exploration to the processing 
and production to the iransporting oftl1e chemicals produced 35 

to 1becon1ainers storing the chemicals to the equipment using 
the chemicals. for example. A pipe or transportation lille 
carrying rhe chemical may be visually inspected for leaks 
using an embodiment of the presem invention. As another 
example, various pipes, connections. and equipmelll a t a pro
cessing plant may be visually inspected or moni tored for 
leaks using an embodiment of the present invention. Storage 
containers, cargo vessels. or tmck trai lers used for storing 
and/or transporting the chemicals may be visually inspected 

ere.). 
Recorded inspection data from prior inspections may be 

useful for a plnnt manager. l fan inspection is perfonned in a 
plam and the same leak is found again in a subsequent survey, 
as documented visually with video by inspectors. the plant 
manager can thenknlow lhal either the leak was never repaired 

40 or it is a re-occurring leak. 
In yer another method of using an embodiment of the 

present invention, government regulatory agencies (e.g., rail
road commission, DOT, EP.A) may rl1emselves perfonn visua l 
inspections easily a nd quickly us ing an infrared camera sys-

for leaks using an embodiment of the present invention, for 
example. Some example chemicals include (but are not linl
ited to): ethylene. propylene. acety lene, propane, a lcohol, 
ethanol, methanol, xy lene, benzene. butadiene, acetone. com
pounds thereof. and combinations thereof. 

An embodiment of the present invention may be used to 
perform a leak survey io ancVor around a plant. All advantage 
of the present invention is that large leaks can be distin
guished from small leaks. visually. Ofteu the small leaks go 
unrepaired because they cannot be found easily using con
ventiona l methods. Even small leaks can be very dangerous in 
an enclosed area where flammable gases become trapped 
lherein. Also, in many processing plants. the gases may have 
no odor added to them. which means a person would 1101 smell 
the gases. Even where the gases are odorized. it is often 
difficult or impractical to detect al l of the leaks. 1n mosi 
processing plants, the plant smells like chemicals everywhere 
because rhere are lots of small leaks. If the plant personnel 
could quickly and easily find tbe leaks, as lhey can using ao 
embodiment of the present invention. it may become eco
nomical to fix even the smal lest leaks. If that becomes the 
case. then processing plants may cease to smell like chemi
cals all fuc time. On one test of an embodiment of the present 

45 tern ro detcnnine if a plant or factory is emitting petroleum 
products or oilier chemicals ilia t shou Id not be cmi tted into the 
environment (e.g .. volat ile organic compounds, vola tile inor
ganic compounds. nitrous oxide, unburned chemicals. etc.). 
Such ii1spectio11s by government regulatory agencies may be 

50 performed randomly as surprise inspections lo enforce 
stricter compliance with environmenral rules and regulations. 
Also. govemmelll regulatory agencies may require record
ings ofi11spcc1io11s 10 be retaiucd so that 1hcy can review them. 
Furtbenuore, a government regu latory agency may then per-

55 form follow-up inspections visually at targeted areas where a 
leak was known from a prior inspection to ensure that the 
leaks were repaired in a timely manner. A government regu
latory agency may a lso review a series of test videos 10 look 
for unrepaired leak -scenarios. Thus. there are numerous metl1-

60 ods of using an embodiment of the present invention that may 
be usefol to a government regulatory agency. 

In another method of the present invention. fuel leaks (or 
other chemical or fluid leaks) on a vehicle may be easily 
found using an embodiment of the present hwention. For 

65 example, on a Lonis Esprit car. rl1e gas tanks are notorious for 
rnsting and developing small pinhole leaks which are difficul t 
to locate and find. Ji is not cost etncient to remove ilie gas 
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FIG. 29 shows an image of propane 140 exiting a propane 
bottle in a test oftbe system for detecting propane. FIG. 30 
shows an image of a smaJI gas leak 140 cmru.iating from a 
component at a processing plant. The leak appears as a faint 
black cloud 140 in the image. Thjs is a relative small leak. 

Fl GS. 31.A and 31 B are images takeo from a helicopter 
flying over a test site::. Jn this lest, a propane bottle was opened, 
as in FIG. 29, ina field.1.n FIG. 31A. the propane stream 140 
can be seen with the i11frared camera system at 1/2 mile away 
while the helicopter is moving toward the tes t site at about 60 
knots. FIG. 318 is a more focused image of the propane 
stream l40 al a closer distance tl1an that of FIG. 3JA. Nole 
thal a person 150 can be seen standing next 10 the propane 
stream 140 and next to a bush 152 in FIG. 318. Also. note that 

tanks for inspection, as tbe engine must be removed to get the 
gas Ian.ks oul of the vehicle. Also, such cars arc notorious for 
having leaks at high pressure ancVor low pressure f"t1el lines, 
which can cause engine fires . Furthermore. the toxic fumes 
from an engine bay where a fuel Jeak exists often make there s 
way into the cabin. which is daugerous and obnoxious for the 
cabin occupan ts. An embodiment of the present invemion 
may be used 10 accurately pinpoint and fllld such leaks. Also. 
such a method may be applied to locate fuel leaks in o ther 
vehicles, such as airplanes, boats, helicopter. and personal 10 

watercrafi. for example. A.n infrared camera system 22 of the 
present invention may be used lo locate refrigerant leaks 
quickly on a vehic le. Also, an embodiment of the present 
inveotion may be used to locate gas or refrigerant leaks in 
home or building HVAC equipment. 

FIGS. 23A-31B arc some images genera ted by an embodi
ment of the prese111 invention during experimental testing. 
Specifically. FIGS. 23A-31B were generated using tbe four
teenth embodiment (see FIG. 20) having an optical bandpass 
filler 46 with a pass band 80 about the same as that shown in 20 
FJG. 4. 

15 two roads can be seen in PlGS. 31A and 31 B. which provide 
reference points and context of the local ion of the propane 
stream 140. 

An advantage of an embodiment of the present invention, 
as illus trated in these images of PIGS. 23A-3 1 B, is that often 
tl1c background and surrounding objects can be clearly seen 
in the image along with the leak or stream of gas 140. 1bis can 
be very useful in providing a reference orcontext of where the 
leak is located and aids in documenting the leak using vidt'O 
images. 

In a recent test of an embodiment of the pn.'Sclll invention 
before the US EPA, in comparison with other infrared camera 
systems, the embodiment of the present invention grea tly 
outperformed the 01ber systems. After this 1es1 before the US 
EPA, new US EPA re<Jl1la1ions are expected to be released by 

FIGS. 23A-23D are visible images representing filtered 
inJhired images of a gas 140 leaking from the ground (e.g .. a 
buried line). The images of FIGS. 23A-23D arc from a 
sequence of images extracted from a vidt.'O recording of tills 25 

leak J40. Although sometimes difficult to illustrate in still 
images. the movement of the leak stream 140 in a video 
(sequence of images) makes the leak 140 much more appar
ent. Very small leaks (low flowrate) that do no1 show up in one 
s till image arc often easily seen in a video because the move
ment oftbe leak stream or ftui1cs can be seen in a video. 

FIGS. 24A-24D are images obtained by au embodiment of 
the present invention showing a gas l40 leaking from a com
pressor at a flange J 42 on the discharge side. 111e sequence of 
in1agcs in FIGS. 24A-24D were extracted from a video show- 35 

ing the gas 140 streaming from the flange 142. 

30 the end of2004. or shortly therealier, allowing for the use of 
infrared camera systems 10 perform visual leak surveys. This 
demonstrates a long felt need in the industry that o thers have 
fai led to meet. and that an embodiment of tbe present inven-

FIGS. 25A-25D are images obtained by an embodiment of 
the present invention showing a natm·aJ gas (metbane) leak 
140 resulting from a crew cutting a I 112 inch gas line with 
approximately 12 psi pressure. II is an underground gas line 40 
(not shown). Allhough the large cloud of methane 140 exi ting 
the hole in the grouod is somewhat dispersed and difficult to 
see in the still images of FJGS. 25.A.-250 , it is easi ly seen in 
the video due to the movement of the cloud l 4 0. Note a lso that 
the images of backgrotuid objects arc easy to discern iu1d 45 

focused in the original video. wbich aids in providing a con
text of where the leak 140 is coming from . 

FlG. 26 is an image obtained by an embodiment of the 
present invention and extracted from a recorded video 
sequeoce. FIG. 26 shows a large gas leak 140 emanating from 50 

a component 144 in a processing plant. 
FIG. 27 is also an image obtained by an embodiment of the 

presclll inveutiou and extracted from a recorded video 
sequence. FIG. 27 shows a gas 140 flowing from a vent tube 
146 eKtending from a bui lding roofl48 (about 30 feet l1igh). 55 
This image was obtained by a person at ground level. The gas 
flowing out of the vent 146 may be from a blow-oJTvalve that 
is exhausting to the euviroJ1Jllen1. which may be indica 1 ive of 

tion is now able to ful!ill. 
Also, after the US EPA test described above. I here has been 

an explosive demand for embodiments of lbe presem inven
tion and for services using an embodiment of the present 
invention. This demonstrates the commercial success and 
great demand for embodiments of the present invention and 
for services using embodiments of the present invention. 

FlG. 32 illustrates a schematic of a first dual camera 
embodiment of the present invention. 1bis system includes a 
first video camera 22, which is an infrared camera sys tem 
with an optica l baodpass filter 46 (preferably insta lled in a 
refrigerated portion 42 lbcrcof. i.e., cold filler configuration); 
a second video camera 154 (e.g., another infrared camera 
system): an image splitter J 56; a lens assembly 158; and an 
image processor/recorder J 60. The second video camera I 54 
may be any infrared camera system that can obtain an image 
from the same type of lens as the first video camera 22. The 
second video camera 154 may be an infrared camera with 
fillers so that ii will nol image the leaking chemical. The first 
video camera 22 is an infrared camera adap ted lo provide a 
focused visual image of a chemical leak by using an optical 
bandpass filter 46 for a specific pass band 80 (e.g., pass band 
80 with a wavelength range centered at about 3.38 microns). 
For example, the first video camera 22 may be any of the 
embodiments discussed above (see e.g., flGS. 1-20). The 
first video camera 22 may receive the same image as the a condition ai that component causing the blow-valve to be 

opened. 60 second video camera J 54 from the same lens J58 via the 
imagesplitter156.111e video sigoal from each camera may be 
output to tbe image processor/recorder 160. The image pro
cessor/ recorder J 60 may simply record the two video feeds 

FIGS. 28A and 288 are more images obtained by ao 
embodiment of 1be present invention aod extracted from a 
recorded video sequence. PlGS. 28A aod 288 show a mao 
pumping gasoline into his truck at a gas pump. Note in PIG. 
288 that as the gas is pumping into the gas tank. the gas fames 65 
140 can beseenjustabovcthepump handJe with lhetruck bed 
as lhe backgrotu1d. 

for later processing. Jo an alternative, the image processor/ 
recorder 160 may be a system (e.g., a computer system run
ning software for processing the video data) or specialized/ 
dedicated hardware for processing the 1wo video feeds. 
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Preferably, 1he images from the second video camera 154 are 
compared to the images from the first video camera 22 by a 
sofiware progrnm running on a computer system. Because a 
gas leak, for example. will not appear in the image from the 
second video camera 154, the presence of the gas plume s 
shown in the infrared image from the first camera 22 may be 
del<.'Cted as a difference in the 1wo video feeds. 

24 
embodiments (not shown), additional camera(s) may be used 
as well (e.g. , third <:amcra). A video image from the second 
video camera 154 may be shown within a vidL'O image from 
1he firs1 camera 22 (picture-in-pic1urc) to provide a reference 
view (e.g., fo ll color visible light image) for the i11frared 
image from the firs t camera 22. 

FIG. 38 shows au illustrative llowchan 174 for a method of 
an embodiment of lhe present invention. ln this method. an 
alam1 may be triggered if the comparison of images from the 

In one cmbodimenl. the software may automa1ically iden
tify and map the pixel locations in the images for these dif
ferences corresponding to the gas plume in the infrared 
image. "ll1en. the image of the gas plume (the dilTereuces 
shown in the infrared images from the firsl camern) is high
light<.xl or colored to make it stand out in the image. 

10 first and second cameras shows sufficient differences above a 
predetermined threshold (e.g .. area of pixels, number of pix
els, number of pixels per area, e tc.) or movement in Lhe image 
from 1J1c first camera that is not in the image from the second 
camera. Optionally. 1he image processor/recorder 160 may be com

nnmicably coupled to a video monitor 162 (see FIG. 32) 15 
and/or a database 164, for example. The video monitor 162 
may be used for an operator or inspector to view any one or 
more of the images or al l of the images obtained whikusing 
the system 20, for example. 111e da1abase may be used as a 
repository or archive for the collected video images and test 20 
results. The first and second cameras 22. 154 may be separate 
devices. In another embodiment, lbe image spliner 156. lens 
158, firsl camera 22. and second camera 154 may be inte
gra lly placed wi thin a single ponable unil. Likewise, the 
image processor/recorder 160 (or some portion 1hereo1) may 25 

be placed within the same enclosure or on the same rack as the 
remainder of the system 20. 

FIG. 33 is a Oowchan 168 showing an illustra tive me1hod 
lhat may be used for an embodimeu1 (e.g., the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 32) of the presem invention. Tn this method of 30 

FIG. 33. the images from both cameras may be recorded in the 
field and later processed in a vehicle or office. Also, using the 
method of FIG. 33. the images ofbotb cameras may be stored 
before being processed, eveo 1hough the processing may be 
performed immediately thereafter (on-lhe-Oy). The images 35 

from both cameras arc compared 10 identify the differences 
(see block J 70). which may be indicative of chemical leak. 
Nex1. lhe differences are iden1ified and mapped out. The 
mapped differences may then be added to lhe image from the 
second camera to provide a composite image. Also, when 40 
dilTcrences are identified (e.g .. exce<,xling a predetermined 
number of pixels within the image. detecting movement), an 
alann may be triggered to notify an operator or inspector of 
the suspected detection ofa chemical leak. 

ln another method. illustrated in FIG. 34. the infrared 45 

image from the fast camera 22 and the composite image may 
be recorded. For example, the infrared image from the first 
camera may be needed for record keeping to maintain an 
unmodified image. However. 1he composite image may be 
preferred for reviewing by the inspections or for s t11dying 1he 50 
inspections. as it may provide color coding or other visual or 
audio cu<.'S to help the reviewer to belier identify potential 
leaks. 

In another embodiment. one stationary-mounted camera 
(e.g., in an engine room) may be ustxl. OJlen in certain areas 
of a plant there is rarely movement (e.g .. no people moving 
abou1 lhe room mos1 times) in the room (other than llllseen 
internal parts). In such embodiment. 1he image may be moni-
tored by hardware o r a computer system to detect movement 
in 1he image. Because 1he image is an infrared image taken 
with an infrared camera sys tem of an embodiment, tbe move
mem may be caused by a chemical leak. Thus, the image may 
be continuously or periodically monitored for movement 
au1omatically. An alarm may be triggered when movement is 
detected to alert an operator to the suspected leak. Then, the 
operator may view the video image (past or present) to see if 
there is an acwaJ leak. 

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, 
a passive infrared camera system adapted to provide a visual 
image of a chemica I emanating from a componclll having the 
chemical therein. is provided. The passive infrared can1era 
system includes a lens, a refrigerated portion. and a refrigera
tion system. The refrigerated ponion includes therein an 
infrared sensor device adapted to capture an infrared image 
from the lcL1S. and a n optical bandpass filter located along an 
optical pa1h between the lens and the infrared sensor device, 
wherein at least part of a pass bm1d for 1he optical bandpass 
filter is within an absorption band for 1he chemical. The 
refrigera1ion system is adap1ed to cool the refrigera1ed por
tion of the infrared camera system. 

TI1e refrigeratio11 system may include a chamber adapted to 
retain liquid nitrogen. for example. As another example, the 
refrigeration system may include a c losed-cycle Stirl ing 
cryocoolcr. ·n 1e refrigeration system may include a cryo
coolcr system adap ted to cool the infrared sensor device and 
the optical bandpass filter to a temperanire below about 100 
K. The passive i11frared camera system is preferably portable 
and further includes a banery adapted to provide power for 
1he infrared camem system during use of the infrared can1era 
system. The passive infrared camera system may iJ1clude a 
frame, a shoulder-rest port ion extending from the frame, and 
a handle exlendingfrom lhc frame. The passive infrared cam
era system preferably includes a flat-pane l screen adapted to Jn still another me1hod, illustrated in FIG. 35, only the 

composite image may be recorded and the processing of the 
images may be performed as the images are collec1cd. llow
ever, a 1emporary buffer memory (e.g .. DRAM, MRAM) may 
be used during the processing. 

55 disp lay images obtained by the i11frared camera system dur
ing use of the infrared camera sys1cm. The passive infrared 
can1era system may further include a light shield located 
proximate to the screen and adapted to a1 least paniaJly shield 

FIG. 36 shows a simplified schematic for an allema1ive 
sys1cm 20 where the image splitter ru1d mutual lens are not 60 

used. Tirns, the firs t camera 22 receives its images separately 
from the second camera 154. ln this configuration, the second 
camera 154 may be a visib le light camera, for example. FIG. 

1he screen from ambielll light. 
The op1ical bandpass filter may be adapted to al low a 

transntinance greater than about 45% of iofrared light 
between about 3360 nm and about 3400 nm to pass there
through, fo r example. As another example, the optical balld
pass filter may be adapted to allow a transmittance greater 37 shows an illustrative flowchan 172 fora method where the 

system 20 ofFTG. 36 may be used. The methodoftbe FTG. 37 
tlowchan may be varied 10 provide a recording of 1he image 
(s) from the first and/or second cameras 22. 154. lo other 

65 than abot11 45% of irtfrared light between about 3350 nm and 
abou1 3390 nm 10 pass thcre1brough. The pass band of the 
optical bandpass filter may have a center wavelength located 
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partially located between about 3 100 run and abou t 3500 om, 
wherein the pass band is located between about 3100 nm and 
about 3500 nm. TI1e chemical may include c Lhylene. for 
exan1ple, wherein the absorption band is al least partially 

between about 3360 mn and about 3400 nm. for example. As 
another example. lhc pass band of the optical bandpass filter 
may have a cemcr wavelength located between about 3375 
mn and about 3385 nm. wherein the bandpass filter is adapted 
to allow a transmittance greater than about 80% of infrared 
light between about 3365 nm and about 3395 nm to pass 
thercthrough. wherein lhe bandpass lllter comprises a silicon 
dioxide substrate. and wherein the pass band bas a full width 
a t hal r maximum transmillance that is less than about 80 nm. 
As yet another exiunple. the pass band of the optical bandpass 
filter may have a center wavelength located between about 
3340 nm and about 3440 mn, wherein the bandpass filter is 
adapted to a llow a transmittance greater than about 70% a t Lhe 
center wavelength, and wherein the pass band has a full widtb 
at half maximum transminance that is less than about 100 run. 
As still another example, the pass band of the optical band
pass filler may have a center wavelength between about 3360 
mn and about 3380 mn. wherein the bandpass filler is adapted 

s located between about 10400 nm and about 10700 lUll, 

wherein the pass band is located between about J 0400 nm and 
about 10700 mn. As another example. the chemical may 
include propylene. wherein the absorption band is at least 
partially located between about 3 100 nm and about3600 nrn, 

10 wherein the pass band is located between about 3 IOO nm and 
about 3600 nm. As yet another example, U1e chemical may 
include propylene. wherein the absorption band is at least 
partially located between about J 0000 nm and abou t 11500 
nm. wherein the pass band is located between about 10000 

to a llow a transmittance greate r than about 70% at the center 
wavelength. and wherein the pass band bas a ru ll width al half 
maximum transmillance that is less than about JOO nm. 

t5 nm and about l 1500 run.As sti ll another example, the chemi
cal may include J .3 butadiene, wherein the absorption band is 
at least partially localed between about 3100 mn and about 
3200 mn. wherein the pass band is located between about 
2900 nm and about 3200 nm. As a further example. the 

20 chemical may include 1,3 butadiene. wherein the absorption 
band is at least parrially located between about 9000 nm and 
about 12000 nm. wherein the pass band is located between 
about 9000 nm and about 12000 nm. 

'flle infrared sensor device may include an lndium Anti
monidc focal plane array. wherein the focal p lane am1y is 
enclosed in an evacuated dewar assembly. TilC pass band may 
have a full width a t half maximum transmittance that is less 25 

than about 600 11111, for example. As another example. the pass 
band may have a fu ll width at half maximum transminance 
that is less than about 400 om. As yet another example, the 
pass band may have a ful l w idth a t half maximum transmit
tance that is less thim about 200 nm. As sti ll another example, 30 

the pass band may have a full width at half maximum trans
millance that is less than abou t 100 nm. The pass band for the 
optical bandpass fil ter may be located between about 3 100 
nm and about 3600 mn, for example. As anotber example, tbe 
pass band for the optical bandpass filter may be located 35 

between about 3200 mu and aboui 3500 nm. As yet <lllO tber 
example, the pass band for the optical bandpass filter may be 
located between about 3300 nm and about 3500 mn. The pass 
band for the optical bandpass filter may have a center wave
length located within the absorbance band for the chemical. 40 

ll1e component being inspected may be a pipe, a compres
sor. an engine. a va lve, a container. a tank, a switch. a reser
vo ir. a fining, a co1111ec1or, a hose. a flare. an exhaust out let, a 
machine. a vent for a blow-off va lve, or combinations thereof. 
for example. Tbe refrigerated portion may be defined by an 45 

interior of a dewar container. The chemical may be methane, 
e thane. propane, butane, hexane. e thylene. propylene. acety
lene. alcohol, ethanol, methanol, xylene, benzene, butad iene, 
formaldehyde. acetone, gasoline. diesel fuel. or combinations 
thereof, for example. The chemical may be petroleum, petro- 50 
leum by-product. volatile organic compound. volatile inor
ganic compound, or combinations ther~'Of. for example. TI1c 
chemical may include a hydrocarbon. for exru.uple. As 
another example, the chemical may include methane, 
wherein the absorption band is at least partially located 55 
between about 3100 mn and about 3600 mn. wherein the pass 
band is located between abou t 3100 nm and about 3600 nm. 
The chemical may include methane, wherein the absorp tion 
band is at least partially located between about 7200 nm and 
about 8200 mu. wherein the pass band is located between 60 

about 7200 nm and abou t 8200 nm. for example. As yet 
another example. the chemical may include sulfur hexaflou
ride, wherein tbe absorption band is at least partially located 
between about 10400 nm and about 10700 nm. wherein the 
pass band is located between about I 0400 nm and about 65 

10700 mn. As still another example. the chemical may 
include eU1ylenc. wherein the absorption band is a l least 

The passive infrared camera system may include a vidt'O 
recording device adapted 10 n;.-cord images obtained by the 
infrared camera system dnring use of the infrared camera 
system. The infrared camera system may be non-rad.iometric. 
The infrared camera system is preferably portable and non
radiometric. 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present inven
tion, a passive infrared camera system adapted lo provide a 
visual image of a chemical emanat ing from a component 
having the chemical therein. is provided. The passive infrared 
camera system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. and a 
refrigeration syslem. !J1 tbis case. the refrigerated portion 
includes therein an infrared sensor device ad::ipted 10 capture 
an infrared image from tbe lens, and an optical bandpass filter 
locatc.-xl along an optical path between the lens and the infrared 
sensor device. tbc optical bandpass filter having a pass band 
with a fl.ill w idth at half maximum transmittance being less 
than about 600 lU11. wherein a t least part or the pass band for 
the optical bandpass filter is within an absorption band for tbe 
chemical. TI1e refrigeration system is adapted to cool the 
refrigerated portion of the infrared camera system. 

In accordance with still another aspect of the present inven
tion, a passive infrared camera system adapted to provide a 
visual image of a chemical emanat ing from a component 
having the chemical therein. is provided. The passive ittfrared 
camer<1 system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. and a 
refrigeration system. In this case. the refrigerated portion 
includes therein an infrared sensor device adapted to capture 
an infrared image from the lens, and an optical bandpass filter 
located alouganoplical path bctwccu lhc lens aud tl1e infrar~xl 
sensor device. wherein a pass band for the optical bandpass 
filter is located between about 3100 nm and about 3600 nm. 
The refrigeration system is adapted to cool the refrigerated 
portion of the infr<tred camera system. 

In accordance with a fonher aspect of the present inven
tion, a passive infrared camera system adapted lo provide a 
visual image of a chemical emanat ing from a componeni 
having the chem.ica I therein. is provided. The passive infrared 
camera system includes a lens, a refrigerated portion, a refrig
eration system, and a ballery. The refrigerated portion 
includes therein an infrared sensor device adapted to capture 
an infrared image from the lens, and an optical bandpass fi lter 
located along an optical path between the lens and the infrared 
sensor device, wherein a t least part of a pass band for the 
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optical bandpass filter is within an absorption band for the 
chemical. The refrigeration system is adapted to cool the 
refrigerated portion oJ'the infrared camera system. 111e bat
tery is electrically coupled to the infrared camera system, the 
infrared camera being adapted to be powered by the banery s 
during use of the chem_ical leak inspection system. 

In acconfance with another aspect of the present invention, 
a portable chemical leak inspection system that includes a 
passive infrared camera system adapted to provide a focused 
visual image of a chemical emanating from a component 10 

having the chemical therein. is provided. The passive infrared 
camera system includes a lens, a refrigerated portion, and a 
refrigeration system. The refrigerated portion includes 
therein an infrared sensor device adapted to capture an infra
red image from the lens, and an optica l bandpass fi lter located 15 

along an optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor 
device, wherein at least part of a pass band for the optical 
bandpass filter is within an absorpt ion band for the chemical. 
The refrigeration system is adapted to cool the refrigera ted 
ponfon of the infrared camera system. The portable chemical 20 
leak inspection system also includes a battery. a frame. a 
shoulder-rest portion, and a handle. The battery is electrically 
coupled to the infrared camera system. the infrared camera 
being adapted to be powered by the battery during use of the 
chemical leak inspection system. The frame is attached to the 25 

infrared camera system. The shoulder-res t portion extends 
from the frame. And, the handle extends from the frame. 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present inven
tion. a portable chemical leak inspection system that includes 
a passive infrared camera system adapted to provide a 30 

focused visual image of a chemical emanating from a com
ponent having the chemical therein, is provided. 111e passive 
infrared camera system includes a lens, a refrigerated portion. 
and a refrigeration system . ln this case, the refrigerated por
tion incllldcs therein an infrared sensor device adapted to 35 

capture an infnircd image from the lcn~, and an opticnl bund
pass filter located along an optical path between the lens and 
the infrared sensor device, wherein a pass band for the optical 
bandpass fi lter is located between about 3100 nm and about 
3600 nm, and wherein the pass band has a foll width at half 40 
maximum transmi llance that is less than about 600 mn. The 
refrigeration system is adapted to cool the refrigerated por
tion of the infrared camera system. 'J11e portable chemical 
leak inspection system also includes a battery, a frame, a 
shoulder-rest portion. and a handle. The battery is electrically 45 

coupled to the infrared camera system. the infrared camera 
being adapted to be powered by the battery during use of the 
chemical leak inspection system. 111e frame is attached to the 
infrared camera system. 'The shoulder-res t po11ion extends 
from the frame. And. the handle extends from the frame. 50 

Jn accordance with still another aspect of the present inven
tion. a portable passive infrared camera system adapted to 
provide a focused visual image of a chemical emrumtiug from 
a component having the chemical therein, is provided. The 
infrared camera system includes a lens, a dewar container. 55 
and a refrigeration system. The dewar container defines a 
refrigerated portion therein. The refrigerated portion includes 
therein an infrared sensor device having an array of sensors 
adapted to receive an infrared image from tl1e lens and 
adapted to generate electrical signals corresponding to the 60 

infrared image. and an optical bandpass filter located along an 
optical patb between the Jens and the infrared sensor device, 
wherein a pass band for tbe optical bandpass filter is located 
between about 3100 run and about 3600 nm, and wherein the 
pass band has a foll width at half maximum transmittance that 65 
is less than about 600 nm. The refrigera tion system is adapted 
to cool the refrigerated portion. 

28 
Jn accordance with a further aspect oJ the present inven

tion. a portable passive infrared camerd system adapted to 
provide a focused visual image of a chemical emanating from 
a component having the chemical therein, is provided. The 
i11frared camera system includes a leDs, a dewar container, 
and a refrigeratior~ system. The dewar container defines a 
refrigerated portion therein. ln this case. the refrigerated por
tion includes therein an infrared sensor device having an array 
of sensors adapted ~o receive an infrared image from the lens 
and adapted to ge1J1era1e electrical signals corresponding to 
the infrared image. and an optical bandpass filter located 
along an optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor 
device, wherein a pass band for the optical bru1dpass filter is 
located between about 3200 nm and about 3500 nm, wherein 
the pass band has a fo ll width at half maximum transmittance 
that is less than about 80 nm. and wherein the pass band has 
a center wavelength located between about 3320 lll1l and 
about 3440 nm. 'Ille refrigeration system is adapted to cool 
the refrigerated portion. 

Although embodiments of the present invention and at 
least some of its advantages have been described in detai l. it 
should be understood that various changes. substitutions, and 
alterations can be made herein without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended 
claims. Morc.'Over. the scope of the present application is not 
intended to be limited to the particular embodiments oftJ1e 
process, machine. manufacrure, composition of matter. 
means. methods. and steps described in the specification. As 
one ofordinary skill in the an will readily appreciate from the 
disclosure of the present invention. processes. machines, 
mamrfact11re, compositions of mauer, means, methods, or 
steps. presently existing or larcr to be developed, that perfom1 
substantially the same function or achieve si1bstaotially the 
same result as tbe correspondiog embodiments described 
herein may be util izcd according to the present invention. 
Accordingly, the appended claims arc intended to include 
within their scope such processes, machines, manufacture, 
compositions of matter. means. methods. or steps. 

What is claimed is: 
J. A method of visually detecting a gas leak of any one or 

more chemicals of a group of predetermined chemicals. the 
gas leak emanating from a component of a group of compo
nents in different locations, the method comprising: 

aiming a passive infrared camera system towards the com
ponent, wherein the passive infrared camera system 
comprises: 
a lens, 
a refrigerated portion defined by the interior of a Dewar 

flask. the refrigerated port ion comprising therein: 
an infrared sensor device: and 
a single filler configuration comprising at least one 

fixt.'d optical bimdpass filter. each filter fixed aloug 
an optical path between the lens and the infrared 
sensor device, wherein at least part of the aggregate 
pass band for the single filter configuration is 
within an absorption band for each of the predeter
mined chemicals and wherein the aggrega te pass 
band for the single Hiter configura tion is at least 
about 200 mu; and 

a refrigeration system adapted to cool the refrigera ted 
portion, tbe refrigeration system comprising a closed
cycle Stirliog cryocooler; 

filtering an infrared image associa ted witb tlie area of tlie 
gas leak under normal operating and ambient conditions 
for the component with the at least one optical bandpass 
filter: 
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receiving ihe filtered infrared image of the gas leak with the 
infrared sensor device: 

electronically processing Lhc filtered infrared image 
received by the infrared sensor device to provide a vis
ible image of tbe gas leak under variable ambient con- s 
ditions of the area around the leak: and 

visually detecting ihe leak based on lhe vis ible image under 
the variable ambient conditions. 

2. The method of claim 1, fi.trthercomprising recording tJ1e 
visible image representing the filtered infrared image pro- 10 

vided by the infrared camera system. wherein the visual iden
tification of the leak is pcrfom1ed at ano ther location remote 
from tJ1c component while viewing tJ1c recorded visua l 
image. 

3. The method of c laim 1, fort her comprising: 
transmitting the visible image representing the filtered 

infrared image provided by the infrared camera system 
to another location remote from the component, wherein 

15 

30 
srn1cture. a component located on a vehicle. a pipe, a com
pressor. an engine, a valve. a container. a tank, a switch. a 
reservoir. a fi tt ing. a connector. a hose. a Aarc, an exhaust 
outlet. a machine, a vent for a blow-off valve, and combina
tions thereof. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the refrigeration sys
tem is adapted 10 cool the infrared sensor device and the 
optical bandpass filter to a temperan1re below about JOO K. 

13. 111e method of claim I. wherein the infrared camera 
system is non-radiometric. 

14. The method or claim l , wherein the infrared sensor 
device comprises an Indium Antimonide focal p lane array of 
a t least 81,920 sensor clements. 

JS. TI1e method of claim 1, wherein the aggregate pass 
band for the single filter configuration has a center wave
length located wi th.in the absorbancc band for the chem.ical 
emanating from the component. 

16. The method of cla im 1. wherein the any one or more the visual identification of the leak is performed at the 
remote location: and 

recording the visible image representing the filtered infra
red image provided by the infrared camera system at the 
remote location. 

20 chemicals comprises any one or more substance selected 
from the group consisting of refrigerant, foe!. water vapor, 
methane, ethane, propane. butane. hexane. ethylene. propy
lene, acetylene. alcohol. ethanol, methanol. xylene. benzene. 

4. The method of claim 1, funhercomprisingrccording the 
visible image representing the filtered infrared iniage along 25 

with inspection information, wherein the inspection infonua
tion is selected from a group consisting of inspection location 
name. inspection location address. component name, compo
nent identification information. global positioning coordi
nates. a date. a time of day, an inspector's name. an inspection 30 

company's name, one or more camera system selling va lues, 
and combinations thereof. 

5. 1l1e method of claim 1. wherein the aiming of the infra
red camera system towards the component is performed from 
a moving vehicle selc.-cted from a group consisting of a truck, 35 

a cnr. a motorcycle, a bicycle. a boa1, a ship, a personnl 
watercraft, a fixed-wing airplane, a rotary wing vel1ic le. a 
powered paraglider. an ultralight aircraft. a powered glider. a 
glider, a balloon. a blimp. a remotely control led vehicle. an 
unmrurncd aerial vehicle. and combinat ions thereof. 40 

6. The method of c laim 5, wherein tJ1e vehicle is a helicop
ter and t.he component is a pipeline. wherein the pipeline is at 
least partially buried in the ground. 

7. The method of c laim J, wherein the infrared camera 
system is portable. wherein the infran.-d camera system fur- 45 

ther comprises a frame. a shoulder-rest portion extending 
from the frame. and a hru1dle extending from the frame, and 
wherein the aiming oft he infrared cru11era system towards the 
component is performed by a person holding the infrared 
camera system. 50 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the aiming of the infra
red crunera system towards the component is performed from 
a satellite. and wherein the componeu1 is located on Earth. 

9. The method of claim I , whereiJ1 the aim.ing of the irlfra
red camera system towards the component is performed from 55 
outside of a boundary defined by a fence. and wherein the 
component is located wiihin the boundary. 

10. The metJ1od of claim 1, wherein the component is 
located on a ship, wherein tJ1e a iming of the infrared camera 
system towards the component is performed from a location 60 

not on the ship. 
11. The method of claim 1, wherein the component is 

selected from the group consisting of a component wi thin a 
bttildiog. a component located at a processing plant, a com
ponent located on a ship, a component located on an offshore 65 

rig. a component located at least l 0 feet from the infrared 
camera system. a component located above a majori ty of a 

butadiene. acetone. gasoline, d iesel fuel, petroleum, petro
leum by-product. volatile organic compound, volatile inor
ganic compound, a hydrocarbon, and combinations thereof. 

17. The method of claim 1. wherein the infrared sensor 
device includes an Indium Antimonide focal plane array, 
wherein the aggregate pass band for the single filter configu
ration is between 3250 run and 3510 run. and further includ
ing cool ing U1e infrared sensor device and tbc optical band-
pass filter to a temperature below about 100° K with the 
refrigeration system. 

J8. A method of visually detecting a gas leak ofany one or 
more chemicals of a group of predetermined chemicals. the 
gas leak emanating from a compone111 of a group of compo
nents in different locations, the metJ1od comprising: 

aiming a passive infrared camera system towards the com
ponent , wherein tl1e passive infrared camera system 
comprises: 
a lens, 
a refrigerated portion defined by the interior of a Dewar 

flask , the refrigerated portion comprising therein: 
an infrared sensor device; and 
a single filter configuration comprising at least one 

fixed optical bandpass filter, each filter fixed along 
an optical path between the lens and the infrared 
sensor device. tJ1e single filter configuration com
prising au agg,egate pass band with a full width al 
half maximum transmittance being less than about 
600 mn. wherein at least pan of the aggregate pass 
band for the single filler config11ration is within an 
absorption band for each of the predetermin~xl 
chemicals and wherein the aggregate pass band for 
tbe at least one optical bandpass filter is at least 
about 200 lllll; and 

a refrigeration system adapted to cool the refrigerated 
portion. the refrigera tion system comprising a closed
cycle S tirling cryocooler: 

receiving an infrared image with the infrared sensor device 
of the gas leak under nom1al operating and ambient 
conditions for tbe component, after the infrared image 
passes through the lens and the at least one optical bru1d
pass filter, and after the infrared image is filtered by the 
at least one optical bandpass filter: 

e lectronically processing the filtered infrared image 
received by the infrared sensor device to provide a vis-
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ible image of1he gas leak under variable ambien1 con
di1ions of the aren around the leak: and 

visually detecting the leak based on the visible image under 
the variable ambient conditions. 

19 .. \method of visually detecting a gas leak of any one or ' 
more chemicals of a group of predetermjned chemicals. lhe 
gas leak emanating from a component of a group or compo
nents in different locntions. the method comprising: 

aiming a passi\•e infrared camera system towards the com
ponent. wherein the passh·e infrared camera system 10 

comprises: 
a Jens. 

a refrigerated portion dcfmed by the i111eriorofa Dewar 
flask. the refrigerated portion comprising therein: 
an infrared sensor device: and 
a single filter conJiguration comprising at least one 

fixed optical bandpass filter, each filter fixed along 
an optical path between the Jens and the infrared 
sensor device. wherein the aggregate pass band for 10 
the single filter configuration is at least from about 
3100 om 10 about 3600 nm and a t least about 200 no 
and wherein :it least part o f"theaggrcgate pass band 
l?r single filter configuration is within the absorp
llon band for each of the predetcnnincd chemicals: 25 

and 
a refrigeration system adapted to cool lhe refrigerated 

portion. the refrigeration system comprising a elosed
cycle Stirling ciyocooler: 

receiving an infrared image with the infrared sensor device 30 

of the gas leak under oonnal opcraLing and ambient 
conditions for the component. aHer 1he infrared image 
passes through the Jens and 1he at least one optical band
pass filter, and after the infrared image is filtered by the 
at least one optical bandpass filler: 

ek'Clronically proC(.'SSing 1bc filtered infran..'<I image 
received by the infran..'CI sensor device to provide a vis
ible image of the gas leak m1der variable ambient con
ditions of the area around Lhe leak: and 

32 
visually d~tccting t~e leak ba~edon the visible image under 

the variab le ambient condllions. 
20. A me~hod orvisually detl.'Ct ing a gas leak or any one or 

more chenucals of a group of predetermined chemicals. 1he 
gas I~ e~?nating fro!D a component of a group of compo
nenls m d1 nercnt locauons. the method comprising: 

aiming a passive infrared camera system toward; the com
ponent.' wherein the passive infrared camera sys tem 
compnscs: 
a lens. 
a refrigeraK'CI ponioo dermed by the interior of a Dewar 

flask. the refrigerated portion comprising therein: 
an infrared sensor device: and 
a single filter configura tion comprising a1 least one 

fixed optical bandpass filter. each filter fixed along 
an optica l path bet\\ cell the lens and the infrared 
sensor device. \\herein the aggregate pass band for 
the s ingk: fil ter configura tion ism least from about 
3200 nm 10 abou t 3500 nm, is at leas t 200 nm, and 
has a center wavele11g1h located between about 
3320 nm and about 3440 nm. and \\herein at least 
part of the aggregate pass band for the single filter 
configuration is within tbeabsorption band for each 
of the predetermined chemicals: and 

a refrigeration sys1em adapted to cool Lhe rcfrigeratl.'<I 
portion. the refrigeration system comprising a closed
cycle Stirling cryocooler: 

rc..'Ceiving an infrared image wi1h the infrared sensor device 
of the gas leak under nom1al operating and ambienl 
conditions for Lhe component. aflCr 1he infrared image 
passes through the lens and is filtered by the sinele filter 
con.figuration: ~ 

electrorucally processing the filtered infrared image 
received by the iJlfrarcd sensor device to provide a vis
ible image of the gas leak under variable ambien t con
ditions of the ru-ca around the leak: and 

visually d~tccting the leak based on the visible image under 
the variable ambient conditions. 

* * * * * 
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CflEMTC.\I~ LEAK l~SPECTTON SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
in an at1emp110 identify the bandwid1h of1he strongest inten
sity (as quantified by the system). TilC purpose of this system 
was an n1temp110 identily the chemical make-up ofa rocket 
exhaus1 based on the wim.:lcngth a1 "hich Lhc iutensity was 
grca1es1 for the rocket plume. I Jowcver, tbis sys1em is nm 

·mis application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica- designed 10 provide a focused visual image 10 view t11e rocket 
tion Ser. No. 11/298.862, filed Dec. I 0. 2005. entitled "Meth- exhaust. 
ods for Perfomiing Inspections and Detecting Chemicnl Others have a11emptcd 10 visualize petrolew11 product 
Leaks Using an Infrared Camera System:· which is a continu- leaks using infrared camen1s using a "waml'' filter setup 
ation of PCT tn1erna1ional Application No. PCT/200~/ 10 and/or an active inlrorcd camera system. A warm filter setup 
012946. fik'CI Apr. 26. 2004, entitled "'Systems and Mc1hods is one in which a filter is used to limit the wavelengths ortight 
for Performing lnspcclions and Detecting Chemical Leaks that reach the infrared sensor. but the filler is not in a cooled 
Using an l11frared Camera System ... wbich c laims the benefit or refrigerated portion oflhecamero. if the camera eve11 has a 
or U.S. Pro,isional Patent Applica1ion No. 601477.994. fJl(.'CI refrigerated portion. Such systems have not been able to 
Jun. 11. 2003. entitled "Method of Detecting Gas Leaks t5 provide a focused imagecapableofquicklyandcasilydetcct-
Usingand Infrared Camera System:· U.S. Provisional Patent ing small leaks. nor being capable of de1ect i.ng. lcaks from a 
.\pplication No. 60/482.070. filL'CI Jun. 23. 2003. entitled diswnce (e.g .. from a helicopter passing over a line). Other 
··Method of Detecting Gas Leaks Usingaud lnfr:ircd Camera systems arc active mid rcquin: a laser beam to be proj<.-ct< .. 'CI 
System:· and U.S. Provisional Patent 1\pplica1il1n No. through the area under inspection in order to detect the pres-
601540,679. file.'<! Jan. 30, 2004. entitled "Method of Detect- !O ence of a chemical emanating from a component. I lowever. 
ing Gas I eaks Using an Infrared Camera System." all of wi1bsuchsystems,Lypicallytl1em11rowlaserbeammustcross 
which are incorporated berein by reforcnce in 1 heir entirety the llow stream for the leak to be detected. l lence. a leak may 
for all purposes. be missed if the laser beam does not cross 1he path of the leak 

TECLINlCAL FIELD 

lbe present invention relates generally to visual ly dc1ec1-
ing and identifying chemical. gas. and petroleum product 
leaks using an infrared (IR) camera system. 

and such sys1ems ollcn al\! unable to reliably find small leaks. 
!5 l lcnce. a need exists for a way 10 perform a visual inspec1ioo 

lO find leaks with rclinbili ty and accurdcy. while being faster 
and more cost ell'bctive than existing leak survey methods. 

111e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has pro-
posed rules to allow visual inspections using illfrared cameras 

TlACKGROUND 

In the oil and gas business. in the petro-chemical industry. 

JO in performing le<1k inspection surveys. However. due to the 
lack of dctt:ction abilities and poor performance demo11-
~1m1eJ b} other priv1 anu~"'1.1r11.:11hy~1cm~.1hc EPA haJ not yc1 
implemented such rnlcs. Thus. even the l:lPA has been waiting 
for someone 10 provide ;1 system or way of reliably and in processing plants. mid for utility companies and utility 

providers. for example. often more time and money is spclll 
trying to find leaks than fixing leaks. One of the biggest 
challenges is trying to find tl1e leaks using conventional melh
ods. Many conventional methods can simply miss a leak ai1d 
not detect it if the detector is no1 properly positioned over or 
do"nwind of the leak .. \lso. many conven1ional methods are 4(J 

very timeconsumingand labor intensive. which leads 10 more 
expense. Hence. 1bere is a grea1 need for a faster. more accu
rate. and less expensive method or detecting such leaks. 

35 accurately detecting leaks o f various sizes. 

Petroleum products. such as liquid, gas. and liquid/gas 
forms of hydroc.:<1rbon compounds (e.g .. fossil fuels). arc 45 
oncn transmiucd or channeled in pipes. The conventional 
method of surveying lines lbr petroleum product leaks or for 
detecting pclrolcum product leaks in general is with a 
FLAME-PACK ioniter detector (also sometimes reforred to 
as a "snilrcr'" device). Anot11er recently developed system ;o 
uses an active infrared system (having a transmitting i.nfrarcd 
source and a receiving sensor) for detecting pctroletun prod-

SUMMARY OF Tl IE INVENTION 

TI1e problems and needs outlint.-"<l above may be addressed 
by embodiments of the present invention. In accordimce wi1h 
one aspect of t11e present inven1 ion. a passive in lrnr<.'CI camera 
system adapted to provide a visual image ofa chemical enm
nating from a component having tl1e chemical therein. is 
provided. The passive infrared camera sys1em includes a lens. 
!I refrigerated portion. and a refrigeration system. rhe refrig
erat<."<l portion has therein an infrorecl sensor device and !Ill 

optical bandpass filter. The infrared sensor device is adapted 
to capture an infrared image from the lens. The optical band
pass filter is located along <111 optical patl1 between the lens 
aud lbe illfrarcd sensor device. At least part ofa pass baud for 
the optical bandpass filter is wit bin <m absorption band for the 
chemical. The reJ'riger.11iou system is adapted 10 cool the 
refrigerated portion of 1hc infrared cmncro system. 

In accordance witJ1 <Ulotheraspect of the present invcniion, 
a method of visually detecting a leak nfa chemical emanating 
from a component. is provided. This method it1cludcs the 
following steps clescribi..'CI in this parograpl1. The order of tile 
steps may vary. may be sequential. may overlap. may be in 
parallel. ai1d combiaations tbercof .. \passive infr:ircd camera 

uct funws. l fowcver. such sy~tems require that the detector be 
within the stream or plume of tl1e petroleum produc1 leak. 
These tests merely detect the presence of petroleum product SS 
fumes at or upwind of the detecror. They do not provide a 
visual image of tile leak. Also. these prior testing methods 
require the detector to be in the immediate proximity of the 
leak. v .. hicb may be dangerous a11d/or ditTicuh far llle inspec
tor. 6CI system is aimed towards the component. TI1e passive i n:frarcd 

camera system includes a lens, a refrigera1ed portion. and a 
refrigeration system. ·n1c refrigerated portion includes 
therein an infmrcd sensor di..'Vicc and an optical bandpass 
filter. The optical bandpass filter is located along an optical 

Prior infr:ired systems designed for eq1luating rocke1 
fumes. for example. would provide an unfocused and fony 
image. in which it was difficult 10 make out background 
objects. F'or example, using an i.nfn1red camera that images a 
broad range of infrared wavelengths (e.g. .. 3-5 microns) typi
cally\\ ill 1101 be usel'ul in detecting small leaks. One system 
uses a variable fi11,·r 1ba1 scans through di fTercnt bandwidths 

65 path between the lens and the illfrared sensor device .. \t least 
par1 of a pass band for the optical bandpass filter is within an 
absorption band for the chemical. The rcfrigcra1ion ~ystcm is 
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adapted to cool the refrigerated ponion. An infrared image is 
filtered wi th the optical bandpass filler. The infrared image is 
that or the leak or the chemical emanating from the compo
nent. Alkr the infrared image passes thmugh the lens and 
optical bandpass filter. the filtered infrared image or the leak 
is received '' iLh the i ni'rared sensor device. Tbc fil tcred infra
red image received by tbe infrared sensor device is electroni
cally processed 10 provide a visible image representing tbc 
filtered infrorcd image. The leak is vism1lly identified based 
on the visible image representing the liltcrt.'d infrar .. -d image to 
provided by the infrore<l camera system. 

The fort-going has outlined rather broadly fc~1tures of the 
present invention in order that the detailed description of the 
invention lliat fo llows may be better understood. Additional 
leatures and advaamgcs of Ille invention will be described 15 
hereinalier which form the subjt.'Cl oftbe claims oftbe inven
tion. It should beappr .. -ciated by those ski lled in the an that the 
conception and specific embodiment disclosed may be 
r1.>adily utili;,ed as a bi1sis for modil)'ing or designing other 
structures or prncesscs for carrying out the same purposes of !O 

the present invention. II should also be realized by those 
skilled in the art that such equivalent co11stnictions do not 
depan from the spirit and scope oflhe invention as set fonh in 
the appended claims. 

4 
FIG. 15 is an absorption g.raph for propylene wi th a sche

matic representation or a pass band for a ninlh embodiment 
transposed thereon; 

FIG. 16 is rm absorption graph for propylene" ith a sche
matic representation of a pass band for a tenth embodiment 
transposed tJ1crcon; 

FIG. 17 is an absorption graph for 1.3 bu1:1dienc with a 
schematic represeowlion of a pass band for ;.111 eleventh 
embodiment transposed Lbcrcon: 

FIG. 18 is an absorp1ion graph for 1.3 butadienc with a 
schematic represen1ation ofa pass band for <1 twelfth embodi
ment transposed thereon: 

FIG. 19 is an absorption graph for sulfur hcxafluorine with 
a schematic represemation of a pass band for a ll1irteenth 
embodimclll transposed thereon; 

FIG. 20 is pen;pcctivc view of <1 chemical leak detection 
system of a founcemb embodiment: 

FIG. 21 shows an insp<..'Ctor using an cmbodinumt of the 
present invention: 

FIG. 22 illustrates a use of an embodiment of the present 
invention to i11spcc1 multiple yards from a single yard: 

PIGS. 23A-31B are example images obtained using an 
embodiment of the present invention: 

PIG. 32 is a schematicof :i dual camera embodiment of the 
~5 prc~cnt invemion: 

BRlllF DESCIUPTION OF rnr DR..\ WINGS 

"!be following is a brief description of Ilic dra\\ ings. "bicb 
illus1~11e exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
and in wl1ich: 

FIG. 1 is pen;p<..'Ctive view of a chemical leak dct<..'Ction 
system oru first embodiment: 

FIG. 2 is <l schematic of the infrart'CI camera system oflhe 
chemicul leak det<..'Ction system of FIG. J: 

FIGS. 3A-3D are absorption graphs for methane: 
FJG. 4 is a transmission curve illustrnting. a pass band of au 

optical bandpass fi ller: 

30 

35 

FIGS. 33-35 are nowchans illustrating methods of using a 
dual camera embodiment of the present invcmion: 

FIG. 36 is a schematic oranolherdual camera embodiment 
o f the present invention: and 

FIGS. 37 and 38 are flowchans illustrating more methods 
of using a dual camera embodiment of the present invcmion. 

DE11\ILED DF.SCRllYl'ION OF Tl IF 
11 .LUSTRATIVF BMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to the clr.m ings. wherein like reference 
numbers arc used herein 10 designate like or similar elements 
throughout the various views. illustrative embodiments oft he 
present invcJ1tion :ire shown and described. The figures arc 

FIG. S is an absorption graph for a small set of alkane 
chemicals" ith the pas.~ band of the first embodiment trans
po~ed therwn: 

rIG. 6 is an absorption graph for a small set oJ' alkcnc 
chemicals with the pass baod oftbe first embodiment trans
posed thereon: 

4(J not necessarily drawn to scale. and in some iru.t<mce; the 
drawings hm·e been exaggerated and/or simplified in places 
for illustrative purposes only. One or ordinary skill in the art 
will appreciate 1J1e many possible applicat ions and variations 

FIG. 7 is an absorption graph for a small set of aromatic 
chemicals "ith the pass band of the first embodiment trans- 45 
posed lllCrcon: 

FIG. 8 is an absorption graph for a small sci of alkaae 
chemicals with a schematic rcpn::sc111a1ion of a pass band for 
a second embodiment Lrnnsposed thereon: 

FIG. 9 is an absorption graph for a small set of alkenc ;o 
chemicals wilh a schematic representation ofa pass band for 
a third embodiment transposed thereon: 

FIG. I 0 is an absorption graph for a small set of aromatic 
chemicals with a schematic rcprescntaiion of a pass baJ1d for 
a fourth embodiment transposed thereon: 

FIG. JI is an absorption graph for mclliaue with " sche
matic representation of a pass band for a fifth embodiment 
transposed thereon: 

FIG. 12 is an absorption graph for mclliane \\ ith a sche
matic representation of a pass band for a sixth embodiment 6CI 

transposed Lhcreon: 
FIG. 13 is an absorption graph for ethylene with a sche

matic reprcscmat ion of a pass band for a seventh embodiment 
transposed thereon: 

FIG. 14 is an absorption graph for ethylene with a schc- 65 

ma tic rcprcscntat ion ofa pass band for an eighth embodiment 
transpos<..'CI thereon: 

or the present invcmion based on the following illustrative 
cmbodimcms of the present invcmion. 

FIG. I sbows a chemical leak inspection system 20 in 
accordance wiLh a first embodimc111 of the prcsellt invention. 
"Ille chemical leak inspection system 20 of Lbc first cmbodi
mca1 includes a passive infrared camera system 22. The pas
sive infrared camera system 22 of the first embodimcm is 
adapted to provide a visible image representing a filtered 
infrared image or a chemical emanating (e.g .. leaking) from a 
component havin~ the chemical therein. as discussed in more 
detail below. 

As shown in FIG. I. 1he inl'rJrcd camera system 22 may be 
motulted on a frnme 24. A shoulder-rest portion 26 and 
handles 28 may be anacbed 10 tile frame 24. as shown in FIG. 
1. l11e shoulder-rest portion 26 and the bandies 28 aid in 
holding the system 20 during an inspection (sec e.g .. FIG. 21 
discussed below). Typically during au inspection using lhis 
system 20. an inspector will walk around various components 
"hilc carrying the system 20 on his shoulder and aiming the 
system 20 toward the components to look for leaks. ln other 
embodimcats. however. Lbc camera system 22 may be 
handled or carried iu other ways (e.g., by band. from a 
vehicle. on a vehicle. on a tripod. on a gyro-stabili1:<..'CI plat-
form. by a harness. etc.) .. \lso. as discussed IUnher below. 
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inspections using an embodiment or the present invention different embodimcllls of the present invention. Preterably. 
may be pcrfonncd from a vehicle (moving and nol moving). tbc refrigcr.ition system 60 is capable of maintaining the 

The leak inspection system 20 or the first embodiment also temperature in the refrigerated portion 42 below about I 00 K 
has a flat-panel display screen JO (e.g .. LCD display) electri· (i.e .. less than about -173° C.). More prcfcr.1bly. tltc tempera-
cally coupled to tl1c infrun .. '<I c<1mern system 22 (soe e.g .. FIG. ture in the rcfrigerawd portion 42 is maintained between 
I). The visible images (representing the llltcn .. x! infrared about 75 I< and abmu 85 K by the refrigeration system 60. In 
images) provided b}' the cruncr.i system 22 may be displ<1yed the first embodiment. the rcfrigcmtion system 60 includes a 
oo the display screen 30 during an inspection. ll1e system 20 closed-cycle Stirling cryocooler. as illustmted schematically 
prderably includ<.'S a video recording device 32 (not shown in in FIG 2. The acnial configuration ortbe Stirling cycle cryo-
FlG. 1, blll S<."C. e.g .. F'IU. 21 djscussed below) electrically to cooler 60 for a givejJ embodiment may vary from that shown 
coupled to the camera ~)'stem 22 for recording images in FIG. 2. A cold finger 62 may be used to provide a thcnnal 
obtained by lhe camera sysum1 22 during. use oftbe syslem 
20. ·n1c video recording. device 32 may be auachcd to the communication bcnwccn the refrigerated portion 42 and a 
frame 24 or it may becorried scparntely by tbe inspcctor(e.g.. regcneratorcylindec64. HS shown in FIG. 2. The Stirling cycle 
in a backpack or in a carrying case 34 as shown in FlG. 21), 15 cryocoolcr 60 may use helium as a refrigerant or cryogenic 
for example. ·n1e video recording device 32 may record the nu id. for example. JJ1 ~· preferred embodimem. a closed-cycle 
images in u digiuil and/or analog fonn:it. for example. Thus. Stirling cryocooler 60 may be used to tbennally stabilize the 
during use of the system 20 for localing a leak. an inspector temperature in the refrigerated portion 42 ut aboul 77 K. for 
may find a leak visually, as vi<..'l.ved on the display screen 30. example. i\ prcrerr<.'CI infrared camera system 22. for 
and then record detailed and focused images oflhc leak using ?o example. for use in an embodiment oftl1e present invention is 
the video recording, device 32 for fot11Ie observation and/oI a Mcrlin7 " mid-wavclc11g.tb infrared (MWIR) high-pcrfor-
for obtaining a record oftbc leak. maoce camera available from Jndigo Systems. Inc. in CaJi-

The system 20 of the first embodiment has a battery 36 fomia. 
e lectrically coupled to tile infr.ircd camera system 22. Pref· As illustratt.'CI schematically in FIG. 2. the optical bandpass 
erably. lhc system 20 is powered by the battery 36 durins, use 15 filter 46 is located along an optic.al palh between the lens 
of the system 20 to allow tl1e inspector to move about freely assembly 40 and t11e infrared sensor device 44. and henc.: 
during an inspection. In otl1cr embodiments. however. the infrared images arc filtered by the optical bandpass filter 46 
system 20 may be powered via a power cord by electricity before reachiog Lhc infran:d sensor device 44. TI1e optical 
from a wall outlet. from a generator. or rrom an alternator of bandpass tilter 46 of the lirst embodimem bas a pass band 
n vehicle. for example. Typically. it will be less preferable to Jo (bandpass tmnsmittance range) locat<.'<I between aboul 31 oo 
power th.: system 20 via a power cord. as it may limit tile om and about 3600 nm. Because the optical bm1dp;ass filter46 
mobility of the inspe<: lor ond/or slov. down the inspection is cooled i.e., located in lhc refrigerated portion 42. in the first 

proc~s. embodiment. tl1c fiilter 46 works better than if it were not 
FlG. 2 is a schematic or the infrared camera system 22 of 

FTG. 1 to illustratesomeo fthecomponenis therein. In the first 35 cooled (e.g .. not io abe refrigerated ponion 42). and it allows 
embodiment. the passive infrared camera system 22 has one tbr a more fbcuscd image than if a wann (tmcookxl) optical 
or more lenses 38 in a lens assembly 40 for optically focusing bandpass filter configuration were used In a prcfom.'CI 
the image. Prcrerably. the lens assembly 40 is removable to embodiment. the optical bandpass filter 46 is cooled to a 
allow for dilforcnt tens assemblies (e.g .. with different focal temperature below about J 00 K. Cooling theop1ieal bandpnss 
ranges) to be rcmovnbly installed on t11e camera system 22. 4(J lilter 46 in the refrigerated portion 42 (i.e., "cold .• filter con-
·n1e crnuera system 22 has a refrigerated ponion 42 that figuration) provides a g.reater temperature contrast (greater 
comprises therein an infmred sensor device 44 and an optical temperature differential) between the leaking cbemfoal and 
bandpass filter 46. The refrigerated portion 42 is preferably tbe optical bandpass filter 46. which increases the sensitivity 
defined by an interiorofa Dewarcontainer 48. Preferably. the of the camera system 22 for imaging the leiddog chemical. 
Dewar container 48 has an evacuated region 50 surrounding. 45 Cooling lhe optical b<Hldpass liltcr 46 effectively reduces the 
the refrigerated ponion 42 to provide insulation. n1c Dc....,var background noisco fthc filter 46 (as perceived by the infrared 
container 48 may be made from metal and it has at least one sensor device 44). Whon lhe opticnl bandpass filter 46 is not 
Dewar" indow 52 for allowing the i11frJrcd image from the cooled (i.e .. "warm" filter configuration). the level of back-
le11s assembly 40 lo enter into the refrigerated poniou .-2: 111e ground noise produced by the filter ilself is much higher 
infrared seusor device 44. located in the refrigcraccd portion ;o (relative to a cold filterconfigumtion) and thus the sensitivity 
42, is adapted to capture infrared iniagcs that come into the to detecting the in.frored ligbt absorbed by tl1e lcakfog cbcmi-
refrigcroted portion 42 via the lens assembly 40. lo a pre- cal after lhc infrar1..>d imugc passes tl1rough lhe wann filter is 
JCrrcd embodiment. the infrarc..xl sensor device 44 is a !beat reduced. Also. in a wann filterconflguration, tl1e temperature 
plane army (FP.\ ) of lndiumAntimonide {lnSb) sensors (e.g.. diJTcrcocc betw<..>co tJ1e optic;1l bandpass filter uud the leaking 
a 320x256 matrix) to provide a high sensitivity in the 3-5 ss chemical is much smaller than that or a "cold'" filter. 
micron range of infmred light. for example. Other m:iteriaJs The camera system 22 off I GS. J at1d 2. of the firstembodi -
may be used for the infrared sensor device 4" in other meot. is a passive infrared camera system. Hence. the camera 
embodiments to provide high sensitivity to other wavelength system 22 relics on the background (whatevertbe background 
ranges of infrared light. ll1c infrared sensor device 44 is ma)' be) to bca rcnC'Ctorof environmental light and heatto tile 
dcctrically coupled to otl1cr electrot1ic components (rcprc- 6CI camera sysh.:m 22. Most chemicals or inter..:st have one or 
sented generally by block 54 in flG. 2). which may be inside more nbsorbance bands (wavelength ranges where theabsor-
and/or outside of the camera system 22. 'Ilic design of the b:mcc of infmred light is order.: of magnitude higher). For 
infrared sensor device 44 and the electronic components 54 example. FIGS. 3A-3D sho~ ... absorbat1cc graphs for methane 
for the CHmera systcm 22 may vary for other embodiments of (CI-14) gas based oil cxperin1ental data. 
the present invention. 65 lo each groph of FIGS. 3A-3D. the vertical ax:is is absor-

'lbe refrigerated portion 42 is cooled by a refrigeration bance (unit less) and tbc hori/Ontal axis is wavelength (µm) of 
system 60. The refrigera tion system 60 us<..-d may vary for infran:d light. Transmission and absorbance arc inversely 
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relatoo. Transmission is 1ypically defined as the fraction of 
light lhat reaches :i detector alier passing 1hrough a sample 
(e.g .. an optical filter. a gas): 

1 I lo or•,, r tOO(l'lol. 

where I denotes lighl intensity reaching: lite detector allcr 
passing through a sample. lo denotes light intensity of a 
reference beam or source beam with no sample present. T 
denotes transmission (exprc~scd as a frac tion). and % T 
denotes transmission (expressed as a percentage). J\bsor
b<mce is a log;irithmic ~ealc lha1 increases as transmission 
decreases: 

4 tof! llJ Clo/I ). 

8 
transmission curve for 1hc nlter46 io FIG. 4. The first embodi
mcm is adapted to visually detect methane. for example. (as 
well as other chemicals). J\s discussed above, methane b;is a 
first absorption band 7 1 (see FIGS. 3!\ and 38) locawd 
bctw1..-en about 3100 run aod about 3500 nm. 

·me optical bandpass Lilter 46 of the first emboclimcnt has 
a full ''idth at half maximum (ll\V) 82 ~)f abou1 64.4 nm. a 
cemcr wavelength 84 of ;ibout 3382 nm. and a pe3k transmis
sion 86 or about 9 1.16%. as s.hown in tr,111smission curve or 

to FIG. 4. 'lbe optical bandpass filter 46 oft.be first embodiruelll 
is a sinp,le bandpass passi\c filter formoo on a quart/' (Si02 ) 

substrate. which is c urrently preferred. J\ prc!Crred bandpass 
Ii her providing such pcrfonuancc characteristics may be 

where A denotes absorbance. Infrared radia1ion is oflen 15 

obtained from Spcctrogon US. Inc. in New .lersey, for 
example. Othcroptic~•I bandpass fillers ofotherembodimcnts 
may have diflcre111 tnmsmission curves with different pass measu~'Cl in units or wavelength (e,g .. microns or nanom· 

etcrs) .. \lso. infrarcd radiation is sometimes measured in units 
cnlled wavemrmbcrs (cm- 1) : 

""'cnumbcr (cm 1
) tll7i?. 1-Att:xt t ()CJ, 

bands. di ffercnt shapes. di ffercnt materials. and different 
cbal':lcteristic~ (e.g .. full width a t half maximum 82. cemcr 
wavelength 84. peak transmission 86. etc.). Tiicrc arc many 

?o different optical bandpass filters available from numerous 
where A. is wavelength in nanometers.Eis energy (J). his manufacturers. Referring to FIG. 4. theoptical bandpass tilter 

Planck's constalll (6.626xJ 0-3-' Js). and c is tbe speed oflight 46 of the finlt embodimclll allows a transmiuance greater than 
(3.0x I 08 m/s). llence. the w:ivenumber of a light waw is about 45% for infrared light be1wee11 abou1 3360 nm and 
directly proportional 10 its wavele11g1h and i1s e11ergy. about 3400 nm to pass Lherclhrough. Another optical band-

FJG. 3A shows the absorbance of methane from about 1.5 ~5 pass filter (curve not show11) may be used ir1 alternative. for 
µm to about 16.5 ~un (infrared light). Note that for methane. example. that allows a transmiuancc greater than about 45% 
then: are two major absorbrmcc bands 7 1. 72 where the absor- for infrared light between abouL 3350 nm and about 3390 11111 

bance of infraroo light is mucl1 higher (orders of magnitude 10 pass tl1crc1hrou&)l. which may provide similar or essen-
lligJ1er) than a t other adjacent waveleng.Lbs. A first absorbance tially the same resu lts as 1J1e fi lter of the first embodiment. 
band 7 1 i~ locatc..>cl between about 3.1 ~un and ;1bo111 3.6 µrn. 30 FIG. Sis a graph between 3000 nm and 3600 nm showing 
and a second absorbancc biu1d 72 is located between about 7.2 absorption bands lor some common alkane chemicals: meth-
~un and about 8.2 µm (sec FIG. 3:\). FJCi. 313 shows nrangcof ane (71 ). ethane (88). propan.: (90), bu1an.: (92). and hexane 
wavelengths between nbou1 3. 15 ~un and about 3.45 ~unto (94). for example. In FJG. 5. Lhe pass band 80 for 1hc liher46 
illustmtc the first absorbance bund 7 1 of FICi . 31\ in more of the firsl embodiment has been overlaid with the absorption 
detail. Note Lhat 1he vcnical scale for the graph in FIG. 3A is 35 bands 71. 88. 90. 92 . 94. In FIG. S. note that at least part oft be 
the same as 1bat of FJG. 3B. FIG. JC shows :i r:inge of pass b:ind 80 for Lhe optical bandpass fil ter 46 is located 
wa\•clengtbs between aboul 7.2 ~un and about 8.2 )Ull to within the first absorption band 7J for methane. TI1e use of 
illusiratc tl1..: SCCl)nd absorbance band 72 orFIG. JA in more this optical bandpass filter 46 in the first embodiment pro-
dctail. Note that the vertical scale of the graph in FIG. JC is vidcs a high scnsi1ivi ty 10 infrared light being absorbed by 
orders of magnitude ~inaller than that of FIG. 3A. There are 4(J methane betw~n about 3200 nm and abou t 3500 nm (see 
a lso I other absorbancc bands (73) lbr methane in 1hc range FIG. 5). Also. note that the pass b:md 80 for tltis optical 
shown in FJG. 3A, but they have o rders of magnitude less bandpass filter 46 a lso provides a high sensi tivity to infrared 
absorbance than 1he first and second absorbance bands 7 1. 72. light being absorbed by ethane (88). propane (90). butm1e 
For example. n third absorbance band 73 is shown in FIG. JA (92). ru1d hexane (94) between about 3200 nm and abou t 3500 
a1 about 2.3 )tm. FIG. 30 shows a rnngc of wavelengths 45 nm (sec FIG. S). J\llhough an embodiment may be adapted to 
betwt."Cn about 2.15 ~un and about 2.45 ~Lill to illustrate the detect ;i ccnain chemicallcaking from a component. the same 
third absorbanccband 73 in more detail. The vertical scale for set up may also be usefu l and capable of detecting a sci or 
the graph in FIG. 30 is orders or magni1udc smaller tl1an that group o r chemicals. as is the case for the first embodiment of 
of flGS. 3A-3C. Hence. methane has a ruucb big.her absor- the present invcnlion. '!bus. the infrared camera system 22 of 
bance of infrared light between about 3.1 1m1 ;1nd abolll 3.5 ;o lbe first embodiment is adapted 10 provide a visible image 
µm (overlapping or within lhe lirs1 absorpt ion ba11d 7 L). Thus. representing an infrared image or methane. ethane. propane. 
an infrared camera system 22 ndap1ed to detect infrared light butane. and/or hexane emanating lrom a component. 
between abo111 3-5 ~Lm. for example. will have high sensitivity FIG. 6 is a gr:1ph bctwecn 3000 nm and 3600 nm showing 
for imaging methane bctweeoabout 3.1 ~w1 and abou t 3.5 ~un. absorp1ion bands for some common alkcnc chemicals: pro-
The absorbancc of methane at the second absorbance band 72 ss r ylcne (96) and e thylene (98). for example. In FIG. 6 (as in 
(see FIG. 3!\) may be easi ly detected as well by ml infrared FIG. 5 ). Lhc pass band 80 for the filter 46 of the first cmbodi-
camera system 22 adapted todetcc1 infrared light at that range men1 bas been overlaid wi1h the absorption bands of propy-
(e.g .. abollt 7-8 µm). Jene (96) and etl1ylene (98) located between 3000 run and 

ln a prclerred embodiment of the present invention adapted 3600 nm. In FIG. 6. note tliat al least part of tl1e pass band 80 
to visually detect a ccnain chemical (and perhaps other 6CI for tl1e opLic..<11 bandpass filter 46 is located" ilhin the absorp-
chemicals as well ) le11king from a component. lhe optical tionbands 96.98 sho\\nforpropylencandethylene.Thus,lhe 
bnndp:1ss tilter 46 is locmed in the refrigera1ed portion 42 of infrared camera svstcm 22 of 1he first embodiment i~ also 
the infmn.-d camera sysiem 22 and tl1eoptical bandpass fi11er adapted 10 provide a visiblc image reprC.'SCllling an infrared 
46 has a pass band tl1a1 is ai least partially located in an image of propylene and/or ethylene emanating from a com-
absorption band for the chemical. For example. in the first 65 ponem. 
cmbodimcn1.1he optical bandpass filter46 has a pass band 80 FIG. 7 is a graph bet" ccn 3000 nm and 3600 run sho" ing 
locmed between 3200 11111 and 3550. as illustnued by the absorption bands for sorm: common aromatic chemicals: 
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o-xylene ( 100). 1oluene (I 02). and benzene (I 04). for 
example?. Jn FIG. 7 (as in FIGS. 5 and 6). 1he pass b:ind 80 for 
lhe tiltcr46ofthc firs1 cmbodimcn1 has been overlaid with lhc 
absorption bands ofo-xylenc (JOO). loluene ( I 02), and ben
zene ( I 04) local<..xl betwcen 3000 nm and 3600 m11. ln FIG. 7. 
llOIC lhal al leas! par! of lhe p3SS band 80 for the oplica) 
bandpass filter46 is loca1cd wilhin theabsorp1ion bands JOO. 
I 02. J 04 show u foro-xylenc. 10Jucuc. and benzene. TilUs, 1he 
infral'l.'CI camera sys1cm 22 of 1be fir..1 cmbodimcn1 is also 
adap1ed lO provide a visible im:ige reprcseniing an infulrcd lO 
image of o-xylene. lolucnc. and/or benzene emanating from a 
componcm. 

In other embodiments adapted 10 visually de1cc1 a me1hanc 
ga~ leak emanating from a componeut (and/or some other 
chemical having :in absorption band overlapping or near 1ha1 t 5 

of the first absorption band 7 1 for methane). the optical blllld
pass filler 46 may have any of a variety of chamctcristics. 
including (but 1101 limited to): the pass band of the op1ical 
bandpass filter having a center wavcleng1h localed between 
about 33751u11 and aboul 3385 nm: 1he optical bandpass filler ?o 

being adapted to allow a LranSmiuancc greater than abou1 
80'% ofinfrared ligh1 be1ween about 3365 mn and about 3395 
11m lo pass thcrc1hroug.h: 1he pass band of1hc optical baud pass 
filler having a cen1er wavelength loca1ed between abou1 3340 
mu and ;ibout 3440 11m: the pass b;md of the optical b~mdpass ~5 
filter having a center wavelength between about 3360 nm and 
about 3380 nm: the pass band for lhc optical bandpass filler 
being located between abolll 3 I 00 nm and aboul 3600 run: tbe 
p:iss band for the optical bandpass mtcr being located 
between aboui 32001un and abou13500 nm: the pas$ band for Jo 
the optical bruidpass filter being located between about 3300 
Jlm and obou1 3500 nro: the pallS band of the op1ic:1l bond pass 
filler having a full width al half maximum lransmiuancc 1hat 
is less 1han about 600 nm: lhe pass band of the optical band
pass filter having a li.tll wid1h at half maximum transminance 35 
lha1 is less than about 400 run: the pass band of Ilic opti~I 
b:u1dpass filter having a full \\, id1b at bal f maxjmum tmosmit
taoce that is k'Ss than abou1 200 nm: the pass band of lhc 
op1ical bandpass m1er having a lull width at half maximum 
tronsmiuancc lhat is less 1han abou1 I 00 1m1: lhe pass band of 4(J 

the op1ical bandpass filter having a full width at half maxi
mum 1rans01i11ancc that is less than abou1 80 nm: 1he optical 
bandpass Ii her being adapted to allow a 1rans111inance g.rea1er 
lhan abou1 700/o m the center wavelength: the pass band for the 
optical bandpass filter having a cemcr wavclc.mgth loc<1ted 45 
wi1hin the absorbancc band for the chemical: the pass band 
for the optical bandpass filler having a center wavelength 
located panially mllside or the absorbancc b;ind for the 
chemical: and combinations ihereof. for example. 

In other cmbodirnellls. the op1ical bandpass filter 46 may ;o 
comprise two or more optical fillers (e.g .• ir1 series) locau.'<I ir1 
the refrigerated portion 42 (i.e .. cooled fillers) 10 provide.: tl1e 
same fw1c1ion as one single bandpass pi1ssive l1ltcr. For 
example, a Urs1 optical filler (001 shown) of1hc optical band
pass filter 46 may have a high pass l11lcrcharac1eris1ic toallo" 55 
infrared light greater than about 3100 nm to pass tbcre
lhrougb .. and a second op1ical tU1er (not shown) oflhe optic:il 
bandpass filter 46 may have a low pass filter characteristic to 
allow infrar .. '<I ligh1 less than abou1 3600 rUll lo pass tl1cre-
1hrough. \\ hicb togcthcr provide an em .. -c1ive pass baud 6(1 

located between about 3100 11111 and 3600 nm. 
J\n embodimcm of the present invention may be adapted 10 

visually detect a leak of any of a wide variciy oJ chemicals (or 
evaporated gasci. therefrom). including (bu1 not limited 10): 
hydrocarbon: methane: e1hane: propane: butane: hexane: elh- 65 
ylenc: propylene: acetylene: alcohol: ethanol: mc1hanol: 
xylene: benzene: formaldehyde: 1.2 butadiene: 1.3 butadi-

10 
enc: butadiyne: acetone: gasoline: diesel fuel: petroleum: pel· 
rochemicals; petroleum by-product: volatile organic com
pound: vola1ile ioorga1iic compound: crnde oil produc1s: 
crude oil by-products; and combinaiions tl1ercor. for 
example.:. FlGS. 8-19 illustrn1e some example absorption 
bands (among m:my) for some example chemicals (among 
many) 1ba1 may be detected whjJe lcaki11g from a componelll 
using an embodiment of the pn .. -seo1 inven1ion. and some 
example pass bands (among many) for the optical bandpass 
filler 46 that may be used in an embodiment of the prcsem 
invention. 

In FJGS. 8-19. lhe pass band 80 for the optical bandpass 
l1hcr 46 is scbcmatically represented by a rectangular box lO 
show its approximate placemem relative to the absorption 
bands of the chemicals. As is well known by those of ordinary 
skill iu lhe art. the :actual pass band for m1 op1ic11l bandpass 
filler will typically have some sort of curve shnpc (oflcn a 
bell-curve shape) rather llu111 being rectangular. TI1e roc1:u1-
gular shape is merely used for schematic illus1ra1ion. as lhc 
actual pass band (and the actual transmission curve) for an 
Optical bandpass ftlter 46 or an embodimcn1 Jll3Y have aJJY of 
a wide variety of shapes (symmetry. asymme1ry. height, 
slope. skew. full width al half maximum. peak transmission. 
etc.). 

FlG. 8 sht)\\'S some absorption bands 7 J . 88. 90. 92. 94 for 
1he same alkancs from FIG. 5 from 3000 nm to 3600 nm. Jn 
FIG. 8. the pass band 80 fort11coptical bandpass filter 46 ofa 
second embodiment is ll1ca1ed between about 3300 om and 
aboul 3400 om with a full width at half maximum less than 
abo111 100 nm. for example. f-JG. 9 shows some absorption 
bands 96. 98 for 1he same alkcnes from FIG. 6 from 3000 nm 
to 3600 mu. In FJG. 9. the pass band 80 for the op1ic<1J 
bandpnss filler 46 or II third embodiment is )OC81Cd between 
;1bou1 3250 nm audl about 3510 nm witl1 CJ full width al half 
maximum less than abou1 250 nm. for example. FIG. 10 
shows some absorption bands 100. J 02. J 04 lor the same 
arommics from FIG. 7 from 3000 nm to 3600 om. In FIG. I 0. 
1hc pass band 80 for lite optical bandpass filter 46 of a fourth 
embodimem is loca1cd between abou1 3200 nm ruid abou1 
3580 nm with a full \\ id1h at half maximum less than aboul 
350 nm. for example. 

FlG. 11 shows the first absorp1io11 band 71 for met bane (see 
e.g .. FlG. 3!\). In FIG. IJ . the pass band 80 for the optical 
bandpass liher 46 o f a lifth embodimelll is located between 
about 3200 mn andl about 3350 iun with a full '' id1h at half 
maximum less than about 150 nm. for example. llcnce. lhc 
fillh embodiment is adapted to \'isually de1ec1 metl1anc leaks 
emanating from a componcm. FIG. 12 shows the second 
absorpiion band 72 for methane (sec e.g .. FIG. 3A). In rlG. 
12. thc pass band 80 for the optical bandpass filler 46ofa sixth 
cmbodjment is located between about 7600 run and about 
7800 nm with a lhll wid1h at half maximum less than abou1 
200 nm. for example. Thus. tl1e sixth cmbodimcn1 is also 
adapted 10 visually detect methane leaks emanating from a 
component. 

FlG. 13 shows <10 absorption band 98 for ethylene located 
between abou1 3100 run and about 3500 nm. hi FLG. 13. tl1e 
pass baJJd 80 for the optical bandpass filter 46 of a seventh 
embodiment is located between about 3200 nm and about 
3500 mu with a foll wid1l1 at half maximum less tlwn about 
300 nm. for example. Jlence. the sevcmh embodimenl is 
adapted 10 visually dekcl c1hylc11e leaks cmam11ing from a 
compone111. FIG. 14 shows a.n01hcr absorp1ion band 106 for 
ethylene. which is located between abou1 I 0000 nm and about 
11500 run. In FlG. 14. the pass band 80 for the opticaJ band
pass filler 46 of an eighth cmbodimcnl is locawd between 
about 10450 nm and abou1 10550 nm with a full width m hair 
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maximum less than about 100 1tm. for example. Thus. the 
eighlh embodiment is also adapted to visua lly dcu .. >ct ethylene 
leaks l'mana1ing from a component. 

FJG. 15 shows11n absorp1io11band 96 for prnpylcnc located 
bctw(;.'Cll about 3100 nm and about 3600 nm. In FIG. 15. the 
pass band 80 for the optical bandpass filler 46 of a ninth 
embodiment is localed between nbout 3200 nm and about 
3600 nm with a full width al half maximum less than about 
400 nm. for <!xamplc. I lcnce. the ninth emboclimclll is 
adaprecl ro visua lly de1ec1 propylene leaks emanating from a '° 
eomponen1. FLG. 16 shows ano1her absorp1ioo band I 08 for 
propylene. which is located between <1bout 10000 nm and 
about 115001tm. In FIG. 16. lhc pnss band 80 forthcoptical 
bandpass filter 46 of' a tenth embodimen1 is located between 
abou1 10900 nm and about 11000 nm with a full width al half 15 
maximum luss 1hon about 100 nm. for example. Thus. 1he 
1cntl1 embodiment is also adapted lo visually dctccl pn.,pylene 
leaks emanating from a component. 

FIG. 17 shows an absorption band 17 for 1.3 butadiene 
localL'<l between ahou1 3100 nm and about 3500 nm. In FIG. ?o 
17. tllc pass band 80 for the optical bandpass filter 46 of an 
eleventh embodimem is located between about 3150 run and 
about 3300 nm with a full width m half maximum Jess than 
abom I SO mu. lor example. I lcncc. the eleventh embodimcm 
is acl:1plecl to visually dc1cc1 1.3 butaclicnc leaks emanating ~5 
from a component. Note 1ha1 in another embodiment (not 
shown). lhe pass band of the eleventh embodiment may be 
located bet\\eeo about 3200 mn and about 3400 nm. for 
example. as :mother variation. If ii is of particular interest 10 
dc1ec1 leaks of a cenain chemical (or sci of chemicals). i1 is 30 

preferred to have the pass band 80 overlaying the absorption 
band where the ore<• under the absorp1fon band is bjgl1er to 
provide bener clc1ec1ion sensitivity. ·nie width of 1he pass 
band 80 may or may 1101 be critical for a given chemical. 
depending largely upon the characteristic sJiape of that 35 
chemical's absorption band (e.g .. width along wovelc11gth 
aids. height along absorption axis). 

FIG. 18 shows another absorption band 112 for 1.3 buta
dicne. which is located between about 9000 nm and about 
I 2000 nm. ln FIG. 16. the pass band 80 for the optical band- 4(J 

pass filler 46 of a twcllih embodimem is located between 
about 9000 nm and about 12000 nm with a liill width al half' 
maximum less 11100 about 150 om. for example. llms. the 
1welllh embodime111 is also adapted In visually de1ec1 1,3 
butadiene leaks emanating from a compon,·n1. No1e that 1hc 45 
pass band 80 in FIG. 18 is not ccnter<.'d on the largest peak 114 
of the absorption band 11 2. In another cmbodimcnl (not 
shown). it may be prelcrred 10 have the pass b<md 80 centered 
ai orcloser101hc largest peak 114 of the absorption band 11 2. 

FlG. 19 shows :m absorptio11 band 116 for sulfur hcxafiuo- ;o 
ride (SF 6 ) localed between about I 0000 11m and about I 1500 
nm. In FIG. 19. lhcpass band 80 fonheop1ical bandpass fil ter 

12 
filter 46 located therein. For the founeenth embodiment. a 
currently prderrcd infrared camera system (22) is the lnSb 
Laboratory Camera by Indigo System. Inc. of California, 
particularly when made portable (as shown in !'JU. 20). The 
frame 24. battery 36. and display scr.:cn 30 may be tl1c same 
on the founccnth embodiment (FIG. 20) as that ol' the fir.;1 
cmbodimem (FIG. I). To provide for belier viewing of 1he 
display screen 30 in a bright envirorunc111, a shroud. hood. or 
visor may be provided around the display screen 30. For 
example, the fourteenth embodimem shown io FIG. 20 has a 
light shield 128 located proxim3te 10 the scr<-'Cn 30 for par-
tia lly shielding the scrccn 30 from ambient light. During use, 
an inspi.-ctor may plocc his fuce up 10 or against the edge of 1 he 
shroud 10 shield 1h~c environmeni.11 light from the display 
screen 30 and allow the inspector 10 view the screen wi th the 
darkened enclosure fomll.'(i. 

An embodiment or the present illvcntion may be used 10 

inspect any or a wide variety or components h:1viug 1he 
chemical (orchcmicals)nl'imcrest therein. including (bu1 no1 
limited 10): a pipe. a compressor. an engine, a valve. a cxrn
iainer. a tank. a switch. a rescivoir. a ti tting, a co1mector. a 
hose. a narc. an exhaus t ou1 lei. a machine. a vent for a blo" · 
off ' 'Hive. :ind combinations 1hercol: for example. Some 
example uses ofcmbodimcms of the present invention will be 
dcscrib<.-d next. 

An embodiment or the present invention may be used 10 
visually detect tl1c evaporation (i.e .. fumes) of petroleum 
products leaking from a component, such as a valve or pipe 
filling. An advantage of an embodiment oftbe present irwen· 
1ion over prior me1hods of cle1cc1ing lc-Jks (e.g .. llame pack 
ionizer. sniffer device) is that the inspector can actually sec 
the k"Dk flowing by the visible image (representing 1bc in fro· 
reel image) prm id1:d by the infr.in.>d camera systcm 22. Using 
a sniffer de' ice. rhc sensor has lo be within the tlow strcam 10 
de1cc1 it. wllich requires close proximity :llld thorough scan· 
ning to cover an entire component or area. Using an embodi-
ment of the present invc111ion. an inspector can visually scan 
a large area ina much shorter period of time. and 1be inspL'<:tor 
can do so from a disaancc. Tbus, the i11spcc1or may not need to 
climb on and around equipment, " hich may be rumgerous 10 
the inspector.Also. pipes nl.'Cding inspection arc ofien locmed 
overhead along a roof. which is diflicuh 10 inspect with a 
snilfordi.•viec. But wi1b an embodiment of1he present i1wen· 
1ion. an inspector may siand belo" 1he pipes and perfom1 the 
visual inspection using the infrared camera system 22 from 
the ground (from :1 dis1nnce). 

. \)so. an inspector may combine tl1c use of an cmbodimcnl 
o f the present invention with other inspection 111e1hods. For 
example. alter an inspl.>ctor locates a leak visually with the 
infrared camera system 22 of an embodiment. the inspector 
could then do a further :malysis of the leak using other mea· 
sur<!mcnt tools. 

ln a first merhod or using an cmbodimem of tl1e pn:scn1 
invention, an embodiment oft11c present invention (e.g .. first 

46 or a thin<.'Cnlh embodiment is locim."<I between about 
10500 run and about 10600 run with a fulJ width at half 
maximum less than about I 00 nm. for example. Thus, the 
thinecmh embodiment is adapted to visually detect SF 6 leaks 
emana1i11g from a component. Sulfur hexafluoride is often 
used io switching gear for electrical equipmem and its emis
sions arc hanuful to 1hc environmcn1. I lcncc. an embodiment 
of the present invention may be us<.-d to visually detect SI~ 6 

leaks emanating from electrical equipment. for example. 

55 embodiment) is used 10 visually inspect a natural gas (mcth· 
anc) rcguhttor stal ion 120. Usually. such n .• -gulator stations are 
enclosed within tbc bouuda.ry of a fence 122. As shown ill 
FIG. 21. an inspector 124 using anembodimenl of the prese111 
invention may inspect the l\..'gUlator station 120 from a loca .. 

FIG. 20 shows a founL'Cnlh cmbodimelll of the present 
invention. Jn the fourtcclllh cmbodimem. the refrigeration 
system 60 of the infmred camera system 22 has a chrunbcr 
126 adapted to retain liquid nitrogen therein. TI1e liquid nitro· 
gen has thermal commuuiemion \\ i1h 1hc refrigcm1cd ponion 
42 to cool the infrared sensor dl.vice 44 and optical bandpass 

6CI 1io11 outside of the boundary defined by the foncc J 22. even 
though the n.>gula1or station l 20 is locawd within the bound· 
ary defined by 1be fence 122. I f 1hc fence 122 cannot be seen 
through. as with a ch:iin-link fence or a steel wbing fence. the 
inspector 124 may be able 10 visually inspect tl1c regulator 

65 sta tion 120 over tlle fence 122. forcxrunple. the inspector J 24 
could stand on an objt.'Ct (e.g .. truck bed). :\s another allcma· 
tive. an inspector 124 cnuld be lifted by a boom on n boom-
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1rnck. for example. Also. 1be inspector 124 may pcrfom1 the 
inspt.-ction within lhe foncc boundary 122. 

For most methods of using an embodiment of the presem 
invention 10 visually dctccl a leak or a chemical (or chemi
cals) emana1ing from a componcnl. the following swps \\ill 
be pcrfom1cd. An inspcc1or aims 1he infrared camera sys1em 
22 1oward 1hc componem or componems ofinlerest. Infrared 
images of the component and background en1er the camera 
sys1em 22 vi:i the lens :1ssembly 40 (:u lcasl one lens 38) (see 
e.g .. camera sysicm 22 in rIG. 2). The infrared image passes 10 

through the op1ical bandpass filter 46 on its way 10 the infra
red sensor device 44. 111e infrared image is lihcrcd by tbe 
optical bandpass filler 46 in accordance with the characteris-
1ics oflhc flltcr 46(i.e .. its pass band 80). The Oher ... '<.1 infran.'<.I t5 
image is then received by the infrared sensor device 44. which 
converts the filtered infrared image to an electrical signal 
representing 1he filtcr1.-d infrared imagc.111is ckctrical signal 
is then ck'Ctronically procc~sed, within the camera system 22 
(see e.g .. FIG. 2) and/or externally by another device outside ?o 

or the camera sys1em 22. 10 provide a visible image repre
senting 1he filtered infrared image. ·n1is 'isible image may be 
viewed in r;:al time by 1he insp<.'Clor. viewed by another per
son :JI another locaiion (e.g .. remotely located). recorded. 
u-ansmjllcd 10 a1101berdevicc. transmilled 10 ~Ul0thcr loca1ion. ~5 
or combinations thereof. for cxumple. 

In a method or 1hc prcsclll invcnlion. an insp<.'CIOr may 
oblain images and evaluate tbe images while performing tbe 
inspection. In another me1bod. tbe inspector muy do tJ1e same. 
and in <1ddi1ion. the image:; may be r...-corded and rcviev.cd a 30 

second 1ime. The second rcvie\\ may be perfonnccl by the 
same inspector. another person. or by o computer using image 
recognition soflwarc. ·111c second revie-.' may find anything 
missed in the origimil survey. 111..: abi lity to h;ivc a second 
review is not available" ith many conventional ways of doing 35 
lcok surveys (e.g .. using llame-packs) because a focused 
visual image oflbc inspection is not provided. Thus. a belier 
leak survey requiring the same 1ime and money (or less) may 
be performed usingn method of the prcsclll invention. plus a 
visual record of the l~1k may be stored and may be viewed 4(J 

numerous 1im1:s. 
An advantage of an embodiment of the present invention is 

1ha1 ii may aJlow the recording of the images obtaioed during 
the visual inspection. Such recordings may be useful in a 
number of ways. The recorded image obtained in the field 45 
may be transmillcd (e.g .. in r...-al time or k11er) to a r.!viewcr 
(person or computer syslcm) at another local.ion or a remote 
location. Sometimes in the field where bright conditions exist 
outside. for example. it may be diJTicul1 for the inspector to 
sec small details ou the video monitor or display screen.Also. ;o 
the inspec1ion conditions may not be conducive 10 a careful 
study of the imngc during the inspection. Thus. a reviewer 
locah .. xl in a dark and s1able cnvin)nmeut may pnwidc a belier 
review of the images ob1aincd by the system. ·n1e images may 
be n:cordcd by a device auachcd 10 the infrared camera sys- ss 
icm. recorded at a remo1e location aJi.er being transmined. or 
recorded by a separate device not anacbed 10 the infrared 
camera system 22. for example. Ao image may be transmiued 
from the camera sys1cm 22 to another device (which may or 
may 001 b;: rcmolely located) by any of a wide variety of 6CI 
communica1ion means. including, (bu1 not limited 10): a cable. 
a "ire. between wireless communicmion devices. via a net
work connection. via tl1c J111emi.'t. or combinations thcr1.-0J: 
lbr example. The images provided by the infrared camera 
system may be recorded cominuously during an inspection 65 

and/or they mny be recorded as desired over <my period or 
time. 

14 
Refl:rring to FlG. 21. note that a video recording device is 

locat"'Cl in a carrying case scpanllc from the in frarcd camer:i 
sys1em. In other entbodiments of the present invention. 01her 
componl?llls of the sysiem may be separate from the infrared 
camera system (e.g .. e<micd in a backpnck). ·nus may be 
preferred so that 1hc camera sys1em may be lighlcr and held 
easier. An embodiment is con1cmpla1ed where most of the 
system components arc located in a back pack or some 01hcr 
carrying case (e.g .. case with wheels and handle) so that the 
camera porliot1 having the lens. optical bandpass filter. and 
infran..'<i sensors may be located in a smaller hand held uni!. 
Such a hand held unit may include a small Oat panel display 
screen. for cxn111plc. It is also conMnplated lh:ll the visible 
images from the camera may be displayed 10 au inSJ)l.>clor 
using a system tha t projL-cts the images directly into one or 
mM<: of the inspoctor's eyes or otllo an interior surliice of a 
eyepiece or eycgla~sc.'S. One or ordinary skill in 1he an will 
rcalitc many differ..:m types and sizes of display screen~ or 
projectors 1ha1 may be incorporated into or used for an 
embodiment of 1hc rresent invention.. 

h is also contemplated thm an embodimcu1 of the prcsem 
invention tm1y be made intrinsically safo 10 allow for greater 
nexibili1y and usages of the system for performing inspec-
1ions. Also. providfr1g an cmbodi111cn1 that incorporates an 
imrinsically safe i11Jrarcd camera system may provide the 
advantage of emering plan1s lbr pcrfonning inspections with
out the need for a ho! work pem1it to be issued ancVor wi1hou1 
the need for other safety prccau1ions normally associntcd 
with the use ofa non-intrinsically s<1fo inspection system. 

It is further contemplawd th:n an cmbodimcm of the 
prcs;:nt invention may incorporate a halogen light (e.g., 
att(lched to tbc C-OIUcru system or separately provided) 10 
provide n grcaier chcnnal contrJsl for the camera systi.'m 
using the heat radiated by the halogen lighl to change the 
temperature of the backgr~)und sligb1ly. It may be useful 10 
use the halogen light on an as needed basis to get a more 
detailed image (bigber sensitivity or better image r<..'Solution) 
ofa leak a lier it is loca1cd (such as for makiog a recording of 
the leak). 

·n1e visual idcntil1ca1ion of a leak m::iy be perfom1cd at 
ano1bcr location remote from the infrared camera system 
and/or remote from 1he leak loca1ion. e.g .. while vie\ving a 
recording of the images. while viewing an image trans mined 
to the remote location. or combinations 1hereot: for example. 
As an example. an inspection team !lying over a 1rans111ission 
line in a helicopter (discussed further below) may be conccn
trntingon obtaining a good image of the transmission line and 
precisely following GPS coonlinates of the transmission line. 
While in a hdicopter. it may be difficult for the inspection 
team to concentrate on reviewing the images obtained during 
the inspcc1io11 process. ·me visual images obtnined by the 
infrarl?d camera system may be recorded for and/or transmit
ted 10 a reviewer. ·111e reviL""cr may theu carefi.tlly review the 
images 10 look for leaks. Such review may be performed in 
real-time, which would allow the reviewer to co111m1111ica1c 
with and instruc1 lhe inspec1ors 10 go back to a suspect loca
tion for a confirmation (i.e .. hovering over a ccnain location 
and obtai11ing more images of a single location). Or if the 
visual insp<.-ctions arc recorded. a reviewer may study the 
insp<..-ction imag"-s at a later time. Hence. ouc oft be members 
of the inspection team may la1cr sit down in an em iroiunelll 
more conducive to s1udying the images to provide the review 
of the images. ·n1cn. if ncc.xli.,'<i or desired. a closer or more 
lc11gtJ1y iaspcc1ion of suspccl locations may be performed 
l:uer. 

<iov1:mme111 safely rc.-gulations and mies typically require 
that gas or petroleum product transmission lines and distri-
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but ion lioes be inspected al cenain regular in1ervals. Ir a 
company docs no1 comply with such ntlcs and regul:uions. 
1 he company may be charged sleep fines. A 1 so. if 1here is some 
1ypc of acciden1 or incident where a leaking or rup111rcd line 
causes au explosion or fire. 1J1e company will wanl to provide 
evidence tha11hey were diligenl and nol negligenl in perform
ing an inspec1iou of1ha1 line. Flcuce. another benefit of being 
able 10 record a focused image of the visual inspection is the 
abili1y to have a rccon:I of the insp<.-clion. In <m embodimen1 of 
1l1c prcscru inven1ioo. GPS coordinates. a dwe s1amp. arid/or 10 
a time stamp may be r<.-corded onto or embedded wi1hin the 
recorded images of the visual inspcclion. This will provide 
evidence tha1 an inspcction was perform~'() for ;1 par1icular 
location at a particular date and time. Such records may be 
s1ored (in analog or digiial format) on some type of s1orage 15 
mtidiuJll (e.g .. vid1;.-o 1apc. CD. [)\"D. database. hard drive, 
etc.) for fu1urc reference. 

ln a preferred cmbodimcn1 <lnd/or me1hod of the prcse111 
inveniion, inspection infon11a1ion may be displayed and or 
record .. '(! ulong with 1he recording/displaying of the visible ?o 

image representing the fihered intr.ired image. The inspection 
infonuatioo may include any relevru:n information desired. 
including (bul 1101 limi1ed 10): inspt.'Clion loca1ion name. 
inspection locaiion address. compone01 uame. componem 
idemificmion i11fom1mion. global posi1iooing coordinates. a ~5 
date, a time of day. an inspt.-c1or's name. an inspcc1ion com
pany's name. one or more camera system selling vaJm."S. or 
combinalions thereof. for example. Also. voice notes may be 
recorded onto or along wi1b 1bc im;1ges on a medium (e.g .. 
voice no1cs recorded on a vid~-o of inspt.-c1ion). Such i1ispoc-- Jo 
1ion informaiion may be embedded within 1he visible image 
or may be recorded and 1n1ckc.-d separately (e.g .. inn scpurntc 
file. as a he<1der file. e1c. ). 

In a sc..'COnd method of the prcsclll inven1io11. an embodi
ment of the prcsem invemion may be used 10 inspect numer- 35 
ous tcoced y:irds 130 from a single loc:ition. from outside the 
ynrds 130. and/or from a single yard 130. FIG. 22 shows a 
housing coufiguro1ion found in many neighborhoods. where 
1hcrc is no alley behind 1he houses 132. Instead. only a fence 
134 1m1y separale 1wo or murc adjacent b:1ckynrds 130. In 4(J 

FIG. 22. ;m underground naiural gas disuib111ion line 136 is 
shown in dashed lines."' hicb ntn across numerous bacb.)'ards 
130. Using convemional leak survey techniques. an inspec1or 
would need to emer each bad.')'ard 130 to inspecl the line in 
all six nfthti yards 130 shown in FIG. 22. I km ever. b<.-causc 45 
a le<1k may be de1ec1cd visually using :111 embodimen1of1he 
present invention. an inspector may euler only one bacJ..-yard 
IJO and S<'C into each of the adjacent yards 130 (as indicated 
by the arrows in FIG. 22). Tirns. only one cus1omer needs 10 
be dis1urb<.'<i for the inspection. ra1ber than six. Also. an ;o 
iuspcc1or may auach the infrared cameni sys1em 22 to a boom 
on a tmck. or he may be s1anding in 1he boom holding 1he 
camera sys1em 22. locaicd a1 an end of a s1rcc1 or in an alley 
to obtain visual access 10 numerous b<1cky;irds 130. mus. 
using an embodime111 ()flhc prese01 invention. mu hi pie back- 55 
yards may be surveyed for linc leaks vism1lly using an infra
red camera system 22 from a single location (e.g., from a 
single bacb.)'ard 130 looking over 1be fences 134, or from a 
boom). 

Many residc111ial meters for ua1uraJ gas arc located ncxl 10 6CI 
a house (e.g .. be1w~oen houses). remo1e from where a vehicle 
may drive. Such distribulion lines must be periodically tested 
for leaks. In such cases. using a conventional method ofleak 
surveying. the ins_pec1or typically walks to each meter 10 
perform 1be leak Sllf\ley. In a 1hird metJ1od of lhc present 65 
inwmion. such meters and dis1riblllion lines may be surveyed 
visually using an infrar..:d camem syslcm from a vehicle. ror 

16 
example. an inspec1or mny aim nn inJrarcd camera sys1cm al 
the dis1ribution lines while driviug past each home'' i1hou1 
leaving the stree1 or the vehicle. TI1is can save a great deal or 
time and money for saved man hours. This same technique of 
using ::m cm bod imco1 of the present i ovention may be used for 
inspec1ing componcn1s located a<ljacent 10 or on any building, 
001 just rcside111ial houses. 

In a fourlh method of perfom1ing an i11spec1ion with :m 
embodime111 of the prcsen1 i11ven1ion. the inspcc1ion may be 
perfooued in siages. A firs• stage may be tlwt lhc inspector 
views the area ofinspcc1ion using the infrared camera system 
from a distance 10 make sure 1hcrc is not a huge leak tha1 1hc 
inspcc1or is ubout 10 walk or drive into. 'll1is would be mainly 
for the safety of the inspecto.r. Many chemicals have liule or 
no odor and are invisible 10 lhe human eye. I Jenee. an inspec
tor could be driving ()r wnlking right in10 a very dangerous 
si1ua1ion. Nexl. aflC'r 1he inspc..'Ctor confim1s tba11hcrc is not a 
huge leak (e.g .. large tlm\ or chemical ..:m<inaling from the 
site). the inspcct(lr can perfom1 a more detailed insrcction 
looking for medium, small. and/or very small leaks. 

Sometimes gas or chemical leaks or chemical spiUs in 
cities or near bigbw.ays are reported to the police firsL and 1be 
police send out officers to direc1 tratnc away from lhe gas/ 
chemical leak lor 1he safety of the public. However. there 
have been insianccs where au omcer drives rig.In illlo the 
stream of 1hc leak wi1ho11t knowing i1 and ig.ni1cs an explo
sion. which may injure or kill the officer. TI1c same dangers 
exis1 for repair persons entering such a location. Thus. ii 
wou Id be beuefici:::il to incorporate a method of using an 
embodimeol of the prcsen1 inve111ion into a firsl response 
system. For example, if a chemical lc11k/spill is susp<.-cted. a 
helicopter with oo infmred camcm sy:ncm of an cmbodimcm 
may be nm, n toward 1he suspected loca1ion 10 assess ii visu
ally from a safe dist.a nee usin11-a method of the present inven
tion. By doing so. LJ1e magni1ude and direction of the fumes 
from :i leak or spill m:iy be detenniucd and reported quickly 
and safely. 11 is ofien difficuh 10 ini1ially delennine lhe mag
oilude of the leak or spill using co11vcotional methods. As 
another example. an embodimen1 of the prcse111 invcmiou 
could be used by firemen from their fire 1ruek as 1hey 
apprunch a scene of a reponed leak or spill. I ikewise. a 
main1eoance or safety ere\\ at a processing plan• equipped 
wi1b an embodimcm or 1he present inveo1ion could assess a 
situaiioo from a safe dis1ance as ihey enler 10 inves1igate a 
susp<.>eled leak or spill. 

TI1e aiming of the infrared camera system of an embodi
menl lowards a component being inspl.'Cled may be per
formed from a vehicle. Part or all of 1hc system may be 
attached 10 1he vebicle or supporwd by the vehicle, and/or 
may be held be a person in the vehicle, for example. II may be 
any 1ype or kind of vehicle suilablc for the inspection. includ
ing (bu11101 limi1ed 10 ): a truck. a car. a motorcycle. a bicycle. 
a boat. a ship, a personal waiercraft. a fixed-wing airplane. a 
ro1ary wing vehicle (e.g., belicopler, gyro-plane). a powered 
paraglider. an ultraligl11 aircran, a pO\\ered glider. a glider. a 
b;illoon. a blimp, a remote controlled vehicle. an u11111anned 
aerial vehicle, and combinmioos tJ1ereof. The vehicle may be 
movi11g or slopped during part orall of the inspec1ion. H the 
in rm red camera ~-ystem is mounted on or anached 10 a vehicle, 
ii may be desirablC' lo have the camera system mounted on 
some 1ype of stabili:ting platfonn or stand. as is commonly 
used in 1he movie filming industry (e.g .. gyro-stabilited appa
ratus). Such a stabilizing platform may provide the abili1y to 
obiain bclter images of a tes1 site from a moving vehicle (e.g., 
truck. ATV, helicopter, blimp. airplane). 

An cmbodime111 may be auach .. 'CI to a smelli1e to provide 
inspcc1ions from space. One of the adva111agcs of infrared is 
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I hat it can see through most clouds. ·n1e range of inspection is 
limited only bya lineofsight forame1hod orinspecting using 
au embodiment of the present invention. I lcnce. as long as the 
chemical leak or the tmil or !tunes emiucd from the leak arc 
wi1hin a line of sight (e.g .. not blocked by trees. heavy rain. 
buildings, or structures). an infrared image may be obtained. 
The si1,c/type/configuration of lens can thus be increased/ 
decreased/varied as needed to provide focus for a given range. 

·n1e t ypica I method o l'find i ng leaks on cross country trans
mission lines is 10 walk along the lines using a snilfor device to 
(!lame-pack detector). or in some cases where there arc no 
fonces one may drive a I.ruck or ATV wiU1 mounted s11ilfors. 

18 
Most transmission lines have pressure gauges and auto

mated v;ilvcs at cert.a in intervals (check points) along the line. 
Oflen an operator has the equipment to see a pressure drop 
across the line between points which may be 50-100 miles 
apar1. for example. Along such a long distance betwl-en the 
two points. there may be several leaks. Typically. it is dillicult 
to detemtlne which oflhe leaks is larger. Thus. many smaller 
leaks may be fixed before linding the larger leak. Using an 
embodiment of the present invemion. the larger leaks may be 
clist.ingui~bcd from the smaller leaks. Thus. the larger leaks 
may be located a11cl repaired first. as they are usually the first 
priorily. 

Sometimes when m1c leak is being repaired. it can cause a 
new leak in the same pipe at another location due to move
ment of the pipe during the repair oper.nion. In a method or 
the pr1.-sen1invention.1he nearby porlions of the repaired line 
may be quickly and easily inspccwd visually using an 
embodimem of the prcsem invention to de1cnninc whether 
another leak exists along that line. 

When cast iron or old meial lint..'S devdop lei1ks. the pipe 
material often lx.-comes s;:nuraced with the leaking gas. Also. 
the din around and above a gas leak (for any type of pipe) 
ofien becomes satmawd with gas. Thus. after perfom1iug a 
repair and replacing the din. a snilTer deicc1or may llllsely 

up and down the lines. One of the disadvantages of this 
method is that if the wind is blowing away from the snilforor 

15 
iflhcvchicleor Lhcwalkeris upwind from the leak, the sniffer 
probably "ill not detect a leak: thus missing 1be leak alto
gether. ·Ille next problem is that a lot of th<: gathering lines 
have no'' b1.-cn overgrown with houses. buildings. and back
yard fences. ·111is makes it very impractical to check for leaks ?o 
in and around residential back yards using conventional tech
niques. Companies ofien pcrfonn aerial surveys 10 look for 
cncroachmen1s or blocking, of 1h.:ir .:ascmenl. Such surveys 
may be performed simultaneous with a visual infmred inspec
tion for leaks. 

Also. truck mounted sniffers arc actually built lbr leak 
detection in the cilies not for cross countrv Lransmission I ines. 
TI1e diOercnce being tbal the size of l~k in ci1ies versus 
Lransmission lines can be great. There is a danger of a pickup 
wilh a hot catalytic converier with grass stuck 10 it being 30 

driven tllllO a 200 mcfperday leak. Such a scenario con result 

~5 indicate that the leak is still present because it may be de1ec1-
ing1he remaining gas saturated in the dirt and/or pipe. Also, i r 
the gas is odorized. the smell will ofien linger for several days 
as it slowly dissipates from tl1edin. which can lead to follow-

in ( U\ explosion that c<Ul ki II the driver and destroy 1l1c cqujp
ment. ·me conventional leak $urvey equipment requires 1he 
inspector to be in close proximily witltin the stream of g<•s 
tlow to delect it. By the time the gas is detected for a large 35 
lcok. it rnoy be too l;itc. Using :m embodiment of the present 
invc111io11. a large leak may be seen from more than 1n mile 
away. and other leaks may be seen from a distance. 

An embodiment oftJ1c present invention may he auaehecl 
to a l1elicopter or plane. for example. <md llown over a trans- 4(J 

mission line at a relatively high rate of speed (e.g .. 60-120 
mph) \\ hile visual images are recorded using the infrared 
camera system. Even though the speed may be 100 grca1 for an 
inspector 10 spot a leak on-the-lly, a computer image recog
nition syst.:m may be able to detect the leak at the higher 45 
speed, or a second review playing back the recording at a 
slower speed m:iy be able to catch missed leaks. 

Oficn the leaks in transmission lines arc found by locating 
dead vegetation where the gas is leaking through the ground. 
However. during the winter when the grass is brown. this ;o 
111e1hod may not work. Also in some areas. such as desert 
areas. there may be no vegetation where the leak cxis1s.1l1us, 
using a method of' the prescm invc111io11. leaks from a buried 
ir:msmissioo liJ1e may be easily detected visually from a sbon 
or long distance away with an embodiment of the present ss 
invention. 

Down in the swamp land of southern Louisiam1. for 
example. it is almost impossible 10 walk the lines. Instead. 1he 
operators typically fiy ovenhcir lines and look lordiscolorccl 
v1.-getalion. I lo\\ 1.'Ver. a colony ofants can also leave an area of 6CI 
discolored vegelation that looks like a gas leak from the air. 
With <Ul embodiment ol'the present invention mounted on a 
helicopter. for example. one may hover over an area suspected 
of having a leak. and record a shon sequence ol'tl1e sp1.-cilk 
area using the infrared camera system 22 to easily de1em1ine 65 
if there isa leak. In alternative. the entire line may be visually 
scan111 .. -d using, an infrared c.11111era system 22 to look for leaks. 

up complaints by persons s1ill smelling the gas. Ho\\ever. 
perfonning a visual gas leak inspection with an embodiment 
of the present invention, may quickly dctenninc whether the 
leak still e1ds1s ullcr the repairs (before or after rcploeing the 
dirl ). In most case.-:;, the vbual test" ill be able to distinguish 
remaining petroleum products saturated in the dirt and an 
actual leak (showing a stream of blowing gas. for example). 
This can save compactics a lot of money on service calls and 
ensure that the leaks are <tClllally fixed more accurately and 
more reliably. 

leak surveys in downtown business districts often have to 
be conducted at night due to traf!lc. With proper llight clear· 
ance. an infrared camcni Sy$tem 22 may be mounted on a 
helicopter, for example. to perform these leak surveys from a 
helicopter during 1be daytime a11d save overtime hours for 
crews. One or the advantages of perfomiing a leak survey 
from above using an inl'rnred camera system 22 10 visually 
detect leaks is that the ground ol1en retains heat to provide a 
good thermal contrast and thus a better background contrast 
for viewing the leak with in fr-Med. as compared to the sky or 
a structure in many cases. 

Another mell1od of using an embodiment of the present 
invention U. the dctcclion of leaks in large tanker vessels 
1ranspor1iui petroleum products by sea. Usinj!. an infrared 
camera system or an embodiment oft.he present invention. 
leaks to 1 he envi roruuen1 may be detected visually from a sa fc 
distance (e.g .. on laud. on a dock) by 1he ~hi pping company or 
by euforcemem/regula10ry agencies (e.g .. HPA. DOT). Such 
ships carrying chemicals or petroleum products may be visu
ally inspected as they pass by or as tbey approach. for 
example. 

Lnspectious may also be perforrn1."<:i onboard the boat. ship. 
or vessel. Also. enclosed areas\\ ithin a ship may be periodi
cally or continuously moni1orcd using a pom1blc or perma
oemly-instaJled/sta1ionnry infrared camera sys1em of an 
embodiment. for example. 

Another method or using an embodimem of the prcsem 
invention is dewcting gas leaks on petroleum produc1ion rigs. 
Oflen such rigs arc approuchcd via helicopter. An i1tfrarcd 
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camera system 22 adapted to visually image a petroleum 
product leak may be mounted on a crew helicopter. This 
\\Otlld enable the crew on the helicopter to scan for gas leaks 

20 
cals all the time. On one 1es1 of an embodiment of1he present 
invention. 15 lc;1ks were found in one region ofa large plan1 
in just 30 min111cs. which is foster than mosl conventional 
methods of inspection. Another advantage of using an 
embodiment of the present invention IS that the inspector 
often docs not have to crawl on and around the equipment and 
pipes to find the leaks. as they m:iy be seen with the infrared 
camera system when a line or sight is provided. Using a 
sniffer detector. howewr. an inspector would be rcqui)"(.-d 10 

on gas platforms out in the ocl.!an as they approach and before 
they land for example. 111is would reduce or elirnimnc the 
risk of landing a helicopter with a hot engine into a gas leak. 
Furthermore. in another embodiment, a permanently-
1nounted/smtionary i11fran .. 'CI camera system 22 may he 
mounted at certain locmions around the rig to provide a con
tinuous or periodic visual leak survey. to get bis dc1ec10r within 1hc tlow oflbe gas leak to detee t it. 

In another method of using an embodiment of the rresent 
invent ion, detection of chcmicul leaks may be rcrfonncd at 
factories. procl'SSing plants. manufacturing facilities. refiner
ies. and/or petroleum separation plants. At some plants. they 
typically do monthly valve maintenance and inspections. for t5 
example. The problem with the \\ay that they arc currently 
done is that 1he Oame-puck dell.-ctor will often trigger on 
grease or WD-40 thm is used on the valves for lubric;uion. for 
example. I lowevcr. an infrared camera systcm 22 may be 
tuned (e.g .• usinganortical bandpass filtcr46 having a certain ?o 
pass band 80) so chat it does not have the ability to see or 
detect these greases and lubricants. Hence. such an embodi
ment may distinguish between the lubricants and gas leaks. If 
the fumes of the greases and/or lubricants arc imaged by the 
camera system 22. 1he visual observation ot'thc fumes and the !5 

patlcm of1he fumes may allo\\ the ins1><-'CtOr to discern that it 
is not a leak and it is merely a lubricant evaporating. Olien 
valves have been repacked due to a false leak detection trig
gered by lubricants on the valves. which is very costly and a 
was1e of resources. 30 

Another method of the present ill\ ention is the detection of 
leaks in the pctrochcmicul indus1ryorotbcrchcmicuJ produc
ing industries. using an cmbodimcnt of1hc pn.:scnt invention 
10 visually detect leaks. Dcll.'Ction of such leaks may be per
fonm.xl at any stage from tbe exploration to the processing 35 
and production to the tr.msporting of the chcmic:1Js produced 

EncloSt.'Ci areas within a plant or any area al a pl:int may be 
periodically or continuously monitored using a portable or 
perm:mcntly-installcd/stationary infrared camera sysh:m of 
m1 cmbodimcn1. for exm11ple.A pennancutly-mounted infra
red camera of an embodiment may use a closcd-cyclc Stirling 
cryocoolcr. for example. und may be similar to the lirst 
embodiment orFIG. I but adapted to be mounted in a build
ing. An entire net\\ ork of pcrmanemly mounted cameras may 
be strategically located throughout a plant to provide partial 
or complete coverage of the plant. In one embodiment. a 
person may monitor the images provided by the c.amcras 
continuously or periodically. In another embodiment. a com
puter system with image rt.-cognition solhvarc may be ust.xl to 
detect changes in the image or motion in an image indicating 
;i stream of gas or liquid flow at a leak. 

. \!so. many plants or factories have bkiw-off val\'es that 
vent out oft11c roof. A single plant may have numerous vents 
with vent exits being more lban 30 feet high. However. using 
an infrared camera system in accordance with the present 
invention. g;ises exiting such vcnts may be quickly surveyed 
from a distance on die ground. for example. Also. tl:irc cmis-
sio11S burning oo the top or a lower structure may be visually 
inspected using an embodiment oft he present invention from 
;1 dist<mce (e.g .. mmc than 10 foet away. from the grnund, 
etc.). 

Recorded inspection data from prior inspections may be 
useful for a plam manager. If an inspection is perfonned in a 
plant and the same leak is found again in a subsequent survey, 
as documented visually with video by inspectors. the plant 
manager can then know that cilhertbc leak \\'OS never repair-.'() 
or it is a re-occurring leak. 

ln yet another method of using an embodiment or the 
present invention. government regulatory agencies (e.g .. rail
road commission. OOT. EPA) may themselves perlom1 visual 
inspections casily and quickly using an infrared camera sys
tem to determine ir a plant or factory is cmiuing petroleum 
products orothcr ch cm icals t11at shou Id not be emitted into tl1e 
environment (e.g .. volatile organic compounds. volatile inor
ganic compounds. nitrous oxide. unburned chemicals. etc.). 

to tl1e comainers storing lbecbcmicals to the equipment using 
the chemicals. for cxampk A pipe or lransponation line 
carrying the chemical may be visu<illy inspected for le<tks 
using ~Ul embodiment of the present invention. A~ another 4(J 

example. various pipes. connections. and equipment at a pro
cessing plant may be visually inspected or monitored for 
le;iks using an embodiment of the present invention. Storage 
containers. cargo vessels. or truck imilers used for s1oring 
and/or 1ran~porting the chemicals may be visually inspected 45 
for leaks using au embodimcm of the present invention. for 
example. Some example chemicals include (but arc not lim
ited to): ethylene. propylene. acetylene. propane. alcohol. 
ethanol. methanol. xylene. beuzcue. butadicne, ucetoue. com
pouuds ther-.'Of. and combinations there1.)f. ;o Such inspl.'Ctions by government regulatory agencies m:ay be 

pcrfom1c:..-d randomly as surprise inspections to enforce 
strictcrcompliru1ce with environmental rules and regulation.~. 
Also. govcn1men1 regulatory agencies may require rccord-

Au embodiment or the present invention may be used to 
perform a leak survey in and/or around a plant. An advantage 
of the prc$ent invemion is that large leaks can be dbtin
g11ished from small le<tks. visually. 01\cn the small leaks go 
unrcpaired because they cannot be found easily using con- 55 
ventional methods. Even srual I lcuks can be very dangerous in 
au enclosed area where narumablc gases become trapped 
therein. Also. in many processing plants. the gases may have 
no odor added 10 them. which means a person would not smell 
the gases. Even where the gases arc odori:rcd. it is often 6CI 
difficult or impractical to dew·ct all of the leaks. In most 
procL-ssing plants. the plant smells likechcmic;ils everywhere 
because there arc lots of small leaks. lf the plalll personnel 
could quickly and easily find the leaks. as Ibey can using an 
embodiment of the presclll invention. it may become eco- 65 

nomical to fix even the smallest l e~ks. Ir that becomes the 
case. then processing plants may cease 10 smell like chcmi-

ings ofinspections to be retained so 1hat they can rcvicw them. 
FunJ1cm1orc. a government r...-gulatory agency may then per
form follow-up inspections visu~tlly at targeted areas where a 
leak was known from a prior inspection 10 ensure that t11e 
leaks were repaired io a timely 1mlllller. A goverJllllent rcgu
latl)ry agency may also review a series oftest videos to look 
forunrepaired leak sccnarios. Tirns. there arc numerous mct11-
ods ofusing an embodiment of the present invention 1hat may 
be useful to a government regulatory agency. 

In another method of the present invcn1ion. fuel leaks (or 
olher chemical or fiuid leaks) on a vehicle may be easily 
found using an cmbodimem of rhe present invention. for 
example. on a Lotus Esprit car. the gas tanks arc notorious for 
rusting and developing small pinhole leaks\\ hich arc difficult 
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10 locale and tind. h is not cost ellicienl to remove the gas 
1anks for inspection, as the engine must be removed to get Lhe 
gas tanks out of the vehicle. Also. such cars :ire notorious for 
having leaks at high pressure ancVor low pressure fuel lines. 
which can cause engine fires. Furthennore. the toxic fumes 
from an engine bay where a fuel leak exists often make Lhcrc 
way into the cabin, which is dangerous and obnoxious for the 
cabin occupants. An embodiment of the present inveniion 
may be used 10 accurate]}' pinpoinl and find such leaks. Also. 
such a method may be applied 10 loc;11c l'ucl le<iks in other 10 

vehicles. such as airplanes. boats. helicopter. and personal 
watercraft. for example . . J.\11 infrared camera system 22 of the 
present invention may be used to locale refrigerom leaks 
quickly on a vcl1icle .. \lso. an crnbodin1cnt of 1he present t5 
invention may be us<..'CI to locaic gas or rufrigcrant leaks in 
hl1me or bui lding I !VA(" equipment. 

FIGS. 23.\-3 18 nrcsonw images generated by :111 embodi
ment of the pr<..'Sent invention during experimental testing. 
Specifically. l'IGS. 231\-3 113 wcrc generated using the four- ?o 

teenth erubodin1eut (see FIG. 20) having an opiical bandpass 
filter 46 with a pass band 80 abou t the same as that ~hown in 
f-IG . 4. 

FIGS. 23A-23D arc visible images representing filtered 
infr:u'i..'CI images of~1gas 1 40 leaking from the ground (e.g.. a ~5 

buried line). The images of FIGS. 23A-23D arc from a 
sequence of images extracted from a vid<..'O n .. 'COrtling of this 
leak J40. A ILhougb sometimes dilTicuh lo illustnnc in still 
images. the movemem or the leak s1rell111 140 ia a video 
(sequence of images) makes 1hc leak 140 much more appnr- 30 

cnt. Very small leaks (low Oown11e) tlmt do not show up ii1 one 
s1ill image arc utlen easily S<..'Cn in a video because the move
ment of tJ1e leak stream or fmnes can be st--en in a vidt.'O. 

FJGS. 24A-24D are images obtained by an embodiment of 3~ 
1he prcsenl inveniion showing a gas 140 leaking from a com- · 
prcssor at a flange 142 on the discharge sidc.111e sequence of 
images in FIGS. 24A-24Dwereextracted from a video show
ing the gas 140 streaming from the nange 142. 

FIGS. 25.'\-250 are im:iges obt:iincd by an embodiment of 4(J 

t11e pr<..'Senl invention showing a natural gas (metJ1ane) leak 
140 resulting from a crew cuuing I ~ inch gas line witJ1 
approximately 12 psi pressure. h is an underground gas line 
(not sbo'' n). Alt.hough the large c loud of methane 140 exi ting 
the hole in the ground is somewhat dispersed and difficuh to 45 
see in the still image$ ofrlGS. 25.\-250. it is easily seen in 
1J1c video due to the movement of the cloud 140. Nole also that 
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280 that as the gas is pumping in10 the gas lank. Lhe gas !hmcs 
140 ciut be seen just above the pump lwndlcwiththc 1ruck bed 
as the background. 

FIG. 29 shows an image of propane J40 exi ling a propane 
bottle in a test or tlte system for de1ecting propane. rlG. 30 
shows an image of a small gas leak 140 emanating from a 
component at a processing plant. The leak appears as a faint 
black cloud 140 iu die image. This is a relative small leak. 

FIGS. 3 IA and 3 113 are imag .. :s taken from u helicopter 
Dying over a lf.."Sl site. Jn this 1est. a propane bottle was opened. 
as in FIG. 29. in a field. In FIG. 31.-\. Lhe propa11e stream 140 
can be s1;.-en witJ1 1hc infrarnd camera system al 1/2 mile away 
whi le the hclicopicr is moving toward 1hc test si te a1 about 60 
knots. FIG. 31 B is a more focused image of t.hc pn;:1pane 
stream 140 at a c loser distance than that of FIG. 31A. Note 
1fw1 a pe...son 150 can be seen stundin~ next to thl! propane 
stJXam 140 and ncxl to 3bush 152 in PIG. 3J 13. Also. note Llml 
two roads can be seen iu FIGS. 31 A and 3 I 13, which provide 
reference points and context or lhe location o r the propane 
stream 140. 

An advantage of an embodimem of the presem invemion. 
as illustrated in these images ofFJGS. 23A-31B. is that otlen 
the background and surrounding objects can be clc;trly seen 
in Lhc image along w i1htbe leak or stream of gas l40. 'Ibis can 
be vcry useful in providing.a rcfcrcnceorcomext ofwbere 1hc 
leak is located and aids in documenting the leak using video 
images. 

lo a recent tes1 of au embodimeo1 or tbe present invention 
before the US EP.A. in comparison witJ1 other infrared camera 
systems. 1he cmbodimem of the present invention greatly 
outperfo11111..'<l 1he o ther systems. Af'ler tJ1is test before the US 
El~<\. new US PP/\ regulations nee expected 10 be released by 
the end of2004. or shortly thercaner, a llowing for 1hc use of 
infrared camcrn sys1cms to perfom1 visual leak surv..:ys. This 
demonstrates a long felt need in 1he indusiry that 01hers have 
fajJed 10 mccl. and that illl embodiment of the presem inven-
tion is now able to fo lfill. 

Also, after the US EPA tesl described above. there bas been 
au explosive demand for embodime11ts or lhC pr1.'Selll inven
tion Hod for services using :m embodimelll of 1he present 
invemion. This demonsumes the commerdal success and 
great demand for embodiments or the present invention and 
for services using embodimems or Lhe present invention. 

FIG. 32 illustrates a schematic of a first dual camera 
embodiment of1he present invemion. This system includes a 
11rst video camera 22. which is an infran.'<I camera system 
with an optical bandpass filter 46 (preferably installed iu a 
refrigera ted portion 42 thereof: i.e .. cold fi lter configuration); 
a second video camera 154 (e.g .. anotl1cr infrared camera 

the images of background objects ore easy to discern and 
focused in the original video. which a ids in providing a con
text of where the leak l40 is coming from. 

f-IG . 26 is an image obtained by an embodiment of tlte 
prcsem invention and ex1rnc1cd from a recorded video 
scqut?ncc. f-IG. 26 show$ a large gas leak 140 emanating, from 

;o system): an image splitter 156: a lens assembly 158; and an 
image processor/recorder 160. The second video camera 154 
may be any infrared camera system tha1 can obtain nn image 
from the same 1ype of lens as Lbc fiiol video camera 22. The 

a component 144 inn processing plant. 
FIG. 27 is a lso an image obtained by an embodiment ofLhc 55 

present invention a11d ex1rac1cd from a recorded video 
sequence. FlG. 27 shows a g.is 140 l'lo" ing .from a vent tube 
146 extending from a building roof 148 (about 30 feet hjgh). 
111is image was obtained by a person al ground level. The gas 
llowing out of the vent 146 may be from a blo\\ ·Off valvc tbat 6CI 
is exhausting. lo the environmelll. which ma>' be indicative of 
a condi tion at that component causing the blow-valve t(l be 
opened. 

FIGS. 28A and 288 are more image.<; obtained by iu1 
embodiment of tl1e present invention and cX1r.ict<..'<I from a 65 

r<.-corded video sequence. FIGS. 28A and 2813 show a man 
pumping gasoline into his truck al n gas pump. Nole in I· IG. 

second video camera 154 may be an infrared camera with 
filters so that it wil I not image 1he leaking chemical. The first 
v ideo camera 22 is an in:lrared camera adapted 10 provide a 
focused visual image of a chemical le.:ik by using an optical 
bandpass filter 46 for a specific pass band 80 (e.g .. pass band 
80 with a wavclengtJ1 range ccmered at about 3.38 mjcrons). 
For example. the first vid<..'O cameni 22 may be any of the;: 
cmbodimems discussed above (see e.g .. FIGS. 1-20). TI1e 
first video camera 22 may receive 1he same image a~ 1he 
second video camera 154 from the same lens l 58 via the 
image splitter 156. 'llte video signal from each camera may be 
output 10 the image processor/recorder 160. ·nie image pro
cessor/ recorder 160 may simply record 1he two video feeds 
for l;ucr processing. In an ahemative. Lhc image processor/ 
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recorder 160 may be a system (e.g .. a computer system nm
ning sofmarc for processing. the video data) or specialized/ 
dedicated hardware for processing the t\\O video feeds. 
Prefi:rably. the images from th!? st->eond video camera 154 arc 
compared to the umlgcs from tbc first video ci1mera 22 by a 
sollware program running on a computer system. 13ccause a 
gas leak. for example, will not appear in the image from the 
second video camera 154, the presence of the gas plume 
shown in the infrar<.'CI image from the first camera 22 may be 
detected as :i di !Terence in the two video feeds. to 

In one embodiment. tbe sothvare may automatically iden
tily and map the pixel locations in the images for these dif
tCrences com:sponding to the gas plume in tl1e infrared 
image. 111en, Lile image of the gas plume (the differences 
shown in the infrared images from the first camer.1) is high- t5 
lighted or colon.'CI to make it swnd out in the im:igc. 

Optionally. the image processor/recorder 160 may be com
municably coupled to a video monitor J 62 (sec FIG. 32) 
ancVor a d:1tabase J 64. for example. The video monitor 162 
may be used for an opl?rator or inspector to viL"' any one or ?o 
more of the images or all of the images ob tamed while using 
the system 20, for example. TI1e database 11rny be used as a 
repository or archive lbr Lhe coll.:cwd video images and test 
results. The first and second cameras 22. J 54 may be separate 
devices. 111 ;mother embodiiucnt. the image splitter 156. leus ~5 
158. first camera 22, and second can11m1 154 may be inte
grally placed "ithin a single portable unit. Likewise. the 
image processor/recorder J 60 (or some portion tben.'01) may 
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system 20 ofFlG. J ,6 may be used. ·n1c method ofthc FIG. 37 
nowchart may be varied to pro\ idc a recording of the image 
(s) from the first aml/or second cnmcras 22. 154. In other 
embodiments (not shown). additional camera(s) may be used 
as well (e.g., tl1ird cam..:m). A video image from the second 
video camera 154 may be shuwn within a video image from 
the first camcm 22 (picture-in-picture) to provide a reforence 
view (e.g .. full color visible light image) for tJ1c i11frared 
image from the firs1 camcm 22. 

FIG. 38 shows an illustrative llo"cruirt 174 fora method of 
an embodiment uflhe presl?nt invention. In this method. an 
alann 1m1y be triggered if the comparison of images from the 
first and second c.-mems shows sufficient differcuccs above a 
predetermined tll!Cshold (e.g .. urea of pixels. numberofpix
cls. number of pixels per area. cic.)ormovemcut in the image 
fr\lm the first camera tluit is not in die image from the second 
camera. 

In another embodiment. one stationary-mouuted camera 
(e.g .. in an engine room) may be used. Ollen in certain areas 
or a plant there is rmcly movement (e.g .• no people moving 
about tbe room most times) in the room (other than unseen 
internal pans). ln such embodimeot. tbe image may be moni
tored by hardware or a computer system to detect movement 
in the image. Because the image is an infrared image taken 
with an infrared camera system ofanembodiment. tl1c move
ment may be caused by a chemical leak. Thus. tltc image may 
be continuously or periodically monitored for movcm..:nt 
automatically. An alarm may be triggered when movement is 
detected to alen m1 operator to the suspected leak. 111e11, the be placed'' it ltln the same enclosure or on the same rack as the 

rernaindl!r of the system 20. 30 operator may view 1hc vidc..'O image (past or present) to ~cc if 
tliere is un actual le.ak. FIG. 33 is a nowchart J 68 shO\\ ing an illustrative mcth\)d 

that moy be used for un embodiment (e.g .. the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 32) of the present invention. In this method of 
FIG. 33. tl1c images from both cameras may be n .. 'Corded in the 
field and later processed in a vehicle or office. Also. using the 35 
method of FIG. 33. tl1e im<lges of both camcr:is may be stored 
before being processed. even though tJ1e processing may be 
pcrfonned immediately thercatier (on·t.l1c-lly). Tile images 
from both cameras <ire compare.'<! to idcmify the difference$ 
(sec block I 70). which may be indicative of chemical leak. 4(J 

Next. the differences are identified and mapped out. The 
mapped dinerences may then be addt.'<l to the image from the 
second camera to provide a composite image . . \lso. when 
dilforcnccs are identified (e.g., exceeding a prL'<letermined 
number of pixels within the image. dett.-cting movement). an 45 
a lam1 may be triggered to noti ly an operator or inspector of 
t11c suspected detection of a chemical leak. 

In another method. illustrated in FlG. 34. the infrured 
image from tl1e first camera 22 and the composite image m:iy 
be recorded. For example. the iufr'dl'ed image from the first ;o 
camera may be necdt'<l for record keeping to maintain an 
unmodified image. 1 lowcver. the composite image muy be 
preferred for reviewing by the inspections or tor studying the 
inspections. as it may provide color coding or other visual or 
audio cues ttl help the reviewer to better identity potential ss 
leaks. 

Jn still another method. illustrated iu PIG. 35. only lbe 
composite image may be recorded and tbe processing of the 
images may be performed as tl1c images arc collected. I low
cvcr. a temporary buffer memory (e.g .. DRAM, MRl\.M) may 6CI 
be used during the processing. 

FIG. 36 shows a simplified schematic for an alternative 
system 20 where the image splitter and mutual lens arc uot 
used. llllls. the 11rst camera 22 receives its images separately 
from the second camero 154. Jn thisconfigurotion. the second 65 

camera I 54 may be o visible light camera. for example. FICT. 
37 shows an illustrative nowchan .172 fora method when: the 

Lo accordance" i1J1 ono1hcrospcc1 oft be pr.:sent invention, 
a passi,·e infrared camera system adaptt-'tl to provide a visual 
image ofa chemic<ll cmauating from a component having the 
chemical therein. is provided. 111e passive infrared camera 
system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. and a refrigero· 
tion system. The refrigerated portion includes therein an 
ii1frared seusor device adaptc..'CI to capture au infrared image 
from the lcos. and an optical bandpass filter located along an 
optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor device, 
wherein at le:ist pan or a pass band for the optical bandpass 
filter is within an absorption band for the chemical. The 
refrigeration system is adapted to cool tbe refrigerated por
tion of the infrared camera system. 

·nie refrigeration system may includ1rn chamber adapted to 
Main liquid nitrogen. for example. As another example. the 
refrigeration system may include a closed-cycle Stirling 
cryocoolcr. -n1e re frigcnition system may include a cryo
cooler system adap1ed to cool the infrared scDsor device aud 
the optical bandpass filter to a te01pcra111rc below about I 00 
K. ·111e passive inJrared camera system is prelerably portable 
and further includes a battery adapted to provide power for 
tl1e in frarcd camera system during use or the inf rarcd camera 
system. The passive in.frared camera system may include a 
frame. a shoulder-rest portion extending from the frame. and 
n handle extending from t11e frame. Ilic passive int.rared cam
era system preferably includes a flat-p:10el screen adapted to 
display iniages obtained by the infrared camera system dur
ing USC of the mfrared camerJ system. rite paSsi\e infrJTed 
camera system may further include a light shield located 
proximnte to the screen and adapted to at least panially shield 
the screen from ambient light. 

The optical bandpass filter may be adapted 10 allow a 
transmittance greater than <ibout -15% of infrared light 
berwecn about 3360 nm and about 3-100 nm ro pass lberc
through. for example. As another example. the optical band
pass filter may be udapted to allow a tmnsmittancc greater 
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1ban abmn -15% ofinfrared ligl11 belween abmn 3350 nm and 
abou1 3390 nm to pass 1hercthrough. rhe pass band of tbe 
optical bandpass filter may have a cen1er wavelength located 
belWt.'Cll abou1 3360 mu and about 3-100 11m. lbr example. As 
ano1hcr example. the pass band oftl1c optical bandpnss filler 
may have a cemer wavelength locau .. '<I between about 3375 
nm and about 3385 nm. wherein the bandpass filter is adapted 
to allow a tronsmitiance greater than about 800/Q of infrared 
light between about 3365 nm :ind abou1 3395 nm to pass 
1bere1hmugh. wherein tbe bandpass filter comprises a silicon 10 
dioxide substn1te. and wherein the pass band has a foll\\ id1h 
at halfmaximu111 transmimmce that is less llwn abou18011111. 
.\s yet another example. the pass band oftl1eoptical bmidpass 
filter may have a center wavelength located between about 
3340 n111 a11d about 3440 nm. wherein l11e bandpass filter is 15 
aclapted 1oalkm 111ransmi11ance greaterthan about 700/ci at the 
center wavcle11gth. and wherein the pass band has a foll width 
at half maximum traHsmillancc that is less tlian abou1 I 00 nm . 
. \::still ano1her example. the pass band of the optical band
pass filler may have a center wavelc11g1h bc1wecn about 3360 ! O 

run and about 3380 nm. wherein the bandpass fllter is adapted 
10 aJlow a lnmsmittance greater tl1an abom 70% at the center 
\\avelcnj!th. and wherein the pass band has a foll wid1h al half 
maximum 1ransmi1tance 1J1a1 is less 1han abou1 100 mu. 

The infrared sensor device may iucludc an Indium Anti- !5 

monide focal plane array. wherein the focaJ plane array is 
enclosed in an evacua1ed Dewar assembly. ·111c pass band may 
bave a full widlh al hal r maximum lransmjllance tbllt is less 
than about 600 nm. for example.As ano1berexample. the pass 
band may have a full width a1 half maximum 1ransmi11<1ncc 30 

1ha1 is less than about 400 nm .. \s yc1 another example. the 
poss bi:md moy b11vc a foll widtll at b11l r maxjmum 1ro11Smi1-
1ancc 1ha1 is k-ss than abou1200nm. As s1ill another example. 
lhc pass band may have a foll widlh al hal r maximum trans
mittance thal is l11ss than about I 00 nm. TI1e pass band for the 35 
optical ba11dpass fiJtcr may be located be1weeo about 3100 
mu and about 3600 ru11. for example. As another ex:unple. the 
pass band for tl1e op1ical boodpass Cihcr ni:iy be located 
between abolll 3200 run and about 3500 om. As yet ano1her 
example. the pass band for tlw optical bandpass fiht?r may be 4(J 

located between about 33001un nnd abou1 3500 run. ·111c pass 
band for 1he optical bandpass filter may have a center wave
length located witbio 1he absorbance band for 1he cberujcal. 

The component being inspected may be a pipe. a compres
sor. an engine. a valve. a container. a tank. a S\\ itch. a reser- 45 
voir. a filling. a connector, a hose. a flare, an exhaust outlet. a 
machine. a vent forn blow-off valve. orcombinaiions thereof. 
for example. The refrigerated portion may be defint'CI by an 
interior of a Dewar co111aiuer. The chemical may be methane. 
eth:1ne. propane. butane. hexane. ethylcue. propylene, accty- ;o 
leoe. alcohol. ethanol, methanol. xylene. benzene. butadieoe. 
formaldehyde, :1cetone. gasoline. diesel fue l. orcombin::uions 
there~)f. forex:imple. 'Ille chemical may be pe1roleum. pe1ro
leum by-producl. vola1ik organic compound, volatile ioor
gi111ic compound. or combina1ions 1hereot: for example. Tbc 55 
chemical may include a hydrocarbon. for example. As 
;lllotber example. the chemical may include methane. 
wherein 1he absorption band is al least pariially located 
bet ween abom 3 I 00 nm and about 3600 nm. \\.herein the pass 
band is localed bc1wceu about 3100 1101 tmd about 3600 mn. 6CI 
'Ilic chemical may includ11 111e1hane. \\herein the absorp1io11 
band ism lcas1 partially locaicd between <ibout 7200 nm and 
about 8200 run. wherein lhe pass band is localed be1ween 
abou1 7200 um and abou1 8200 nm. for example. As yet 
anmber example. the chemical may include sulfur bexafluo- 65 

rine. wherein the absorption band is at lcas1 partially locmed 
between about 10400 nm and about 10700 nm. wherein the 
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pass band is located be1ween abou1 10400 nm and about 
10700 nm .. \s still ano1her example. the chemical may 
include 11thylcne. wherein the absorption band is al leas1 
pariially locmcd beuwecn about 3100 mn and about 3500 mn. 
wherein the pass band is located between :ibout 3100 nm and 
about 3500 nm. 111e chemical may include elhylcne. for 
cxaniple. wherein Lhe absorption band is :it least parti:iJly 
locmed between about 10400 nm and abou1 10700 run. 
\\herein the pass band is klcatcd bc1wcc11abou1J0400 nm and 
abou1 10700 nm. As anoiber example. the chemic-al may 
include propylene. wh11rcin 1be absorption band is at lt:ast 
parti<il ly loc;iti..'CI between aboul 3100 nm and ;ibout 3600 nm, 
wherein the pass band is located bcl\\CC11 abClut 3100 m11 :ind 
about 3600 nm. As yc1 anod1er example, 1he chemical may 
include propylene. wherein ihe absorption b:uid is at least 
partially located bctwi..-cn about I 0000 nm and about 11500 
11m. when:in the pass band is located be1w1..-cn abolll 10000 
nm a11d abom 1150011111. As still another example. tl1c chemi
cal may include I .:I butadicnc, wherein the absorption band is 
at l11as1 partially located bl1tween about :H 00 nm and about 
3200 run. wherein tbe pass band is located between about 
2900 nm and about 3200 nm. A> a further example. the 
chemical may include 13 bu1adicnc. wherein the absorption 
band is a1 leas1 partially locato..'CI between abou1 9000 om and 
aboul 12000 nm, wher.:in Lile pass band is located between 
about 9000 nm and abou1 12000 nm. 

·11ie passive infrared camera ~ys1cm may include a video 
r<..>cording device ad<Jpled 10 record itm1gcs obtained by Lile 
info.ired camera system during use or the infrared camera 
sy~tcm. 'Ille infrared camera ~)'Stem m<l)' be non-radiometric. 
·nic infrared camer:a sys1em is preferably portable and non
rodiomclric. 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the pn.-sem inven-
1iou. a passive infmrcd camera system adapted 10 provide a 
visual image of a chemical emanating from a component 
havi11g the chemicaJ lberein. is provided. TI1e passive infrared 
camera system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. and a 
refriger.11ion system. ln ibis case. the refrigerated portion 
includes tliercin an it1frared sensor device ndap1cd 10 capture 
an infrared image from 1he lens. and nn optical bandpass filter 
located aJongan optical pa1h be1wcen the lens and the in frart.'CI 
sensor dt?vice. the optical bandpass filter having a pass band 
wi1h a foll wid1h at bal f maximum 1ransmi11ance being less 
than about 600 n111, wherein a1 least part of1he pass band lbr 
1heoptical bandp;.iss filter is within an absorption band for 1hc 
chemical. TI1e rcfrigcra1ion system is adap1ed to cool 1he 
refrigerated porti01l of lhc infrared camera system. 

In accordance wi1h still anotl1cr asp~'CI oft he present inven
tion. a passive infrared comem system adap1ed 10 provide a 
visual image of a chemical e111ana1i11g from a component 
having 1hecbcmical therein. is provided. The passive infrared 
camera system includi..-s u lens. :1 rcfrigam1ed portion. and a 
refrigeration sys1cm. 111 1his case. the rdrigcra1cd portion 
includes I herein ao iufr:ircd sensor d11vice adap1ed 10 capture 
an infrared image from 1he lens. and an op1ical bandpass filter 
located aJoogan optical p<1th between the lens and the infrared 
sensor device. wherein a pass band for lbe optical bandpass 
filter is located be1ween about 3100 run and abotll 3600 nm. 
·nic refrigcra1ion system is adapted II) cool 1be refrigcrall.'CI 
portion of the infmrcd camera system. 

In accordance wi1h a further aspecl of 1he present inven
tion. a passive infmred camera sysl..:m adap1cd 10 provide a 
visual imugc or a chemical emanating from a component 
having the chemical therein. is provided. The passive infrared 
camer.1 system includes a Jens. a refrigera1ed ponfou. u refrig
eration sys1em. and a ba11ery. The refrigeratoo portio11 
includes 1J1ercin an infrared sensor device adapted to cupture 
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:m infrared image f'rom 1he lens. and an optical bandpass filler 
located along an optical palb bet\\ een the lens and the infrared 
sensor device. wherein at least part or a pass band for the 
optical bandpass filter is within 1111 absorp1ion band for the 
chemical. 11Je refrigcrotion system is adap1cd to cool lhe 
refrigemted portion of the infrared camera system. ·me bat· 
1ery is electrically coupled to the infrared camera ~ystem. the 
infrart-d cnmern being ;1dapted to be powered by the ballel")' 
during use or the chemical leak inspoction system. 

28 
pass band has a foll width at half maximum tnrnsmillancc that 
is less than about 600 nm. lhc refrigeration system is adapted 
to cool the refrigerated portion. 

111 accordance with a funher aspect of t11e present inven
tion. a portable passive infrorcd camera system ;1daptcd to 
provide a focused visual imagcofa chemical c111ana1ing from 
a component bavins the chemical therein. is provided. 111c 
infrnrcd camera system includes a lens, a Dewar c(lntainer. 
and a rdrigcration system. The Dewar con1ai11er defines a 
refrigcra1ed portion 1herein. In this case. the refrigeratocl por
tion includes therein an inf rared sensor device having an array 
of sensors adapted Lo receive an inf rared image f rum the lens 
and i1dap1ed 10 gen.crate elcctric;il signals corresponding 10 
the infrared i1m1ge. and an optical bandpass filter located 
along an optical path bel\vcen the lens and t11e infnired sensor 
dl.-vice. wherein ;i pass band for the op1ical bandpass fi lter is 
loci1t<."d bctwl.>en ~1bou1 3200 nm and aboul 3500 nm,\\ herein 
the pass band has ;i full width al half maximum tra11smi11anee 
1hat is less than about 80 nm. and wherein the pass band has 
i1 center wavelength localed bel\veen about 3320 nm and 
about 3440 nm. Tile refrigeration sysrem is adap1cd 10 cool 
the refrigerated port ion. 

Although cmbodimen1s of the present invention and at 
least some of its advnniagcs have been described in detail. it 
should be understood that v;irious changes. subs1innions. and 
alterations can be made herein withou1 departing from 1he 
spiri1 and scope of 1he invention as defined by the appended 
claims. Moreover. tJ1e scope of the prescnl application is 001 
intended 10 be limited to the particular embodiments of the 

ln accordance wirb ;mmbcrasp<.>ct oflbe prcsen1 invention. to 
a port11bh.: chemical leak inspection system thal includes a 
passive infrared camera system adaptl.'CI 10 provide ;1 focused 
visual image of u chemical cmannliog from a component 
having tJ1ecbemical therein. is provided. The pa~~ivc infrared 
camera sys1em includes a lens. a refrigerated ponion. and a t5 
refrigcr.ition sys1cm. 111e refrigerated portion include~ 
therein an infrared sensor device adapted 10 capture rm infra
red image from the lens. and an optical bandpass filter located 
along an optical path between the lens and 1he infrared sensor 
device. wherein at l~st part of a pass band for the op1ical ?o 
bandpass filter is with.in an absorption band for the chemical. 
TI1e refrigeration system is adapted to cool the refrigerated 
portion of the inl"n1rcd camera system. The portable chemical 
leak inspeciion system also includes a ba11ery. a frame. a 
shoulder-rest portion. and a bandle. The ba11ery is electrically !5 

coupk'<l to the infrared camera system. tbe infmrcd camera 
being adapted to be powered by t11e batlery during use of 1he 
chemical leak inspection system. The frame is attached to the 
infrared camem system. The shoulder-resl portion ex1cods 
from 1he frame. And. the handle extends from the frame. Jo procei<s. machine. manufacture. composition of mailer. 

means. methods. and steps described in the specifi~1ion. As 
one of ordiuary skrn iJJ Lhc art" ill rcadjly appreciate from Lhc 
disclosure of the present invention. process1.-s. machines, 

In accordance with yet anot11er aspccl of the present inven-
1io11. a ponablc chemical leak inspcc1ion system 1ho1 includes 
~1 passive inrmn.-d camera system aduptcd 10 provide a 
focused visual image of a chemical emanating from a com
ponent having the chemical therein. is provided. 111e passive 35 
infr;ul:d camera system includes a lens. a refrigerated portion. 
and a refrigeration system. 111 this case. the refrigerated por· 
lion includes 1hereiu an infrar<..'<I sensor device adopted to 
caprure an infr.i.red image from the lens. and an op1ical band
pass lllter located along an optical path between the lens and 4(J 

the infrared sensor device. v. herein a pass band for the optical 
bandpass filter is located between about 3 I 00 nm and ;ibout 
3600 nm. aod wherein the pass band bas a full width at half 
maximum tronsmittance that is less than about 600 nm. The 
refrigeration system is adapted to cool the refrigerated por· 45 
1ion of the infrared camera system. The portable chemical 
leak inspection system also includes a bat1ery. a frame. a 
shoukkr-rcst portion. and a handle. ·n1c bottcry is electrically 
coupled to the infrared camera system. the infrared camera 
being adapted to be powered by the banery during use of the ;o 
chemical lc:1k inspc.'Ction system. Tue frame is m1ached to t11e 
infrared camera system. Tl1e shoulder-rnst portion extends 
from the lh1mc. And. the handle extends from the frame. 

In accordance wi th still auotheraspecl of the present invco· 
1ion. a portable passive inJmred camem system adaptocl to ss 
provide a focused vi sua I image ofo chemical eornnali ng from 
a component having the cbcmical therein. is provided. Tbe 
i11Jrored camera system includes a lens. a Dewar container. 
and a refrigcrJlion system. The Dewar container defm(:l; a 
rcl'rigemted port.ion therein. TI1e rcfrigeratocl portion includes 6CI 
therein an infrared sensor device having an array of sensors 
adapted to receive an infrared image from the lens and 
adapted co genemte electrical signals corresponding to tJ1e 
infrared image. and ;iuoptical bandpass filter localed along an 
optical path between the lens and the infrared sensor device. 65 

wherein a pass band for the optical bandpass filter is located 
between about 3100 nm and ;1bou13600 nm. and wherein the 

manufaclllrc. compositions of mauer. means. methods. or 
steps, presently exis1ing or later 10 be dc.-veloped. tJiat perfom1 
substantioUy the same fonction or achieve substantially the 
same result as the corresponding embodiments described 
herein may be utiliz1..'<I accordi11g 10 the present invention. 
i\ccordiog.ly. the appended claims arc inteL1ded to include 
within their scope such processes. machines. m:111ufue1urc. 
compositions of matter. means, methods. or steps. 

\I/hat is claimed is: 
I. A $)'Stem for producing a visible image of a leak of any 

one or more chemicals of a group of chemicals. the leak 
emanating from a component. including: 

a passive infrared camera system including: 
a lens assembly including a lens; 
a rcfrigeratocl portion including an interior; 
an infrarl.'CI sensor device locatl."<I in the interior of the 

refrigerated ponion: 
a single filter configuration locnted in 1be interior of the 

rcfri8crmed ponion and including an optical bandpass 
filler fixed aJoog an op1icaJ pa1b be1w<..>en the lens assem
bly and the infrared sensor device; 

a refrigeration system tllat can cool the interior of the 
refrigerated portion: 

wherein al least pan 0 r the pass band !Or tbe single filter 
conliguralion is within an absorplion band for each of 
the chemicals: and 

wherein the nggrcga1e pass band for the single filter con
figuration is at least about 100 nm: and 

a processor 1hat can process a signal representing the fil. 
tered infrared image captured by the infran.>d sensor 
device to produce a visible image of1he chemicaJ crna-
1iating from tbc component under variable ambienl con
ditions of the urea around the leak. 
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2. The system of claim I . further including a recording 
device that cau n.'Cord the visible image of the leaking chemi
cal. 

3. The system of claim 2. wherein the recorded visible 
image can be viewed al a time other than when recorded. 

4.111csystem of claim 2. wherein the recording device can 
record the visible image along with inspection infonuation 
about the image selected from a group consisting of inspec
tion locmion n:1mc. inspection location address. component 
name. component identifica1ion information. global position- to 
ing coordinates, u date. a time of day. an inspector's name. an 
inspection company'$ name. one or more camera system 
sclline. va lues. and combinations thereot: 

5. ll1e system claim 2. fonher including fl voice recorder 
that can record voice notes along wi th the image. t5 

30 
22. The system of claim I. wherein the filter configuration 

includes more than one filter. 
23. The system t)f c loim I . wherein the aggrega te pass band 

for tlte single filter (.'Onfiguration is at least about 200 nm. 
24. The system of claim I . wherein the pass band for the 

fl her conlig.urat ion has a center wavclengt h located between 
about 3375 mn and about 3385 11m. 

25. The system of claim J . wherein the pass band for the 
filter configuration has :1 center '"11vele.ng.th loc:lted between 
about 3340 11111 and about 3440 nm. 

26. 1 be system of claim I. \\ herci11 thc pass band for the 
filter configuration has a center waveleng.tb located between 
about 3360 nm and about 3380 run. 

27. The system or claim I. wherein the pass band for the 
filter configuration is located between about 2900 nm and 
about 3200 nm. 

6. The systen1 of claim J . wherein th.: passive i11frarcd 
camera system further includes a display screen that can 
display the visible image or the leaking chemical. 

7. ·nic system of claim 1. wherein the passive infrared 
camera system is powered by a battery and is portable. 

28. The system or claim I. wherein the pass band for the 
filter configurntion is located betwwn about '.HOO nm and 

?o about 3500 run. 
8. The system of claim 1. wherein lhe passive infrared 

camera system lens assembly includes more th:in one lens. 
9. 'lbe system of claim 1. wherein the passive infrared 

canK•ra system lens as$embly is removable. 
10.111c system of claim 1. wherein the refrigerated portion ~5 

is defined by a Dewar container. 
11 . ·n1c system of claim 1. wherein tl1c refrigeration system 

includes a closed-cycle Stirling cryocooler. 
l2.111c system ofclaim J. wherein the refrigeration system 

can cool the iuterior of the refrigerated section to a tempera- Jo 

lllrc below about 100 K. 

29. The system of claim J. wherein the pass band for the 
filter config11ration is located between about 3100 llJll and 
about 3500 nm. 

30. The system of claim l. wherein the p:1ss band for I.be 
filter configuration is localed between about 3200 nm and 
about 3500 nm. 

31. ·111c system of claim I. wherein the pass band for the 
filter configuration is locmcd be1wccn about 3300 nm and 
about 3500 nm. 

32. 111e system of cl;iim I. wherein the pass band for the 
filter configuration is located between about 3200 run :md 
about 3400 nm. 

13. ·n1c system of claim 1. wherein tbe processor coo 
process the filtered infrared image captured by the infrared 
sensor device to produce a visible image of more than oue 
chemical. 

14. Tbe system of claim I . wherein I.be infrared sensor 
device captures multiple images aod the processor can pro
cess the muJtiple images to produce a visible video of I.be 

33. The syst<:m of claim l. wherein tl1c pass band for the 

35 
filter configuration is located between about 9000 run and 
about 12000 nm. 

leak. 
IS. "ll1e system of claim l. wherein. in use. the infrared 4(J 

sensor device receives a filleroo in.J'rared image from the 
single filtcrconfigurat ion and converts the filtered image to an 

34. ·me system o f claim I . wherein the pass band for the 
11lter configuration is located between about I 0400 and 10700 
nm. 

35. 111e system of claim I . wherein the pass band for the 
filter configuration is located between about 10000 nm and 
about 11500 mn. 

electrical signal representing the flJtered infrared image. 36. 111e system of claim I. wherein the pass hand for the 
l 6.'ll1e system of claim J , ''herein the processor is pan of filter configuration is located between about 10500 nm and 

the passive infrnn:xl camera system. 45 about 10600 nm. 
17. lltc system of claim I. wherein the processor is sepa- 37. The system of claim I. wherein the pass hand for the 

rate from the passive infrared camera system. filter configuration has a full width at half maximum 1rans-
l8 . ·Ille system of claim I . wherein the ima~c ca11 be minancc that is les:; ihan about 600 nm. 

processed in rea l time. 38. The system or claim I . wherein the pass band for the 
19. The system or claim J, further iucludiug a 1ransmi11er ;o 11her configuration has a full width at haJl' maximum trans-

tbat can transmit the visible image to a location remote from minance that is less than ubout 400 nm. 
the passive infran.'<1 camera system. 39. The system o f claim I. wherein the paSl; band for the 

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the transmitter can 
filter cottfigUi'Mion is located bclWl!cll about 3250 run a11cl 

transmit the image using at least one or a cable. a wire. a 
:ibout 3510 0111 with. a full width at ha tr maximum less than 

wireless communication device, ~1 network connection. the 55 about 
250 

nm. 
lmemet. or combinations thereof. 

21. The system of claim l. wherein lhe any one or more 
chemicals includes one or more substances selected from the 
group consisting of refrigerant: fuel: water vapor: methane: 
ethane: propane: butane: hexane: ethylene; propylene: o-xy- 6CI 
Jene: toluene: ben1ene: acetylene: alcohol: ethanol: met!UJ
nol: xylene: benzene: fom1aldehydc; 1.2 butadiene: 1.3 buta
dicne: butadiene: acetone: gasolille: diesel fuel: petroleum: 
[lell'Ochemicals: petroleum by-product: volatile organic com
pound: volatile inorganic compound: cnide oiJ products: 65 

crude oil by-products: a hydrocarbon: and compounds and 
combinations thcn.-of'. 

40. The system of claim I. wherein tJ1e pass band for the 
filter configuration is located between about 3200 nm and 
abom 3580 nm '' ith :1 foll width :u half maximum less than 
about 350 run. 

4 l. 111e system of claim I. wherein the pass band for the 
filter cQnJigura tion is located between about 7600 om and 
about 7800 ru11. 

42. The system of claim J. wherein tlie pass band for the 
filter configuration is located be1wee11 about 3200 run and 
about 3500 nm with a full width at hair maximum k'SS than 
about 300 nm. 
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. ·B lhc_ '}'lcm l>I claim I \\hcrcm the pa" band for the 
hhcr ~>nhgum1mn i' l\>e<1h..-d b.:t\\C.:O aoou1 3200 nm ;md 
uboul %00 nm'' ith a full \\ 1dth at balf ma'l.imum k.'S~ than 
alx1u1 400 nm. 

44 lk '} 'tcm <>f cl<um I "herein the filler configurnlll>n ~ 
.111<1\\' ;i 1r.111'm111ance grc;iter than about 70'""<> at the cemer 
\\a\dcngth of the fXhit band. 
. 45 ll~'~'tem11ld,11m J "hcrcinthcaggrega1epai.~ba.nd 
lor the hhcrconli1111rJU011 mcludci. a lull\\ idth al half ma\1· 
mum tr.m,mlllance th•ll 1i. k'S' than about 600 run tu 

46 lk '~'tern ofclaun I. \\herein lhc center \\J\elcnttth 
ol the p.h> hand for the lihcr conJigurotioo 1 .. \\ 1lhin ;m 
tibSOrJlllOO band for \Ille Of lhe ChCnllCQ)S. 

47 Inc '>'~•cm of claim I . ''herein ti!<! ccoh.:r ''a"cleng1h 
ol the PJ" band for tht.' filter conJigumtion b outside an 1 ~ 
;1bs11rp11un hand for one of the chcmic:11'. 

48 I he 'Y~lcm of cloim I, " herein the absorp1io11 band of 
t>nc of thc chcm1cuh. includl.-:. u pt."ak and the pas~ bnnd for 1hc 
hhcr conli11ur.11mn ., ccntcr .. 'tl al or close to the pl.':lk. 

49. l11c 'Y~lcm ol cluun I. '"ht.'rcin lhe absorpuon band uf w 
one oJ lhe chemicub u1clud~ u peak and the pas~ band for the 
tilter conli11ur.11ion 1s 1101 c.:nll.'1'1.'CI at or clo~e 11> 1he p..-ak. 

SO. Oic \)'lem of claim I. tUrthCT 1nducling a compulcr 
pn>ttr.11111u ..... t .... 11h 11m1gc rce.1.>11m11on "ol\w:m: to analy1e 1he 
1maic Imm the pnx:ci."" 

32 
SI Ille ')'ll.'lll ul c:la1m J \\hcrcrn the passi'e in1riln.'CI 

c:;uncm l>}\lem 1' attm:h .. -J tu or \Up(><>rtl.'CI by a ffilWablc 
\chide .. ek'<.:ll.'t! from lht.' j!.!UUp co1b1s1ini <lf a motorcycle. a 
c-.ir. J lrud .. 11 bicycle, ,1 hc,\o'.11. a 'hip. a p..'Nlnal \\all.-raafl. a 
m1.1~ "in11 \\:h1cle. :m airplane. a ('O\\"'l'l.~ paraghdcr. an 
uhruhl!-hl ain:rull. u (><.l\\en.-d 11lidcr. a glider. a balloon. a 
bhmp. a r .. m1>1el) C\•n1mlkd wh1cle. an unmannoo aerial 
'ch1clc. a ... ;11elh1e. and ct•mbinauun ... lhcr .. 'Of 

S2 ·inc -'"'ll.'lll of cl.um I . \\IWrcm the p.h:.1\C 1nfrJruJ 
camera ')'lem "non-mdi<>mclnc 

SJ lk ')'lcm ol cl.um I \\herein the mfrar .. ~ .c~or 
dt.-vu.:c mcluJl.'S 1111 lnd1um \n11nwn1dc focal plane army of al 
h:a>I RI , 920 'e11.,<1r clemcntl>. 

54 Ilic '>"'lcm of daun I. "hercm lht.' pa.<;shc inlr::1red 
c;1mcm sy,,tcm •~ aum:h"'CI 10 a pem1ancu1ly 1n,1alkd nmun1 

SS Ille ~y ... 10.:m of claim I. runher inclutlinj!. morc 1h:111 one 
"'''"1"e 111f'r..1n.-d c;imcm '>)blcm 

S6 The'} \ll.'ln or claim 55. ''herein the pm.sive inl'mn'CI 
camera'> arc p;irt of a ncl\\ori.. . 
. 57. nic 'Y'lem ur cluun I. \\herein the optical bandpass 
hit .. .,. mclud .. " a '11ioo11 dioxid..: ,ub .. 1ru1c. 

58 "lltc ... y,tcm orclam1 I. \\ herein lhc rclrigcrauon~ystcm 
include' a cll<unhcr adaptl.-d Ill rclam liquid mtrog.cn 
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